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FOREWORD

The Center for Statewide Educational Assessment was established under

a grant from the Ford Foundation to provide consulting, instructional,

and information services for the development of statewide educational

assessment programs. The primary focus of the Center has been on im-

proving the capabilities of assessment personnel in state departments

of education.

We are pleased to present here a number of research papers that

have been published by the Center's staff. In these papers, the authors

come to grips with some of the most difficult problems of measurement.

Joan Knapp explores questions of defining and measuring self concept:

Which of the many overlapping definitions of self concept should form

the basis for measurement? Would it be better to think of self concept

as a field of study rather than a trait? In another paper, Joan Knapp

examines some problems of measuring attitudes toward school. In both

papers, the author comments upon the use and value of a number of

instruments. Richard Jaeger's "primer" on sampling, designed to help

the reader "meet a sampling expert at least half way," is a valuable

resource presented with humor and imagination. Paul Campbell outlines

testing strategies that take into account the relationship between

learning conditions and achievement. John Fremer suggests ways to deter-

mine what should be measured, whether newly developed or existing

instruments should be used, and what types of reports are needed. In the

final paper of this volume, Nancy Bruno, Paul Campbell, and William

Schabacker present a comprehensive guide for state assessment personnel.

Their step-by-step approach provides answers to some challenging questions:

How do we involve the community in testing programs? .How can data presen-

tations be designed for laymen? How can we take the noncognitive effects

of school into account?-

We are grateful for the opportunity to offer this research which, we

hope, will expand the horizons of statewide educational assessment.

William W. Turnbull
President
Educational Testing Service
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Introduction

The study of the self is a fairly recent development in the history of

psychology.-_The work and theories of Freud (although h never used the

term 'self') and the writings of William James promoted soma interest in

the topic in psychological circles. Unfortunately, the theoretical foundation

for studies concerning the self and self concept was not completely laid

before behaviorism emerged and dominated psychological thought for the

first four decades of this century. Wylie (1961) points out that when

American clinical psychologists discovered that stimulusresponse models

were too limited to be applied to therapeutic settings, interest in the

self and self concept was renewed and great energy was directed toward

research activity in this area. More recently, the desire to enhance the

self concepts of children as students, particularly in early childhood

educaiion, and the logical connection between self concept and achievement

have stimulated educational studies and assessment in this area.

Definition of Self Concept

Because of this historical unevenness in the development of theories

concerning self concept, a study of the literature and the state of the art

reveals an endless list of terms such as social self, self regard, self esteem,

self evaluation, phenomenal self, self image, etc. Many of these terms have

overlapping definitions, and the theories associated with them are ambiguous

and incomplete with no one theory receiving a large amount of meticulous

empirical exploration. Thus,when the evaluator's or educator's task is to

study self concept in the school setting, he is faced with the dilemma of

not knowing exactly what he is studying and, of course, how he is tb assess

or measure its extremes or changes.

Because of this confusion, it may be wise at this point to think

of self concept as a term that designates a field of study rather than a

unified construct or trait. It is a term given to a set of self referent

constructs which form a unique collection of complex and dynamic ideas. A

person may or may not be aware of the ideas he/she holds true about him/

herself in respect to a given situation, however we can assume that a person's

self concept or an aspect of its affects his/her behavior (Coller, 1971),.

Self concept defined as a multidimensional construct that covers and includes

the total range of one's perceptions and evaluations of oneself (Creelman, 1954)

is a widely acknowledged and less technical definition.
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The -11asurement of Self Concept_

It is obvious that as much as we would like to put ourselves in someone

else's skin, it cannot be done. We cannot feel or see a person's self con-

cept; therefore, it must be inferred by using various measurement techniques.

Coller (1971) has offered a useful model (adapted from Gordon, 1968) that

provides gross but useful categories for the classification of measurement

devices (see figure on page 3).

Each type of measure has methodological flaws and advantages. Direct

observations are useful for very young children who cannot use language with

facility and who have attention spans too short for a testing situation.

However, the presence of the observer may produce behavior on the part of the

subject which is different than the subject's behavior would be if the observer

were not present.

Behavior trace measures eliminate this observer effect as the student is

unaware that his behavior is being studied. These procedures are concerned
--

with examining the aftereffect produced by a child's responses, not with direct

observation. Trace behavior techniques may entail such things as studying

comments in a student's school.record files or evaluating in retrospect a

child's self concept on a rating scale by way of impressions of a child's

behavior in the classroom. However, since the investigator is never sure
-

what behavior is reflected by file comments and since memories may be faulty

or distorted, the data obtained way be inaccurate.

Projective techniques which use unstructured test stilumi such as inkblots

or pictures are effective in revealing latent and covert aspects of self

concepts, are less likely to be subject to faking, and are useful with verbally

limited individuals. But scoring is difficult and may lack objectivity.

Interpretation of scores can result in a misleading picture of the subject,

and the determination of reliability and validity present special problems.

Self report techniques are economical and practical in that they can be

scored and interpreted easily, and the investigator can obtain a self descrip-

tion from a subject in a short period of time because the measures are structured

or semistructured. On the minus side, there is evidence that subjects can

recognize items or answers on instruments, such as questionnaires, which are

socially more desirable than others and therefore can "fake good" or "fake

bad" depending on the circumstances surrounding the self report. However,

much of this can be eliminated by taking this into account when the instrument

1 0



A General Model for the Assessment of Self

The circle represents all that is meant by Self and includes all
definitions. The diamond shape in the center represents Self as
assessed by any combination of four distinct procedures: Direct
Observation, Behavioral Traces, Self-Reports, and Projective Techniques.

1 1
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is constructed (e.g., using equal numbers of negative and positive statements),

by establishing rapport with the student, by providing a nonthreatening climate,

and by assuring anonymity when administering the self report. The majority of

self concept measures used in research consists of self report inventories.

Clearly, since each type of measure has weaknesses, any assessment of

self concept should employ an eclectic approach. In research and evaluation,

an investigator can be more confident in the results of his assessment when

several different measurement methods produce comparable findings.

Caveat Emptor

Before undertaking large-scale assessments in the area of student self

concepts, the educator, researcher, and evaluator should be aware of the

pitfalls, problems, and eddies of confusion which abound concerning the topic

in the disciplines of psychology, sociology,-and education.

The major problem, and one from which most other problems stem, was.

touched upon earli.er--the lack of cohesiveness and tight conceptualization

concerning self and self concept, and yet this can be said of many areas

studied in the social sciences. Since it is clear that this problem will

not be remedied quickly, investigators can contribute to a solution by pre-

facing and supporting their assessment procedures with a clear and precise

rationale. That is, self concept should be described theoretically as well

as operationally. Frequently, reports of self concept research do not even

provide a good description of the instrument used and/or the reasons for its

use.

There are problems concerning the psychometric properties of the instruments.

Personality or noncognitive measures generally are less stable than cognitive

measures; Yet many instruments in the field are substantiated with internal

consistency coefficients when test-retest reliability data would be more

meaningful and appropriate. In terms of validity, instrument developers and

users have relied heavily on expert judgement and theories which may lead to

content validation, but which do not speak to construct or criterion related

validation. Very few instruments have undergone convergent and discriminant

validatioa-that is, the study of the interrelationships between more than one

method of measuring self concept and other constructs which may be similar or

dissimilar to self concept. Construct validation is assured if different

measures of the same trait or construct correlate higher with each other than

1 2
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they do with measures of different traits involving separate methods (Campbell

and Fiske, 1959). More simply, the caution here is .to take more than one

measurement approach when planning self concept assessment.

There are other unanswered questions and unresolved issues which may

influence the design of research and evaluation in this area. A few are

listed below.

1. Does low self concept result in poor achievement, or does

poor achievement result in a lowered self concept?

2. How much do response sets and defensiveness on the part of

subjects affect their scores on a self concept measure--in

particular, self reports?

3. How stable is self concept at different ages in a child's

life?

4. Can self concept be changed? If so, what procedures or

teaching styles work?

5. Is self concept differentiated or global?

6. Does sex role identification influence self concept?

7. Do minority group children have lower self esteem than

majority group children? All the time? Under-certain

conditions?

8. Do particular cultures influence the way individuals

evaluate themselves?

Instruments

The following instruments, as a group, have been chosen on the basis of

several criteria.

1. They should be suitable for and reflect the full age range of

children in school.

2. Each of the categories in Coller's model--self report, projective,

behavior trace, and direct observation--should be represented.

3. They should have been designed with the so-called normal population

in mind rather than a psychopathological population.

4. They have enough information accompanying them to enable investigators

to use them effectively.

5. They should reflect a variety of means of presentation (e.g.,

pictorial items, semantic differential).

1 3



Direct Observation

Title: Work Posting*

-6-

Description: This measure is one of a collection of instruments concerning
learner's self concept from the Instructional Objectives
Exchange in Los Angeles, California. It is designed to be
administered by the teacher in the classroom setting. The
teacher announrPq the "pportunity for students to display
their work in. Sufficient room must be provided
to instil 1 do not feel that their work Lnot be
display e ck of space. This measure 1 .sed on
the assk.,1 C ... students with a positive self

, :pt will
want to display their work.

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

Reliability
and

Validity:

Comments:

The teacher should tell the students about posting their work
in a way that seems natural to the typical classroom setting.
Emphasis should be placed on the voluntary nature of the
activity and the fact that work posting will not be a reward-
punishment situation. Care should be taken to provide this
opportunity for a variety of subject areas. The teacher totals
the number of papers posted during the observational period(s)
and divides that by the number of children in the class to
obtain a percentage of the class that participates.

Work Posting is suitable for children in grades K-6.

No information available.

Since this measure is part of an objectives-items bank where
there is little data feedback, little is known about how it
stands up in the field. It is obvious that, if used, much
more information is needed before class scores can be inter-
preted. It would seem that its best use would be in conjunction
with a learning program or technique that is designed to change
students' self concepts; however, it is vital that other
measures (e.g., self report type) be used to assure the teacher
or investigator that he is, in fact, measuring self concept
rather than other variables which might influence a child to
post his/her work.

*Sample procedure reproduced by permission Of W. J. Popham, Director
of Instructional Objectives Exchange.
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Projective Technique

Title: The Children's Self-Social Constructs Test (CSSCT)

Description: The CSSCT is a projective technique which consists of approximately
12 symbolic arrays in which circles and other figures represent
the self and/or significant others and it is available in 3 forms:
preschool, primary, adolescent (Henderson, Long, and Ziller,
1965). The child is required to arrange these symbols by
selecting a circle to represent the self or some other person,
by drawing a circle to stand for him/herself or another, by
pasting a gummed picture that represents the self onto a page
with other symbols, yr 'y cing a letter in circles (e.g., M
for mother) arranged on a page. The assumptio l? underlying the

instrument is that infL, aces can be made about a person's self
concept from the ways in which the subject relates him/herself
symbolically to a variety of social configurations. Each form
of the CSSCT is designed to measure self esteem, social interest,
identification, minority identification, realism to size,
preference for others, while the primary form measures a
complexity dimension as well.

Example:* Horizontal self esteem (adolescent version)

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

0000
(The subject marks each circle with letter standing for a person
on a list: D doctor, F - father, Fr - friend, S - yourself,
etc. Additional stimuli are presented for a new set of blank
circles such as: F someone who is flunking; K - someone who
kind, S - yourself, etc.)

Scoring is somewhat complex but the manual provides guidance for
scoring each task. Each form has a different method and directions
for administration (e.g., preschool form is administered individually;
adolescent form in groups). All forms are administered orally.
Experience and training are required to give the test.

An early study involved 420 students in grades 6-12. Five
different samples of children of school and preschool ages
were tested in reliability studies. Norms for boys and girls
are available. Since its development the instrument has been
used in a variety of independent research endeavors.

Reliability: Four different samples ranging from grade K-12 were used to
determine split half reliability coefficients (internal consist-

*Sample item reproduced by permission E. A. Henderson, B. H. Long, and
R. C. Ziller, the copyright owners. Tests to be published by Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.
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ency). One sample (6th graders) was used to determine test-
retest reliability. For example, for the adolescent test,
split-half coefficients on 11 tasks ranged from .58 to .94.
More extensive data is in the manual.

Validity: The manual carefully discusses each of the tasks in terms of
theoretical grounding (content validity) and empirical
findings (e.g., correlations of each of the tasks on the
CSSCT with other instruments and methods for measuring self
esteem). Validity coefficients must be interpreted with
several factors in mind such as age of subject, ethnic
background, etc.

Comments: Great theoretical care has been taken in developing the CSSCT,
and research that involves self-social symbol tasks is
n, live. Projective instruments are apt to show up

orly -tn subject to psychometric interpretation; however,
is an exception. Since the tasks are essentially

nonverbal and appear to be intrinsically interesting to
children, they have wide applicability.

1 6
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Seml-Projective Technique

Title: The Children's Self Concept Index (CSCI)

.Description: The CSCI is a 26-item inventory designed for Project Headstart
to assess the degree of positive self concept of children in
grades 1-3. Peer acceptance and a positive reinforcement in
the home and school are the major areas of emphasis in the
index. Each item is composed of two sentences. One pertains
to a balloon child, the other a flag child represented by a
pair of stick figures. The child representing the socially
desirable attribute is represented at alternate times by the
two stick figures so that neither the balloon child nor the
flag child is the good child throughout the 26 items.' The
problem of numbering itens is eliminated by using different

'ired pages for each iter

Ex. :Q administrator says, "Im going to tell you a story. Listen
carefully and mark an X in the little square under the child
who is more like you." (Read item sentences.)

S=strng
and Aamain-

ir-ra--ion:

Most grown-ups don't care about the balloon-child.

Grown-ups like to help the flag-child.

The test can be given without training to individuals or classroom
groups. For larger groups an aid may be necessary, especially

.Sample items reproduced by permission of Westinghouse Learning Corporation.
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Subjects:

Reliability:

Validity:

Comments:

-10-

when dealing with first graders. Directions for administration
and instructions for the children are easily understood. The
entire test is read to the subjects with two sample items
preceding the test to help the subjects understand the format.

The instrument was standardized on a sample of 1,900 disadvantaged
children in grades 1-3 from 9 geographic areas.

Test-retest reliability after a 2 week interval was .66, computed
on a sample of 100 second grade students. The coefficient for
internal consistency was .80.

Rank order correlations of scores with teacher ratings of the
child's self concept ranged from .20-to .60 for 4 different
classrooms.

The low test-retest reliability may be due to personality
inqtability in the primary years. Correlations between the
CCI and other measures of self .concept would add evidence
toward determining validity. The use of the test with
'middle-class' samples also would be of interest. Despite
these drawbacks, the CSCI represents a creative attempt to
evaluate the self concept of the very young student.

More information on the CSCI may be obtained from:

Westinghouse Learning Corporation
100 Park Avenue
New York, New York



Semi-Project

Title:

Description:

Examples:*

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

ive Technique

Reliability
and Validity:

Comments:

Responsive Self-Concept Test

Designed for the evaluation of Follow Through students, this
instrument measures nine psycho-social factors in children
(grades 1-3): self-awareness, emotional affect, relationship
with family, relationship with peers, verbal participation,
approach to learning, reaction to success/failure, self
satisfaction. The child receives a booklet of colored cards,
each of which has a circle or square. On a larger white
backing card is pasted a picture of the child taking the test.
In the square is a picture of another child who is not known
to the subject. If the subject is a black male, then the
picture in the square must be one of a black male, etc.
After a statement is read, the child is told to put an X
in the circle or square on the colored card below the picture
of the child to which the statement applies. A teacher's
rating scale for assessing the nine factors is available for
use with the instrument.

grey sheet: Which child likes to play alone?
orange sheet: Which child does not talk very well?

The test zan be administered by the teacher to up to seven
children at one time. A Polaroid camera is needed for taking
full-face snapshots of the children. Directions are clear and
a warm-up session is included. Information on scoring was not
available.

Informacion not available.

Psychometric data on the test are not yet available.

The instrument is unique in its design and-takes into account
the age of the subject. Its utility will be increased once
data becomes available. The theoretical basis fffr using the
nine psycho-social factors and the pictures of like ethnic
background and sex for the 'other' child is not clear. One
possible problem with the scale is that it uses colored cards
with the assumption that the children know colors. Therefore,
it is crucial that the teacher or an assistant make certain
that the children have their booklets turned to the right card.

More information on the instrument can be obtained from:

Ann Fitz Gibbon
Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development

1 Garden Circle
Hotel Claremont
Berkeley, California 94705

1 9
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Behavior Trace Report

Title: Behavior Rating Form (BRF)

-12-

Description: This form was developed for use in conjunction with the
Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory. It consists of 13.simple
and componnd questions about_behavioral self concept indicators
pertaining to a child in the classroom. The teacher checks
the answer on a five-point scale. Items in the BRF refer
to such behaviors as the child's reaction to failure, self
confidence in a new situation, sociability with peers, and the
need for encouragement. The questions were developed after
a series observations in and out of the classroom and repeated
interviews with teachers, principals, and a clinical psychologist.

Examples:* Does the child deprecate his school work, grades, '-tivit4:2:- oLd
work products? Does he indicate he is not dol. Al as expected?

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

Validity:

Comments:

always usually sometimes

seldom never

How often is the child chosen for activities by his classmates?
Is his companionship sought for and valued?

always usually sometimes

seldom never

The .BRE is self-adMinistered and scoring information is available
fran author. The BRF provides two scores--esteem behavior
and defensive behavior.

(See Gmopersmith Self Esteem Inventory)

Cross rater reliability was determined by cnrrelating ratings of
teachers and principals (.73).

(See Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory). The author reports
that there was a general tendency for the teachers to rate
girls higher; howevcr, to correct for this systematic bias,
male and female scores were scaled separately.

Here again, the BRE was used by Coopersmith as a screening
device; however, 1.= can be used effectively as a validity
check on self report or projective measures (e.g., correlating
scores on the BRF-mith the Piers-Harris Self Concept Scale).
Since the use of the BRF involves a retrospective report of

*Sample items reproduced from The Antecedents of Self-Esteem, by
S. Coopersmith, San Francisco, California: W. H. Freeman and Company, 1968.
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behavior and not a direct observation of a child's behavior,
it eliminates the problem of the child knowing that he is
being observed and reacting to the observer. However, a
teacher's memories of a child's actions are notoriously
faulty due to the numerous opportunities for distortion
and bias.

2 1



Self Report

Title:

Description:

Examples:*

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

-14-

Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory (CSEI)

The CSEI is a 58-item inventory concerned with the subject's
self attitude in four areas: peers, parents, school, and
personal interests. The inventory was devised by Coopersmith
(1967) for research carried out during 1Q59-1965 on the
antecedents, consequences, and corre:s- 3 of self ,steem.
Most of the items wr -e based on itens i h- Rogers
and Dymou, (1954), /11 the items were rew,urded for use with
children age 8-10. Then five psychologists sorted the items
into two groups--those indicative of high self esteem and
those indicative of low self-esteem.

I'm a failure
I'm never shy
It's pretty tough to be-me

11,

Like Me Unlike Me

The inventory may be group administered to persons aged 9 and
older. Individual administration or rewording of the terms
may be necessary with children younger than age nine. The
author also has a shortened version for children in grade 3.
Scoring information is available from the author.

The inventory originally was administered to 1,748 children
attending public schools in central Connecticut. It has been
administered to other samples in independent studies since
Coopersmith's work was published.

Reliability: Test-retest reliability after a three-year interval was .70.
A five-week interval 'Lest-retest reliability study produced
a coefficient of .88..

Validity:

Comments:

Since the CSEI was used for purposes of screening and selecting
a sample for the major portion of the study, validity information
is not directly available. For Coopersmith's purposes, validity
is reported via the results of his study and not in terms of
validity coefficients. Other evidence for validity can be
found in data from other studies in which the inventory was used.

The study for which this instrument was developed is the most
widely known and studied monograph on the subject of self esteem.
Consequently, the instrument along with other techniques have
been used by many researchers and evaluators. However, other

*Sample items reproduced from The Antecedents o: Self-Esteem, by S. Coopersmith,
San Francisco, Calif,Drnia: W. H. Freeman and Comp any, 1968.
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instruments that have been summarized here have far more
psychometric data from which to judge their utility. The

language and readability of C CSEI are more difficult
th ihich iJ found in c self-repr 7 measures

collection.

2 3



Self Report

Title:

Description:

Examples:*

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

Reliability:

Validity:

-16-

Tennessee Self Concept Scale

This instrument was developed by Fitts (1955) to fill a need
for a scale which is simple for the subject, widely applicable,
well standardized, and multidimensional in its description of
the self concept. The scale consists of 100 self descriptive
statements and the subject judges each statement on a five
point scale. Subjects age 12 or with a sixth grade reading
ability can use the TSCS. A variety of subscales are embedded
in the inventory and vary as to whether the scores will be
used for counseling, clinical work, or research. The TSCS is
applicable to subjects in the whole range of psychological
adjustment.

I like my looks just the way they are
I find it hard to talk to strangers
I am a nobody

Completely Mostly
false false

1 2

Partly false
and Mostly

partly true true

3 4

Completely
true

5

Hand scoring is a complicated procedure because of the subscales,
and the author suggests the use of the available computer scoring
service for 50 or more tests. The scale can be self administered
for either individuals or groups.

The standardization group from which norms were developed was a
sample-of 626 people. The sample included subjects from various
parts of the country, from ages ranging from 12 to 68, from
various ethnic groups, socioeconomic levels, and educational
levels. Subsequent studies and samples showed group means and
variances which are comparable to the norming aample.

Test-retest reliability coefficients for all major subscores
ranged from .61 to .92. The time interval between measurements
was two weeks. Other evidence of reliability was the similarity
of profile patterns found through repeated measures on the same
individuals over long periods of time. The author cites that
reliability coefficients for profile segments used in one of
the subscores fall in the .80 - .90 range.

Validation procedures used in conjunction with the TSCS were
of four kinds: (1) content validity (e.g., an item was retained
in the scale only if there was unanimous agreement by a group of
judges that it was classified properly in a system that was

*Sample items reproduced by permission of author, W. H. Fitts and'publisher,
Counselor Recordings and Tests, Nashville, Tennessee.
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used to determine subscores); (2) discrimination between
groups (e.g., subscores were analyzed to determine whether
they differentiated between psychiatric patients and non-
psychiatric patients and within patient groups in a variety
of settings); (3) correlation with other personality measures
(e.g., Minnesota MUltyphasic Personality Inventory, Edwards
Personal Preference Schedule); (4) personality changes under
particular conditions (e.g., changes through psychotherapy,
drug therapy and experiments). In summary, most of the
procedures provided substantial evidence as to the validity
of the instrument.

Recently the TSCS has been used in several studies relating
self concept to school achievement. Its simple language and
ease of administration are desirable in a practical setting.
The extent of psychometric data in the manual and new research
data add to its soundness as a measurement tool. Several
drawbacks are evident. The manual and scoring procedures are
somewhat complex, and the instructions to the subject are curt
and test-like in tone, which hinders the establishment of
.comfort and rapport with the subject. It is considerably
longer than other measures of self concept.

2 5
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Self Report

Title: How I See Myself Scale (Primary and Secondary Form)

Description: This is a 40-item scale for the primary version (grades 3-6)
and a 42-item scale for the secondary version (grades 7-12)
developed by Gordon (1966) for use in a variety of research
projects. The basic assumption underlying the scale is that
self concept is not a unitary trait. Therefore, the scale
contains several rationally derived subscales which relate
to student's view of peers, teachers, school, and his/her
own emotional control. Factor analytic studies produced
five major factors. They were labeled Teacher-School,
Physical Appearance, Interpersonal Adequacy, Autonomy,
Academic Adequacy.

Examples:* I don't like teachers 1 2 3 4 5 I like teachers very much
I'm just the right weight 1 2 3 4 5 I wish I were heavier, lighter
I don't read well 1 2 3 4 5 I read very well

Scoring
and Admin-
istration: Items were randomly reversed to reduce any tendency to mark

column 5 when answering the items. Scores on individual items
must be converted so that 5 always represents the positive
end of the scale. Scores are derived on the basis of the
factors from the results of empirical studies done with the
instrument. The inventory is suitable for group administration,
and the directions to be read by the administrator are clear
and provide for the establishment of rapport with the group.
The author suggests that each item be read separately to third
graders. Norms are available for grades 3-12 by sex, race,
and social class.

Subjects: The inventory was developed by testing students (grades 3-12)
in a laboratory, school at the University of Florida. The
factor analytic study resulted from collecting data from a
total of 8,979 school children in a north central public school
system.

Reliability: Three separate test-retelt_yeliability studies were done on the
basis of the factor scores and total scores. One included a
group of "disadvantaged" mothers. Intervals between testing
ranged from nine days to two weeks. Reliability coefficients
using total score ranged from .87 to .89. Studies using factor
scores had coefficients for factors ranging from .45 to .82.

Validity: Content validity was established by the use of a model and
material from Jersild (1959) who used an open-ended composition
approach and then categorized the responses of children and
adolescents. The items on the inventory were based on these
categories.

*Sample items reproduced by permission of I. Gordon, the copyright owner.
Manual published by Florida Educational Research and Development Council,

Gainesville, Florida.
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Studies were undertaken to assess other aspects of validity.
Inventory scores were correlated with scores from an inferential
technique; an observer used a mixture of interview, projective
techniques, and observation and quantified inferences on a

_seven point rating scale. Correlations were positive and non
zero but generally low. Ratings from classroom behavior
observations were correlated with inventory scores. Even
though the observations covered a variety of topics and
procedures, there were law but significant correlations between
all parts of the scale and observed classroom behavior. Other
studies included comparison of student scores with adult scores,
obtained from the sample of mothers used in the reliability
study.

Comments: The author admits that further work in comparing this scale
with other instruments, observed behavior, and with environmental
and developmental variables is necessary. However, more than
the average amount of care and time have been taken in the
development and study of the instrument since its inception in
1959. It is one of the few self concept inventories that comes
with a manual and a rationale. It will no doubt be used in
other studies.
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Self Report

Title: A Semantic Differential for Measurement of Global and
Specific Self Concepts

Description: This scale, a derivation of the technique described by Osgood
(1957), was developed for use in research for a dissertation
(Stillwell, 1965) and was Used subsequently in an ESEA project
to determine changes in student attitude after counseling.
There are two versions of the scale--grades 1-3 and grades 4-6.
On a typical semantic differential the subject rates a
particular concept on several seven-step, bipolar adjective
scales. For public school children, a five-step scale is
recommended. The author decided to use a verbal format rather
than a numerical one for the steps. Concepts used were
Myself, Myself as a Student, Myself as a Reader, Myself
as an Arithmetic Student. Nine bipolar adjective scales were
used, differing slightly for the two forms.

Examples:* Myself (Grades 4-6)

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

very somewhat average somewhat very
useful useful useless useless

very somewhat average somewhat very
strong strong weak weak

Myself (Grades 1-3)

weak average strong
sad average glad

Scoring is accomplished by assigning numbers 1 through 5 for
each adjective pair, resulting in a possible total of 45 for
each concept. This is, of course, different for the primary
form, which has a possible total of 27. The scale is easily
administered to entire classes, and warm up time is given in
the form of rating sample concepts which are unrelated to
self-esteem. There are administration problems with very young
children; therefore, the author suggests that with first and
second graders several assistants should be used to help
children keep their places and "read" the items.

In the original study, 230 sixth grade students completed the
forms. Means and standard deviations are available for this
group. However, there are no comprehensive normative data.

*Sample items reproduced by permission of author, L. Stillwell Corbett.
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Reliability: Reliability coefficients are reported in terms of test-retest
data (.47 - .92 for girls and .57 - .71 for boys) and on the
method of rational equivalence which is a measure of internal
consistency (.55 - .90 for girls and .63 - .85 for boys).

Validity: Scores on the Myself and Myself as Student scales were correlated
with eight questions pertaining to self concept as a student
from the CoOpersmith (1959) self-esteem inventory and with
scores on a behavior rating form (also by Coopersmith) filled
out by the students' teachers. Substantial coefficients were
obtained. It was not possible to find other methods or
instruments relating to Myself as a Reader and Myself as
an Arithmetic Student. However, when scores on these were
correlated with scores on Myself and Myself as Student, the
intercorrelations showed that each scale measured a different
aspect of self concept.

Comments: Although this particular instrument has not been used widely,
measuring self concept with the semantic differential technique
has been done in a variety of settings. It is an economical
and practical method of gathering data. Verbal content is at
a minimum, and, therefore, the instrument eliminates the problem
of gathering information from the young child or the poor reader.

2 9
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Self Report

Title: The Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale
(The Way I Feel About Myself)

Description: This inventory is an 80-item instrument designed primarily
for research on the development of children's self attitudes
and correlates of these attitudes (Piers and Harris, 1964).
It was thought that when deriving itens for the scale, the
universe to be sampled in a children's self concept measure
should consist of items reflecting the concerns that children
have about themselves; therefore, the authors used Jersild's
(1952) collection of children's statements about what they
liked and disliked about themselves. The items are simple
declarative statements with at least half being negative in
content. Subjects are to circle "yes" if the item is true
for them and "no" if it is not true. The test is suitable
for children in grades 3-12.

Examples:*

Scoring
and Admin-
istration:

Subjects:

I am dumb about most things yes no
I am good in my school work yes no
My parents expect too much of me yes no

Scoring is simple with 1 = yes and 0 = no for a maximum score
of 80 on the inventory. The author recommends that the inventory
be administered orally to grade 6 and below. Children below
age eight or third graders should receive individual administration.
No training is necessary to give the test, and instructions
provide for the establishment of rapport with the subjects.

The instrument was normed on a sample of 1,183 public school
children in a Pennsylvania school district in grades 4-12.
From 1964 to 1967 it was used in nine studies involving
'children from different parts of the U.S. and from different
groups such as special education students, stutterers,
economically deprived, etc.

Reliability: Internal consistency coefficients ranged from .78 - .93 using
the KR-21 formula; however, when the Spearman-Brawn formula
was applied, the range was .87 - .90. Test-retest coefficients
after a four month interval ranged from .71 - .77.

Validity: At the outset of the instrument's development, content validity
was considered by using Jersild's (1952) data. Scores on the
Piers-Harris scale have been compared with other self concept
measures resulting in reasonably high validity coefficients.
Teacher and peer ratings correlated with the scale produced
coefficients ranging from .06 to .49. Ratings of other
variables such as socially effective behavior and superego
strength were also compared to the scores on the Piers-Harris.

*Sample items reproduced by permission of the authors, D. B. Harris
and E. V. Piers.
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Factor analysis of the scale revealed six:major factors
which were labeled Behavior, Intellectual_:and SChool
Status, Physical Attributes, Anxiety, Popularity, Happiness,
and Satisfaction.

The Piers-Harris Scale is commercially produced and has been
used widely in educational eval:lati-tn and research. It fds
superimr to mosz papeT---mtd-pencil procedursE
for se:f z:-.tomz in the= psychometri-falata is available, Ind
its us ing resemrch adds evithence as to its validity.
It is accamr-ed by an. excellent lali-technical manual.
More informar1d:on can be obtained

Counselor Recordi,. I mad Tests
Box 6184 AcklenSt ziati

Nashville, Tenneassa. 37212
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SEW leg:Intl:

Titaes Michigan State General Self Concept of Ability
nchigan State Self Concept of Ability in Sptc Subi,e=mScaLes

DescTWUom:' :Be Michigan State Univerinstruments were devised by
.11.1kover, Patterson, and:-Thciutss (1962) for a7.7.779E Coopemthve

earch Project and were used in a subsequenterimenti.
rftearch project in Michigan in 1965. The genemal version
:empts to measure the eval,,--ation one makes m:rf oneself with

..-.-zespect to the.ability to aPii-leve in academic 7:asks in geneTal
zompared to others. This Inventory consists of eight items

e7h coded fram 5 to 1. The specific form measures the
amentakes of onesedf in respect to az7given subjeut

-Ittamr area. Ihe itens for these scales are dimactly para713.1
---ta items tm dhe general instrument. Both measures are suitahle
:11"r-students in grades 7-12-

Examplel General

do you mate yourself in school ability compared with ymar.
r friends?

a. I am the best
b. I am above average
c. I am average
d. I am below average
e. I am the poorest

Specific

Bow do you rate your ability in the following school subjects
zzmpared with your close friends?

Imathematics

Social Studies

Science

among the below average above among the
poorest average

r----

average best

ii F-1 1- C.--

Scoring
and.Admin-
istration: In the general form, the higher the self concept the higher the

numerical value on each item with 40 being the maximum score.
SCox±ng is essentially the same in the specific form except that

*Samp.,.e iLens reprinted by permission of W. B. Brookover.
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eaCh question. involves four subject arotqe tams, ginTing four,
eight-item tests which axe scored gemsral form. The
instruments are Self-administered iand .:i.efs,fsnet:--inr group
administrations.

Subj:mmts- Approximately 1,500 white students zn or urban aFthool setting
in grades 4-10 were tested in the =tmmrl' of the -two VSOE
Cooperative Research Projects. The7_=a-tuments -1-.zave been
used in other-research, sometimes in a 7-revised inrm.

Reliability: The eight item general form produced ,:est-retest coefficients
of .75 for males (n = 446) and .77 far- 7.7Enales (n = 508) after
a year's interval. Internal consistoneffinients ranged
from .82 - .92 for males and .77 - .64 for ferns-ass with large
samples of students in grades 7 - 10. -te generallbrm has the
characteristics of a Guttman scale wt.= _righ coefficients of
reproducibility. The specific form stswied test-retest correlations
from .63 - .80 and internal consister-n noefficients in ranges
similar to the general form.

Validity: The general self concept of ability stale was correlated with
a variety of variables (e.g., evaluatiants of teadUers, friends,
parents; grade point average; scores on specific self-concept
of ability). This instrument showed consistently high
correlations with the other variables.

Comments: These instruments are unusual in that they focus on one
differentiated aspect of the self concept--academic ability--
whereas most other self concept measures consider several
aspects of self concept. Studies relating other aspects of
self concept and self concept of ability would add to validity
information. An interesting side benefit from the study was
the discovery that the older student's evaluation of him/her-
self as a student is a realistic one and not subject to faking.
Recent studies by other researchers have shown that a student's
evaluation of him/herself and his/her self reports of grades
predict success in college (freshman grade-point average) as
well as placement tests and actual high school grade-point
average.
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orial Self Report

"Zit e: Self Estee. /teasiitri,..'::t3t "Neighborhood Youth Córps -Enrollees

_ascription: This 16-irez inven: r ...onsists of pictal:ie scenes in which
the adlolea.ne .t is poaFed in various aolawzmic, social, and
employmem_ &tting ni s one of a varied .-ettery of measures
which .assess wa.k. beumnrior. The subject -=.. .asked to imagin
that the looung persaz 4n the picture re.-ts himiherself
The anbjecs responwe on a three point is intended tra
reflect hiL,,,mer level cf self-worth. Tine reassure was develtped
by 'Freeberg,- C1968) for Tepartment of Labor nroject afteirne
rejected a group of publi-ghed measures because they appeared
to be unsuitable far a disadvantaged admiles.tent group.

Example:*

I'm the hind of girl who can be
leader and who people look
up to - like in this picture.

I ccm1R-never be like that girl
in picture with people
cheering me.

I might .te good at same things
that -neop1e would look up to
Ave for-

Scoring
and Admin-
istration: The total score cm 1:41P scale is obtai-ned by summing all item

weights where the weigghts are 1-3 on teach item with 3
representing the high point of the continuum. The measure
is imremded for admimIstratiom to smn11 groups with amaximum
of 10-individuals per-group. There are senarate tests fcar
males and females. Directions and all item stems and tk=.5ii=es
are read to the subjeerts.

SUbjects: The ,,77.-71e -was administered to 133 males and 133 females-from
rr and :-"ban areas-who were Neighborhood Youth Corps-enrollees
itr cent,ers in the-mmrtheast and southeast United St-x-Ps

Intermal rn-Ttency rmefficiemts seraei as estimates=E
reliability-. "They were .50 for males ann 60 for fems.

Validity: A validity:study correlated scores an. thermasure with_zaonselor
and work supervisor's criterion ratinzs. Loefficients=".or male

*Developed by Educational Testing Service for the Neighborhood Youth
Corps (NYC) under a contract with the U.S. Department of Labor.
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enrollees wmre v(tery low ;.04 and .01) and slightly higher
for females (..15:anid .21). Factor analysis of the entire
battezy of scz1.- showed ehat one cf the features of the
-self-esteem SWJAA=is the relatively "pure" attitudinal
aspect of its tmartrilbutirm to the baLLery.

Reliability es----ates may be low because of the brevity of
the scale. TJn± tunately, this may have contributed heavily
to lowering eh alidity coefficients. However, the measurement
technique coul...-ne quite useful. A pictorial instrument which
is relevant to zzolescent experience is missing from any of
the lists of smmool-oriented self cancept measures.
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Introduction

The following summaries form a small sample drawn from a burgeoning

corpus of literature concerning the measurement of school-based attitudes.

These measures were selected to show the variety of instruments available.

Some involve pictorial stimuli; others involve written statements. Some

are projective in nature; others are more objective. Some are designed

for children, ages 4-8; others for students in grades 12-14. Some have

evolved through several decades of research; others have virtually no

published data which would contribute to the evaluation of their soundness.

The amount and variety of these measures indicate that there is an

increased interest in assessing students' attitudes. However, an examination

of the following sample from the literature reveals that there are many

closely related terns iu this non-cognitive realm which prevent the educational

researcher and evalliatol: from attaining a tight conceptualization of this

area. Attitude can mean opinion, feelings, habit, self-concept. School

can mean learning, study, education, teachers, or a particular subject such

as mathematics.

For this reason,'it is imperative that the education specialist clearly

defines his goals and objectives in the affective-attitudinal domain before

borrowing an instrument designed by others or before designing one himself.

Such goals and objectives should be embedded in a larger conceptual scheme

which includes other variables that are salient to his purpose and that add

to the validity of his instrument. For example, an evaluation specialist may

be interested in changes in attitudes toward mathematics on the junior high

level. Depending on his purpose, interpretation of results on a student

mathematics attitude questionnaire.may involve measuring home environment

variables, attitudes and training of teachers, the content and goals of

various math curricula being used, etc. In other words, the self-report

inventory cannot be the "be all" and "end all" when attempting attitude

assessment.

As varied as the following collection seems, all the instruments have one

characteristic-in common. They are all paper-and-pencil, self-report inventories

and suffer from all the inherent disadvantages of this measurement technique.

They are subject to malingering and faking on the part of the student. Response

sets and styles may introduce much error in the measurement procedure. These

possibilities serve to threaten the validity of attitude inventories. Attitudinal

behavior as measured by questionnaires is more changeable over time than cognitive

4 0



behavior as measured by tests of ability. This complicates the determination
of reliability. Since most of the inventories involve reading and soie involve

writing, the student's ability to answer the items accurately is largely

dependent on his or her verbal aptitude. This problem is particularly critical

at the elementary school level. For these reasons, self-report inventories

should be supported by attitudinal data obtained from other measurement

techniques such as observations, interviews, peer and teacher ratings, school

records, and so on.

As a final comment, much of the research in this area relies heavily on

correlational techniques applied to these indirect somewhat crude measures
of affective behaVior. Not enough expertise has been directed to testing out

hypotheses suggested by correlational research. If the educator's goal is

to change cognitive and affective behavior, then more sophisticated research
. and assessment is needed to discover techniques for developing positive attitudes

and modifying negative attitudes.
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Title: Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes

Description: The SSHA is a 100 item instrument developed by Brown Holtzman
(1955) with three purposes in mind. They are 1) to identify
students whose study habits and attitudes are different from
those of students who earn high grades, 2) to aid in under-
standing students with academic difficulties, and 3) to provide
a basis for helping such students improve their study habits;
The current Form C (Grades 12-14) and Form H (Grades 7-12) are
based upon eight years of research and development. The authors
claim that the instrument has four subscales--delay avoidance,
work methods, teacher approval, educational acceptance.

Examples: 1. I lose interest in my studies after the first few days
of a semester.

2. When I am having difficulty with my school work, I try
to talk over the trouble with the teacher.

Subjects:

Response
Mode:

Scoring:

Comments:

The instrument, both forms, has been validated and tested on
thousands of college and secondary school students. For
example, Form H was normed on a total of 11,218 students in
16 different towns and metropolitan areas across the United
States.

For each item the student blackens one space out of five,
marked R, S, F, G, A, which correspond to rarely, sometimes,
frequently, generally, almost always.

The alternatives are scored from 5 (almost always) to 1 (rarely)
for positively phrased items. Weights for negatively phrased
items are reversed. The student's score is the sum of the
weights for alternatives endorsed by him. High scores indicate
more positive attitudes and habits. In addition, subscores can
be obtained for counseling purposes.

The SSHA has been used in many research studies and it has been
reviewed in Buros' Mental Measurement Yearbook. The subscales
were derived empirically; whereas most instruments of this type
have somewhat weaker subscales derived rationally. SSHA is
published complete with manual by the Psychological Corporation.
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Title: School Interest Inventory

Description: This instrument was designed to identify potential dropouts
(Cottle, 1961). It consists of 150 statements. Items which
consistently differentiated between dropouts and stay-ins
were selected from an item pool to form the,present inventory.

Examples:

Subjects:

1. I like school.
2. I skip school at least once a month.
3. I have been absent from school more than 20 days

this year.

The instrument has been administered to 25,000 Students in ten
states after being validated on a matched sample of 1,300 drop-
outs and 1,300 stay-ins. For maximum usefulness the inventory
should be administered to junior high school students.

Response
Mode: Subjects are asked to fill in circle containing "T" if the

item is true for him; fill in circle containing "F" if item
is false.

Scoring:

Comments:

Unweighted and weighted scores can be determined, with an
absolute unweighted raw score of 30 suggested as a cutting
score above which students might be considered dropouts. Of
the items, 75 are scored for both males and females, 15 for
just males, 11 for just females, and 49 of the items have no
function in determining a subject's score.

The items are transparent, thus promoting faking. Those items
which receive the greatest weights are the most obvious. The
predictive strength of this measure has not been compared to
the strength of attendance records, grades, or teacher opinion.
The' inventory is published by Houghton Mifflin Co.
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Title: The Student Opinion Poll II

Description: This is a revision of a questionnaire developed by Jackson &
Getzels (1959), and used by Jackson and Lahaderne (1967) in a
study of .100 Sixth grade students in a working class suburb.
Its intent was to elicit responses concerning general satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with four aspeCts Of school,life: the teachers,
the curriculum, the student body, and classroom procedures. This
version contains 47 multiple Choice items.

Example: The things that I am asked to study are of
a. great interest to me.
b. average interest to me.
c. little interest to me.
d. no interest to me.

Subjects: Various versions of this inventory have been used in research
studies involving private and public, urban and suburban, and
junior and senior high school-students. Adaptiohs would have
to be made- for students with poor reading skills.

Response
Mode: A student indicates his response by circling the choice which

best completes the item stem.

Scoring: The questionnaire is scored by giving one point each time the
subject chose from within a set of multiple choices the response
indicating the highest degree of satisfaction with that aspect
of school life. Thus, the possible range of scores was from
0 to 47.

Comments: When used in research studies,.student scores on the instrument
showed no relationship to the scholastic performance of the
students; however,this does not mean that 'the instrument cannot
be used to assess the effect on school attitude of an innovative
educational program.
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Title: School Morale Scale

Description: The School.Mbrale Scale (Wrightsman, Nelson, and Taranto., 1968)
is an 84-item scale which measures seven aspects of a student's
morale about school. These aspects radged from morale about
school plant to general feeling about attending school. Several
persons independently composed statements for subscales. A
total of 150 itens were obtained and were reduced to 12 items
for each of the seven subscales.

Examples:

Subjects:

Response
Mode:

Scoring:

Comments:

1. This building is:,old:and run-down.
2. All my teachers know me by name.
3. The principal of this School is very fair.

The sample upon which the scale was constructed was 127 fifth
graders from public elementary schools in a small city in
Tennessee, 169 seventh graders from a junior high school in a
large city in Tennessee, and 137 ninth graders from the same
junior high school. It has been administered to fifth and sixth
graders in Alabama.

Subjects respond by narking items with which they agree with
an "A" and items with which they disagree with a "D".

Each subscale is scored with a total of 12 indicating good
morale in regard to that aspect. The scores for the seven
subscales are summed to give a total score which ranges from
0 to 84.

Reliability and validity information can be obtained from authors
at George Peabody College for Teachers. It is not clear that
subscales are justified. The reading level of the items may
prove difficult for elementary students.
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Title: Measures of School and Learning Attitudes

Description: These two measures (25 items each), Attitude Toward School and
Attitude Toward Learning were developed by Roshal, Frieze, and
Wood (1971) for a study in which they hoped to validate these
measures using the Campbell and Fiske multitrait-multimethod
method. They hypothesized that attitudes toward school and .

learning were two separate but similar dimensions with attitude
toward school being feelings about school, teachers, subjecs,
tlassmates, etc. and attitudes towardlearning being concerned
with the student's general interest in the world, reading, and
learning activities. A third scale, Attitude Toward Technology,
was devised to prove that the other two dimensions were quite
different.from the third.

Large numbers of itens were constructed on the basis of content
validity (itens believed by educational specialists to measure
the respective attitude) for each of the three scales. After
several preliminary item analysis studies, which utilized fact,yr
analyses and item-total correlations, the final versions were
construtted. Both positively and negatively worded items were
used to control_for response bias.

Examples: ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL

1. a. always
b. usually

I c. sometimes hate school
d. rarely
e. never

2. a. always
b. usually

Teachers in this school are c. sometimes friendly.
d. rarely
e. never

ATTITUDE TOWARD LEARNING

1. a. always
b. usually

School subjects are c. sometimes boring.
d. rarely
e. never

2. a. lots of
b. many

Whenever I go on a trip, I learn c. some new things,
d. a few
e. no
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ATTITUDE TOWARD TECHNOLOGY

1. a. strongly agree
b. agree

I. C. partly agree, partly disagree that most new inventions
d. disagree help people live better.
e. strongly disagree

2. a. always
b. usually

could c. sometimes learn how to fix almost anything.
d. rarely
e. never

Subjects: The three scales, ATS, ATL, and ATT, were administered alriag
with other questionnaires and peer ratings to a sample of 610
sixth grade students in 13 public schools. Their average Lorge
Thorndike verbal IQ was 101.4 with a standard deviation of 15.7.
There were approximately equal numbers of boys and girls. The
sample ranged from lawer middle to lower upper class in socio-
economic status (as judged by school district personnel).

Response.
Mode: The student circles the option that best ttompIttess the statement

according to his own feelings.

Scoring: Information not available.

Commenrs: ATS, which measureS the student's general ammitude towards school
as an institution, might be used by educatomp,:to measure feelings
about school. It is probably relatively smal6ftive to attitude
changes (although further studies of this amsnneeded). The
results of the Roshal study does give support for the independence

. of the two instruments even though both teachers and researchers
have some difficulty differentiating the two concepts. ATL,
whiCh indicates a more general orientation toward learning,
probably does reflect more of a personality trait than does ATS
and thus may not be as susceptible to short term changes as are
attitudes toward school.

Both scales may be administered independently or in combination
for elementary sChool assessment. They are presently being used
with children in third through fifth grades as well as with
children in the sixth grade. Although the reading difficulty of
words used on the scales was purposefully kept law, use with
average readers below the fifth grade is not recommended, however,
unless the items are read aloud. Normative data for sixth grade
pupils are available from the authors.
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Title: Attitudesjoward Education

Description: This is a 34 item, Thurstone type scale developed by Glassey
(1945) to measure attitudes taward the vslue of education and
the effects of education upon people. There are enough items
in the scale to create several shorter equivalent forms.

Examples:

10.4...4.meNt's°

Response
Mode:

Scoring:

1. We cannot become good citizens unless we are educated.
2. Too much money is spent Oh education.
3. Education does more harm than good.

Approximately 300 British grammar school Children, sges 11-18
and their parents were used to construct the scale. Forty
judges were used to sort the items for determining scale values.

A student checks those items with, which he fully agrees -"--1
places a cross in front of those items with shich he does not
fully agree. He may place a question mark in front of the
item if he is totally unable to decide.

The stoSent's score Is the median of the srple values Off the
items marked as 'fUlly agreed'. Low smores indicate pasitive
attitudes toward education.

Comments: Althouthe scale was developed-withBritish students,Jthe
languags of the items seems satisfactory fom use with American
samples- An advantage of the scale is that:At may be used with
a wide range of ages and educational levels- It woul&appear
to be most useful in identifying-potential dropouts because it
seems to reveal feelings of alienation from the educative process.
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Title: Politte Sentence Completion Test

Description: The Politte Sentence Completion Test (PSCT) is a projective
psychological test instrument for eliciting personality data
from the examinee. Thirty-five sentence stems are used. It
can serve as an addition to other diagnostic and evaluative
instruments used in Personality assessment in the educational,
counseling, and clinical areas. Ten of the items refer to
attitudes toward school and school adjustment. It can be used
in a 1:1 setting or in a group setting. Little training is
required to administer the test; however, only qualified school
or clinical psychologists should attempt to interpret the test
because of the projective quality involved.

Examples: 1. What bothers me at school is
2. School would be better if

Sunjects: The PSCT. designed for use with students in grades 7 through
12 and cm be used with older subjects who are functioning at
this school level. The instrument was not designed with the use
of a sampLe; therefore, typical instrument construction data are
not availzible.

Response
Made: Students sae to complete each stem according to the way they

feel about the item.

Scoring: The PSCT is not scored objectively. It can be analyzed subjectively
through the use of psychodiagnostic thedries involving projective
techniques. Persons without training in clinical psychology
should use the PSCT as a screening Instrument to aid in the
interviewing or coungeling. Clinically trained psychologists
can additionally base their interpretations on a pSychoanalytic,
social, behavioral or similar approach.

Comments: The subject's responses to the items are dependent on his written
verbal aptitude. Because of the projective nature of the instru-
ment, it is probably appropriate for individual counseling and
would not be useful in a large group assessment situation. The
test is published by Psychologists and Educators Inc., Jacksonville,
Illinois.
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Title: Children's Attitudinal Range Indicator

Description: This instrument is one of a battery of measures designed to
assist in the studyof personality factors and their rela-
tionship to aChievement. They were developed partictilPTly
for:preschool and early elementary students who might be
characterized as culturally different (Cicirelli et al, 1971).

The Childien's Attitudinal Range Indicator (CARI) was designed
to assess the child's positive and negative attitudes toward
peers, home, school, and_society. In attempting to assess
attitudesiof the primary school child, the usual methods of
attitudemeasurement are not applicable because young children
often cannot or will not verbalize. With this in mind, a
semiprojective device was developed.

The projective feature of the CARI consists of presenting
unstructured and incomplete picture stories in three "frames,"
with a fourth frame containing three stylized conventional faces
depicting happy, neutral, or sad feelings. By having the subject
indicate how each story should end, the CARI invites his identi-
fication-with tbe character of a particular frame series, his
investment of self in the situation presented, and a projection
of his awn thinking, feeling, and judgment to determine the
outcome. Thus, for example, a given item presents three frames
showing _Bobby on his way to school, approaching the building,
and going inside; the subject is then required to choose which
of the three faces is Bobby's. When he is asked to identify
himself with Bobby, the child presumably projects himself into
this situation and chooses the response for Bobby that reveals
his own attitude towards school. -

The CARI consists of eight picture Stories in each of four areas
(school, home, pests, and society), making a total of 32 items.

Examples: 1. (Peers) Sally is at school. A new girl comes to the class.
At recess, the new girl comes over to talk to Sally. Which
one is Sally's face?

2. (School) Bobby is on his way to school. He gets to school.
He opens the door and goes inside. Which one is Bobby's face?

Subjects: Approximately 150 lower- and middle-class second grade pupils were
used to determine the validity ard reliability of the instrument.
The pictorial content of the test makes it suitable for students
in grades K-3.

Response
Mode: Students are to circle the face that indicates how the story

should end.

Scoring: Response alternatives to each of the items in the CARI are scored
from one to three points; three reflects a more positive attitude,
two a neutral attitude, and one a negative attitude. Subscores
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ranging from stght to twenty-four for attrtudes towards peers,
school, home, rand society axe obtained 177-adding the scores on
each of_the :eight 1=B= representing:a particular area.

Comments: Scores on the CARI usxe obtained in conummtion with a nationwide
evaluation of Head Start centers; howevem; the instrument seems
suitable for any preschool or early elemamtary school pupil.
It should be n..ated that the seniprojectimeanature of the items
encourages spontaneous responses; such responses may lower the
reliability and validity of the instrumemt.



Title: When Do I Smile?

, .

Description: This 23-item inventory was developed by American Institutes Tor
Research to be used as one method of evaluating the attitudinal
variables involved in a special innovative program in a school
system in Florida. It was hoped that the pupils in the program
would develop more positive and realistic attitudes toward them-
selves and the world. Approximately 14 items out of the total
inventory concern the students' feelings toward school. EaCh
item is accompanied by five faces depicting a range from "very
happy" to "very unhappy." Separate forms were developed for
grades 1-3 and grades 3-5.

Example:

HOW DID YOU
I SCHOOL THIS

From Grades 3-5 form:

FEEL ABOUT COMING TO
MORNING?

9HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE BOYS AND
40G1ALS IN THIS CLASS?

Subjects:

Response
Mode:

Scoring:

Comments:-

VERY IN, VERY
HAPPY HAPPY BETWEEN UNHAPPY UNHAPPY-

,

The scale was administered to 1,616 students in grades 1-5 who
had participated in the special innovative program. Developed
specifically to assist in this program's evaluation, it has not
been used in other situations or locations.

The Grades 1-3 form is designed to be administered orally. .Students

mark an X on the face that corresponds to the way they feel about
each question. The wording of the two forms is similar. However,
students using the grades 3-5 form are required to read the items
themselves.

The faces for each item represent a score range of 1-5 with 5
being "very happy." Total score is obtained by adding the score
for each item. For program evaluation, the inventory was
administered at the onset of the program, at the end of the
program, and at the end of the school year to obtain difference
scores to ascertain whether there was improvement, impairment,
or no change in attitudes.

Researchers involved in the instrument's development feel that
much more research and development is needed if it is to be used
in other evaluations. They feel that any self report inventory
for children of these ages is quite sensitive to differences in
administration, perceived social and economic status, and so
forth. In addition, the instrument may appear juvenile to the
mature fifth graders.
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Title: Attitude Taward Any School Subject

Description: This 45-item, Thurstone-type scale developed by Silence and
Remmers (1934), includes two equivalent forms, which adds to
its usefulness for research purposes. The inventory can be
used by substituting the name of the-subject under study for
the words this subject in each item.

Examples:

Subjects:

Response
Mode:

Scoring:

Comments:

1. This subject fascinates me.
2. Hy parents never had this subject, so I see no merit in it.
3. This subject does not teach you to think.

The exact populations and samples upon which the scale was
constructed are uncertain, but the sample apparently involved
several thousand high school students and college undergraduates.

Students check those items with which they agree.

The individual student's score is the median of the scale
values (previously determined by construction sample) of the
items endorsed by the student.

Even though it was developed nearly 40 years ago, this scale
is still widely used in a variety of research projects. Measure-
ment specialists feel that it is reasonably valid and reliable;
however, the reading level is probably too high for a poor junior
or senior high reader and the terms used in some items are some-
what dated (for example, fogy, bunk, hate it like the plague).
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Title: Attitude Instrument to Evaluate Student Attitudes toward
Science and Scientists

Description: This instrument was designed by Mots (1972) to determine the
attitudes of sixth and ninth grade rural, urban, and suburban
students taward science and scientists. The attitude instrument
was based on a grid of key statements about science and scientists.
Part I of the instrument consisted of statements about scienca,
Part II about scientists.

Subjects:

Ideas and statements about science and scientists were obtained
by questioning 525 elementary, secondary, and college students
as well as scientists and science educators. The final form
of the instrument was developed after extensive trial administrations
for readability and understanding of the attitude statements. The
instrument was validated by a jury panel of twenty professional
scientists and science educators.

The instrument was administered to a sample consisting of 981
sixth and ninth grade students from rural, urban, and suburban
communities in Michigan.

Response
Mode: Information not available.

Scoring: Information not available.

Comments: The instrument was designed for a particular school system in
Michigan. Because of the care taken in its construction, however,
it may be useful in other locations. Validity studies and
replication would add to its usefulness.
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Title: Inventory of Reading Attitude

Description: This 25-item instrument by Dubois (1971) attempts to assess a
student's attitude toward reading in school as well as reading
in free time away from school.

Examples: 1. Do you think that most things are more fun than readingT
2. Do you like to read aloud for other children at your school?

Subjects:

Response
Mode:

The sample upon which the scale was originally constructed is
unknown, but it has been used with elementary school children
to assess the development of favorable attitudes toward reading
that result from particular methods of instruction.

The students read each item, or the items are read to the student.
The student checks "yes" or "no" for each question.

Scoring: Information not available,

Comments: The items are written simply and geared for young children.
They are probably too transparent for the older Child who
identifies "liking reading" as socially desirable.
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Title: A Childhood Attitude Inventory for Problem Solving

Description: The Childhood Attitude Inventory for Problem Solving (CAPS)
was developed by Covington (1966) as part of a larger effort
to develop an omnibus set of instruments to assess problem-
solving competency among upper elementary school children.
CAPS is a group-administered paper-pencil inventory consisting
of two 30-item scales. Scale I, which assesses the student's
beliefs about the nature of the problemsolving process, treats
a number of themes including the child's conception of the
innateness of problem-solving ability. Scale II, which assesses
the dhild's degree of self-confidence in dealing with problem-
solving tasks, reflects some of the typical sources of childhood
anxiety about thinking including the fear of having one's ideas
held up for ridicule.

Subjects: A preliminary form was administered to 190 fifth and sixth
grade students. The present form was administered to 325
additional subjects.

Response
Mode: Information not available.

Scoring: Information not available.

Comments: The author claims that CAPS holds promise as a tool for
investigating the relationship between problem-solving attitudes
and various kinds of learner characteristics. Other research
exploring the relationship between expressed attitudes toward
problem solving and actual problem-solving performance is now
being conducted.
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Title: Mathematics Attitude Scale

Description: This instrument is a 20-item scale developed by Aiken (1972)
using Likert's method of summated ratings. The items were
derived from paragraphs written by 310 college students. Ten
of the items connote positive attitudes and ten negative attitudes.

Examples:

Subjects:

Response
Mode:

Scoring:

Comments:

1. Mathematics is fascinating and fun.
2. It makes me nervous to even think about having to do a

math problem.

Various versions of this scale have been used with sixth graders,
junior and senior high school students, and college undergraduates
and graduate students. Validity estimates were based on a sample
of 160 female college sophomores.

Using five alternatives ranging from "strongly disagree" to
"strongly agree," the student is to indicate the extent of
agreement with the attitude expressed in each statement. The
alternative "undecided" is included.

The alternatives for positive items are weighted 4 (strongly
agree) to 0 (strongly disagree). These weights must be reversed
for negative items. The student's score is the sum of weighted
alternatives endorsed by him. High scores reflect positive
attitudes.

The instrument has been used by Aiken and others in extensive
investigations concerning attitudes and achievement in mathematics.
Variables such as age, sex, and SES have been included in the
studies. The validity and reliability of this scale vary some-
what with grade level. It is generally more sound psychometrically
in high school and college probably because 1) attitudes be,..:ome
more stable with maturity, and 2) the degree of self-insight and
conscientiousness with which students can express their attitudes
increases with age.
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Title: A Semantic Differential for Measuring Attitudes of Elementary
School Children toward Mathematics

Description: This particular instrument was developed by Scharf (1971); however,
the Semantic Differential can be adapted to a wide variety of
attitudinal studies. The subject is asked to indicate his
response to a given concept by using a series of bipolar word
pairs or antonyns such as Good versus Bad. Working fairly
rapidly to heighten affective response and minimize cognitive
response, the subject checks one of the positions on the scale
between the pair of bipolar adjectives. The checking operation
provides a series of ratings of a given concept. The same set
of scales is used in rating all the concepts in the instrument.

Example: TAKING A MATH TEST IS

very : sort of : neither : sort of : very

BAD

Subjects:

HAPPY

A student with a negative attitude toward "Taking a Math Test"
might rate it as: very BAD and sort of SAD.

GOOD

SAD

The number of concepts to be included in a particular instrument
is limited only by factors of relevance and time constraints.
The following concepts were included in the instrument.

1. My Math Class is
2. Doing Math is
3. Taking a Math Test is

The student's attitude toward the study of mathematics can thus
be broken down into a number of component parts related to
various experiences in mathematics.

The instrument was administered in 1969 to fourth, fifth, and
sixth grade students in four schools in which students had been
exposed to an individually prescribed math instruction program
for three years and in four control schools where traditional
math was taught. A total of 1,304 students participated.

Response
Mode: See above

Scoring: The directions of the student's attitude toward a particular
concept, favorable or unfavorable, is indicated by his judgments
within the polar terms. The intensity of the attitude is
indicated by how far the score lies from the midpoint; that
is, a student could respond that "Taking a Math Test is" Very
Good or Sort of Good and the first response would indicate a
more intense and positive attitude toward the concept than would



Comments:
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the second. A total score can be obtained by adding up scores
on the particular concepts. Howwer, there is some question .

as to how meaningful this total score is.

The scales are relatively easy to construct and analyze. SuCh
an instrument represents an attempt to construct items for
attitude measurement that are comprehensible and yet are not
transparent to young Children.
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PREFACE

This paper is a brief introduction to finite population sampling methods,

specially prepared for those concerned with statewide assessment programs.

The sampling p-ocedures described in the paper are those most likely to be

useful in achieving the objectives of statewide assessment.

The paper is intentionally nonmathematical. While it presumes knowledge

of the fundamental concepts of statistical inference, it does not require

any prior exposure to the formalities of sampling. All sampling terms used

in the paper are carefully defined. Descriptions of sampling procedures make

use of these definitions and avoid unnecessary technicalities. The paper is

intended to be a resource for those engaged in the practice of statewide

assessment and makas ao claim to comprehensiveness as a theoretical treatise.

Helpful suggestions and clarifications of some otherwise opaque issues

were provided by Nancy Bruno, Paul Campbell, Henry Dyer and Robert Zinn. I

want to express my appreciation for their careful reviews of early drafts.

I am solely responsible for any remaining inaccuracies.

Princeton, New Jevsey Richard M. Jaeger



Introduction

When a statewide assessment is planned, one of the first issues that arise

is who should be tested? Even after a state has decided to test students in

certain grades or at certain age levels, the question of who should be tested

remains. Should all fourth graders be tested or should some be selected for

testing?

In some states, the objectives and purposes that give rise to assessment

include a desire to secure test results for each student in a grade; the

assessment goals include individual assessment as well as institutional

assessment. When individual assessment is desired, the who-to-test question

is answered by the selection of a grade or age level for assessment. When

individual measurement is not a goal of statewide assessment, it is usually

economical and administratively desirable to select a sample of students

for testing rather than testing all students.

This paper is intended to be a primer on sampling for statewide assessment.

If its purpose is achieved, the careful reader will gain substantial knowledge

about the promises and pitfalls of sampling for assessment. The reader will

not become an instant sampling expert; no short paper can accomplish that

goal. Instead, the dedicated reader will become a "sampling conversationalist"

able to meet a sampling expert at least half way and able to knowledgeably

discuss sampling issues important to his state's assessment. Further, he will

be able to converse in the language of the expert.

The goal of creating "sampling conversationalists" will be pursued in

three ways:

1) By defining terus and concepts basic to sampling theory and its

applications

2) By illustrating some of the ways sampling procedures can be used

to achieve realistic assessment objectives

3) By describing issues that arise when sampling procedures are used

and the factors that contribute to their resolution

The balance of this paper is in two parts. The first part provides

definitions of some of the most important terus and concepts fundamental to

the language of sampling. In the second, consideration is given to two

potential objectives of a statewide assessment and the ways various sampling

procedures can contribute to their achievement. In part two, the reader is

faced with alternatives'and choices and then presented with facts to help

him make decisions.
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Some Terus and Concepts

Population: In any sampling study, there is p. definable group or aggre-

gation of elements from which samples are selected. This aggregation of

elements is called the population of the study. Technically, any aggregation

of elements that have at least one attribute in common can form a population.

In a statewide assessment, some examples of populations that night be of

interest are all public schools in the state that enroll sixth graders, all

sixth graders enrolled in public schools in the state and all public-school

sixth graders in the state who are children of migrant agricultural workers.

From these examples, it is clear that populations can be composed of individuals

or institutions. Similarly, populations can be composed of people or things.

The first population--all public schools in the state that enroll sixth graders--

is defined by two attributes: control of school (public) and grade-level

offerings (sixth grade); the second population is also defined by two attributes:

grade-level and public-school enrollment; the third population has three

defining attributes: grade-level, public-school enrollment, and parental

occupation.

These examples of populations have some important characteristics in

common. Each is composed of a finite number of elements (sixth graders in

the state, schools with sixth graders in the state, and so on), and each is

defined by attributes that are easily xecognized. That is, one can easily

decide whether an element is or is not a member of the population.

Some populations that are infinite in size may be encountered in a state-

wide assessment. An example of an infinite population is "all multiple-choice

test items that could ever be written, that purport to measure reading.

comprehension." In contrast to the first examples, this population is not

defined by attributes that are easily recognized. If faced with a test item

that contained a paragraph of prose followed by four questions on the main

theme of the paragraph, most of us would say that the item was a "reading

comprehension" item, and therefore a member of the population. But what about an

arithmetic work problem--"If it took six men five days to dig a ditch..."? Cloarly,

reading comprehension is a skill required to answer the item correctly. Yet

it requires more than reading comprehension to compute a correct solution.

Is the item a member of the population? The answer is debatable.

All of the sampling procedures discussed in this paper assume that the

populations to be sampled are finite. This is a realistic assumption whenever
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students, classes, schools or school districts are sampled. Unlike finite

populations, infinite populations are somewhat intangible and exist oaly in

the mind of the bellolder. However, there is a well-developed theory of

sampling from infinite populations, so they present no insurmountable

statistical problems.

Another way of defining a population is "the aggregation of elements that

is of central interest in a study." This is an admittedly loose definition

that might upset some statistical purists, but it helps to point out the

practical significance of populations. In a real-world study such as a

statewide assessment, populations are not theoretically defined entities that

exist for the fascination of statisticians; they are the central focus of the

study. For example, in your statewide assessment, you may want to know the

proportion of public-school fourth graders whose reading comprehension score

is below the 25th percentile on a national norm distribution. Here, the

population of Interest is all fourth graders enrolled in the public schools

of your state. The population is real and of practical interest. If you test

every public school fourth grader in the state, you can determine the proportion

exactly (provided there are no missing data, all absentees are tested at a

later date, and so on).

Sampling unit: Populations are made up of elements termed sampling units.

The sampling units into which the population is divided must be unique, in

the sense that they do not overlap, and must, when aggregated, define the

whole of the population of interest. Sampling units that might be used in

statewide assessments include students, class sections, homerooms, teachers,

schools, and school districts. These examples of sampling units clearly define

unique elements (one student is different from another; schools that have the

same grade levels are generally unique units) that can be readily counted and

aggregated.

The definitions given for "population" and "sampling unit" may appear to

be circular. But perhaps that's as it should be, since sampling units, when

aggregated, make up a population, and a population is an aggregation of sampling

units.

Sampling frame: When selecting a sample, one is, in fact, selecting sampling

units from the aggregation that composes the population. For a unit to be

selected, it must be identifiable. A list that uniquely identifies all of

6
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the units in a finite population is termed a samT.lins frame. A sanpling frame

for statewide assessment might consist of a list of all schools in the state

that enroll pupils in grades one through six or a list of all secondary students

enrolled full time in vocational education program.

When assembling a sampling frame, care must be taken to ensure that it

corresponds precisely to the population of interest. In the first example

above, a sampling-frame that consists of all schools in the state that enroll

pupils in grades one through six would be composed of nonpublic schools as

well as public schools. If the population of interest consisted only of public

elementary schools, this sampling frame would be inappropriate. First,

nonpublic schools would be listed in the frame although they 'are not elements

of the population of interest. The erroneous listing of elements outside the

population of interest is known as "overregiatration." Second, the definition

of an elementary school differs from state to state. In some states, a school

is clnssified as an elementary school if it enrolls pupils in any grade between

kindergarten and grade six. In other states, an elementary school is defined

as a school that enrolls pupils in any grade between kindergarten and grade

eight. In states with the latter definition, there may be schools that enroll

onlxseventh and eighth graders that would be elements of a population of

elementary schools. Yet these schools would be excluded from a sampling frame

that listed schools with pupils in grades one through six. In this case,

elements of the population of interest (all public elementary schools) would

be excluded from the sampling frame (all schools that enroll pupils in grades

one through six). This type of error in constructing a sampling frame is known

as. "underregistration."

The point to be made is that populations of interest in statewide assessment

should be clearly and precisely defined. Then sanpling frames that include only

elements in the populations of interest and all elements in the populations of

interest should be carefully constructed.

Probability sam ling procedures: When sampling is used in statewide

assessments, the financial objectives are clear. The desire is to save money

and time by measuring or testing only a sample of students yet be able to make

accurate statements about a population of students. Probability samplins

procedures often allow these objectives to be achieved and, in addition, allow

one to determine the likelihood of making inaccurate statements about a population.
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Probability sampling procedures have three characteristics in common.

First, the procedures are applied to populations where the units which compose

the population and the units which are excluded from the population are

explicitly defined. That is, given a potential sampling unit, one can say

unequivocally whether it is in the population or not. Second, the chances

(or probability) of selecting any potential sample can be specified. Third,

every sampling unit in the population has a positive chance of being selected.

It isn't necessary that every potential sample have an equal chance of being

selected, just that the chance of selecting any potential sample can be

specified.

The formal definition of a probability sampling procedure might appear

somewhat formidable and perhaps unenlightening as well. Sometimes even simple

things are obscured by formality (a square is a right parallelopiped composed

of four pairwise orthogonal line segments). Instead of pursuing the

definition further, consider some sampling methods that are not probability

sampling procedures. Assume that an assessment objective is to determine the

average social studies achievement of eighth graders in each school district

in the state. Suppose that a particularly large school district decides to

test eighth graders in half its schools and use their average achievement as

an estimate of the average for all eighth graders. Suppose they decide to

select for testing those schools that are closest to the district research

office. With this plan, they'll select the school closest to the research

office first, the second closest school second, and so on, until half the

schools in the district have been "sampled." This isn't a probability sampling

prodedure, because it violates the third characteristic of such procedures. All

the schools with eighth graders that are furthest from the district research

office are contained in the sampling frame, but they don't have any chance

(zero probability) of being selected. This same violation would occur with

any samplIng procedure that selects schools only from a prescribed section

of the district.

These sampling procedures cause problems not because they violate an altitrary

rule, but because they are likely to produce samples that don't represent the

population. The district research office is probably in the older or downtown

area of the system. Schools near it are more likely to enroll students from

lower socioeconomic status families than in the district as a whole, and the

achievement of these students is therefore lik-Ay to be lower than in the
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district as a whole. So again, the rules are not just statistical artifacts.

They help to prevent trouble in the practical world of assessment.

Estimate, population_parameter and estimator: In addition to providing

procedures for collecting data, sampling theory provides formulas for

estimating characteristics of populations, such as averages, proportions, and

totals. When a sample is drawn from a population, and a statistic (such as

an average) is computed from data on the units sampled, the number that

results is called an estimate. For example, if it is found that a sample

of 10 students selected from a population of 200 has an average arithmetic .

score of 42, the number 42 is an estimate of the average for the entire

population of 200. The average for the entire population would be an example

of a population parameter. In general, population parameters are unknown

characteristics of populations that survey researchers would like to know.

If every element in a population is measured, the value of the population

parameter can be determined. Instead of measuring every population element,

a survey researcher will measure only elements in a sample and, from these

data, compute an estimate of the population parameter. Formulas that are

used to compute estimates from sample data are termed estimators.

In a statewide assessment, the average educational level of teachers in

the state might be estimated by sending a questionnaire to a sample of teachers

and computing an average for them. An average computed from the questionnaire

responses of the sample is an estimate, and a formula used to compute the

average for the sample of teachers in an estimator.

Estimator bias: When a population is finite, the number of different

samples that can be drawn from it is also finite. A list can be made for any

finite population containing all of the samples of a given size that could

possibly be drawn from it. For example, supPose that a school district has

four high schools and an assessment director wants to sEmple two of the four.

If the schools are numbered from one to four, the six different samples of

two schools that could be drawn are as follows:

Sample Schools in Sample

A 1, 2

1, 3

1, 4

. 2, 3

2, 4

6 9 3, 4
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Suppose the assessment director wants to know the average number of

certified science teachers per high school in the district and decides to

estimate the average by collecting data in two of the four schools. In

this example, the population parameter is the actual average per school for

the four schools in the district. Data from each sample would provide nn

estimate of this population,parameter and, since six different samples could

be selected, six different estimates are possible.

Continuing the example, suppose that an estimate of the population average

per school was actually calculated using data from each sample, and the six

estimates were then tabulated. It would then be possible to calculate the

average of these six estimates. If the average value of the estimates were

equal to the population average, the estimator (formula used to calculate

each estimate) would be termed an unbiased estimator. If, on the other hand,

the average of the sample estimates was either larger or smaller than the

population average, the estimator would be biased.

In general, an estimator is said to be biased if the average of the estimates

it would produce (if the average were to be taken over all possible samples

of a given size) were either larger or smaller than the population parameter.

If the average of all estimates were to equal the population parameter, the

estimator would be termed unbiased.

It should be intuitively clear that unbiased estimators are desirable.

An assessment director would be happiest if every estimate computed from a

sample wereequal to the population parameter of interest. Since this utopian

condition will hardly ever be true, it is at least nice to have the average

of the estimates equal the population parameter.

Although unbiased estimators are desirable, a biased estimator can some-

times be useful if the magnitude of the bias (the difference between the

average estimate and the population parameter) is small. Under some conditione

likely to be encountered in a statewide assessment, an unbiased estimator may

actually be rejected in favor of a biased one.

At ads point, the reader may wonder how estimator bias can be camputed

using data from a single sample. The answer is that it can't be computed

from sample data. To compute bias, one would have to know the value of the

population parameter. If the population parameter were known, there would

be no reason to sample.
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'The bias (or lack of bias) of a sampling and estimation procedure is

actually determined from the estimator used (a mathematical formula) and

the mathematical assumptions that underlie the sampling procedure. Deter-

mination of bias is an algebraic procedure that doesn't depend upon data

at all (4urthy, 1967; Cochran, 1963)-.

NUMERICAL EXAMELE.fl .Suppose that the average number of

certified science teachers per schooZ was known to be

equal to 3.5 for the four schools in the district, and

the estimates computed for the six possible samples were

as follows:

Sample Schools in Sample Estimate

A 1, 2 4. 3
B 1, 3 3.2

C 1, 4 2.8

D 2, 3 3.7

E 2, 4 3.2

F 3, 4 3.9

TotaZ 21.1

The average of the six estimates would equal

21.1
= 3.52.

6

The estimator used woaZd then be slightly biased since

the true value of the population parameter is 3.50 and

the average of the estimates produced by all possible

samples of size two is 3.52. The magnitude of tke bias

is equal to the difference between the population parameter

value, and the average of the six estimates: 3.50-3.52 =

-0.02.

*In this numerical example and in those that follow,
hypothetical data are used. It is critically important to
recognize that these examples have been constructed solely
to illustrate the definitions of sampling concepts presented
in the main body of the paper. Each example assumes a situation
that is totally fictitious and unlike the situations that will
be encountered in practice. Namely, it is always assumed that
the values of population parameters are known and that estimates
are available for aZZ of the samples that could possibly be
seZected.
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Variance mean s uare error and efficienc : When an estimate of a

population parameter is computed, it will rarely be equal to the population

parameter. The difference between the estimate and the population parameter

is known as an error of estimation. In the numerical example of the lhc%

section, the average number of certified science teachers per school was

assumed to be equal to 3.5 for the four schools in the district, and the

estimate computed from Sample F was assumed to be 3.9. With these assumptions,

the error of estimate would be (3.5) - (3.9) or -0.4.

If an estimator is unbiased, its variance is equal to the average of

the squared errors of estimate when the average is cm,puted over all possible

samples of a given size. Suppose that the estimator in the example of the

last section had been unbiased; then, applying this formula for variance,

the error of estimation would be computed for each of the six sample estimates,

each of these would be squared, and the average of the six squared errors

would equal the variance.

For a given sampling procedure and samples of a given size, the most

desirable unbiased estimator is the one with the smallest variance. The

smaller the variance of an unbiased estimator, the smaller the chance that

a large estimation error can occur.

When an estimator is biased, its variance is also defined as the average

of squares of differences. But instead of squaring the difference between

each estimate and the population parameter, the variance of a biased estimator

requires that the difference between each estimate and the average of all

estimates be squared. The average of the squares of these differences is

taken over all potential samples of a given size.

In a practical sampling situation, population parameters
wiZZ not be known. (ly they were known, sampling would be -

unnecessary). AdditionalZy, only one sample wiZZ be selected,
and only one estimate of the population parameter wiZZ be
computed. The variance of the sample estimate (see the following
section of the text) wiZZ not be directly computable from the
data provided by a single sample. However, the variance of the
sarc,Ze estimate can almost always be estimated from the data
provided by a singZe sample, and this estimate will aZmost always
be computed in practice.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. Consider once again the hypothetical

data presented in the Last numerical example. In that

example, the average number of certified science teachers

per school was assumed to equal 3.5 in a school district

with four schools. All possible samples of two schools

were identified, and estimates of the average number of

Certified science teachers per school were assumed to be

as follows:

Sample Estimate

A 4.3

3.2

2.8

3.7

3.2

3.9

The average of these estimates was fbund to equal 3.52.

These data may now be used to compute the Variance of the

estimator:

Difference Between Square of
Sample Estimate Estimate and Average Difference

A 4.3 4.3-3.52 = 0.78 0.6084

B 3.2 3.2-3.52 = -0.32 0.1024

C d. 8 2.8-3.52 = -0.72 0.5184

D 3.7 3.7-3.52 = 0.18 0.0324

E 3.2 3.2-3 52 = 0.32 0.1024

F 3.9 3.9-3.52 = 0.38 0.1444

Sum of Squares: 1.5084

Variance of Estimator = (1.5084)1(6) = 0.2514

The definitions of variance for biased estimators and unbiased estimators

are illustrated by Figures 1A and 1B on page 11. Each figure shows a

distribution of estimates across all poteutial samples from a population.

In Figure 1A, the average of all estimates and the population parameter

have different values, and the difference between them is equal to the bias

of the estimator. In Figure 1B, the average of all estimates and the

population parameter have the same value, since the estimator is unbiased.
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If an assessment director.bas a choice of using two unbiased estimators,

the one with the smallest variance should be selected. But what if the

choice is between a biased estimator and.an unbiased estimator? The biased

estimator may have the smallest variance, but its bias may.be large, and the

.proper choice is unclear. The assessment director needs some way of comparing

the magnitude of estimation errors of biased and unbiased estimators. A useful

measure for this purpose is called the mean square error. Mean square error

equals the sum of the estimator variance and the square of the estimator bias.

Mean square error Variance + (Bias)
2

.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: Using the data of the previous numerical

examples in the formula for the mean square error,

Mean Square Ex-ror = 0.2514 (-0.02)
2

= 0.2514 0.0004

= 0.2518

In this numerical example, the mean square error of

the estimator is clearly doadnated by the variance. Although

the estimator is biased, the magnitude of the bias is very

small, and bias contributes an insignificant amount to the

mean square error.

For an unbiased estimator, the mean square error and the variance are equal,

since the bias is zero.

For a given sample size, an estimator that has a smaller mean square error

than another is said to be more efficient. For a given sampling pi:ocedure,

the most efficient estimator should always be used, since it will provide the

smallest estimation errors, on the average. When different sampling procedures

are used, a less efficient estimator may be preferred if its sampling procedure

is less costly or.more convenient. In the practical world of statewide

assessment, it may be worthwhile to take a larger sample if the sampling

procedure that can be used is more administratively convenient or less

expensive tc complete.

Consistency: Some amount of error in the estimation of population para-

meters from sample data is almost inevitable. However, the magnitude of errors

likely to occur can often be controlled. With some sampling and estimation

procedures, the mean square error value can be reduced by drawing larger and

larger samples, and estimation error is reduced to zero when the sample size



equals tb.z.i ;%opulation size. Such procedures are said to provide consistent

estimation. A sampling and estimation procedure is said to be inconsistent

if sampling errors can occur even when the sample size equals the population

size.

When ladk of consistency is encountered in practice, the sampling is

usually being done "with replacement." In a 'Nwith replacement" procedure,

an element of a population can enter the same sample more than once. Although .

lack of consistency can occur when elements are sampled without replacement

(once an element is sampled it is removed from the population), it ir not

encountered in practical problems.

As an example of a "with replacement" sampling procedure, consider the

,case discussed in conjunction with estimator bias above. In that example,

two schools were sampled from a population of four schools. If sampling were

to be done with replacement, 10 different samples of 2 schools could be drawn.

In addition to the six sampies listed in the previous example, the follawing

are possibilities:

Sample Schools in Sample

1, 1

2, 2

3, 3

4, 4

.More to the point, one could select many different samples of four schools,

such as:

Sample Schools in Sample

A 1, 2, 3, 3

1, 1, 2, 3

1, 1, 3, 4

1, 1, 1, 1

3, 4, 4, 4

Unless the number of certified science terchers was the same in all schools,

each of these samples would provide a different estimate of the average number

of science teaehers per school. As a result, sampling errors could occur even

though the sample siz nd the population size were the same.

Lack of consistency becomes a problem of real concern in two situations.

First, when the mean square errorof an esttnator is not reduced in sf_ze in

some orderly way, as the sample size is made larger and larger. Second, when

the size of the sample necessary to achieve an acceptable mean square error

ri 6
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is close to the size of the population. Several sampling and estimation

procedures that are otherwise attractive for statewide assessment may produce

these probleus in some situations. These procedures, and the potentially

problematic conditions, are described in the next part of this paper.

NUMERICAL EXAMDLE. Consider once again the hypothetical

situation described in previous numerical examples, but

suppose that a "With replacement" sampling procedure is

used. Assum that aZZ samples of size one, two, three,

and four schools are selected, and the mean square error

of the estimator is computed for each sample size.

Suppose thrt the resuZts are as follows:

Sample Size Mean Square Error

1 /.25

2 0.64

3 0.88

0.22

This example illustrates two kinds of inconsistency.

First, the mean square error does not become progressively

smaZZer as the sample size is increased; the mean square

error for samples of three schooZs is larger than the meon

square error for samples of two schools. Second, the mean

square error is Zarger than zero for samples of four schools,

even though there are only four schools in the population.

Clearly, the first kind of inconsistency is intolerable.

A sampling researcher never knows how Zarge the mean square

error will be, aZthough it can be estimated for many sampZing

proceA7',4res. Unless estimates are made fbr every possible

Jample size (which is sometimes impossible), the researcher

can't determine an appropriate sample size with any degree

of confidence; a Zarge sanple may be less efficient than a

smaZZ sample.

Using Sampling in Statewide Assessment

Whether sampling is useful for statewide assessment depends primarily

on the objectives of the assessment and secondarily on the capabilities

of those conducting the assessment. For some assessment purposes (usually
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when assessment results are desired for Individual students), sampling will

not be useful at all. For other purposes, as when assessment results are

desired for individual classrooms, sampling may be feasible but impractical.

But much of the time, sampling will not only be feasible but a practical

route to saving time, dollars and effort.

The capabilities of the agency conducting the assessment have been

deemed secondary when considering the usefulness of sampling, since con-

siderable help--through consultants or outside agencies--is likely to be

readily available. Further, the costs of such assistance are likely to be

more than repaid through the savings afforded by sampling.

Some sampling procedures are both feasible and practical for some assessment

purposes, but infeasible or impractical for others. For example, simple

random sampling (which is discussed below) may be impractical for determining

the average achievement of pupils in a particular grade throughout a atat

(the impracticality stems from the need for a single list of all pupils

enrolled throughout the state), but practical and feasible for determining

the average achievement of pupils in a particular grade in each school in

the state. In the latter caae, separate simple random samples might be

selected from each school using readily available lists in each school district.

To this point, this paper has been concerned with the language of sampling--

basic terms and concepts necessary to an understandirg of sampling and samplers.

We shall now change course by considering two practical asJessment objectives

gleaned from actual state assessment reports, and describing how sampling

procedures could be used in achieving these objectives.

Objective 1: Determining the Average Reading
Achievement of All Fifth Graders in the State

An obvious way of determining the average reading achievement of all

fifth grade pupils in a state is to test them all, record their scores, and

compute the average. This procedure, known as taking a census of fifth

graders, was actually followed in the state that reported this objective.

For many objectives, and particularly when estimating statewide averages,

taking a census is wasteful and unnecessary.

Simple random samain: One procedure that could be used to achieve

Objective 1 is called simple random sampling, a procedure in which every

potential sample has an equal chance of being selected. Merely computing
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the arithmetic average of data from a simple random sample will provide an

estimate of the population average. This sampling and estimation procedure

is unbiased and consistent, and there are well-known formulas for estimating

the mean square error of the sample average (Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow, 1953).

To estimate the average reading achievement of fifth graders in a state

through simple random sampling, the procedure would be as follows: First,

a sampling frame would be constructed by listing each fifth grader enrolled

in the state and assigning a unique number to each listed pupil: The sampling

frame would include all enrolled fifth graders or only fifth graders enrolled

in public schools, depending on the population of interest. Once the sampling

frame was constructed, a table of random numbers would be used to select a

sample of the desired size. A number would be drawn from the random number

table and the pupil with the corresponding number would be added to the sample.

If a number drawn from the table either exceeded the largest number on the

list of pupils, or repeated a number already drawn, it would be discarded.

Selection of random numbers from the table nd corresponding pupils from the

list would continue until the desired sample size was reached.

A practical problem that we have skirted so far will arise time and time

again.in sampling. Just what is the desired sample size and how can it be

determined? With simple random sampling, the desired sample size can be'

computed through straightforward application of a formula given by Hansen,

Hurwitz and Madow (1953), Cochran (1963) or in many other books on sampling.

Rather than stating the formula here, we will consider some-of the factors

that cnter into it. First of all, the size of a sample that's required to

estimate a population parameter depends on the magnitude of the estimation

errors that can be tolerated. The entire population must be sampled if the

parameter must be known exactly. If a sample is taken, there will almost

always be some estimation error, and for some samples the error may be very

large. Since simple random sampling is consistent, the variance of estimation

errors can be reduced by increasing the sample size.

Three factors enter the sample size formula for simple random sampling:

the size of the population, the variance of the variabe that is to be

estimated, and the size of the estimation error that can be tolerated. Some

rules of thumb for these factors are as follows: The larger the population

size, the smaller the percentage that must be sampled in order to realize

an estimator variance of a given size. For example, with a population of
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100 pupils it might be necessary to sample 50 percent (or 50 out of 100);

but with population of 10,000 pupils it might only be necessary to sample

one percent (or 100 out of 10,000) to realize a given estimator variance.

The larger the variance oi the variable for which a parameter is to be

estimated, the larger the Gample size required to achieve a given estimator

variance: This is intuitively reasonable. If the variable (fOr Objective 1;

reading achievement) has a large variance, estimates will fluctuate greatly

from sample to sample; a larger sample size will be required to reduce ite

average fluctuations. Finally, the smaller the estimation error that can be

tolerated, the larger will be the required sample size. Again, this rule is

intuitively reasonable.

Should simple random sampling really be used to achieve Objective 1?

Probably not, for the following reasons: First, there are other, more

efficient sampling methods that can be used. Second, it would be admin-

istratively cumbersome to use simple random sampling. As previously mentioned,

the assessment director would need a complete list of all fifth graders

enrolled in the state. While such a list could probably be compiled in

most states, its preexistence is doubtful, and its compilation would be

expensive. When sampled fifth graders were actually tested, some classes

of 25.would have 20 tested pupils, some would have only one or two tested

pupils, and some would have none at all. Testing only some of the pupils in

a classroom is administratively-cumbersome and probably should be avoided

unless the number of pupils drawn from each. classroom is very small.

Simple random sampling is almost always discussed in sampling texts because

it is a straightforward procedure and can be used to illustrate important

sampling properties. It also provides a benchmark against which the efficiency

of more sophisticated sampling procedures can be compared. For statewide

assessment the practicality of simple random sampling is limited, although

it may be useful when the objective is to estimate some property of schools

or school districts.

Stratified random sampling: An alternative to simple random sampling

that could be used to achieve Objective 1 is stratified random sasuoling,

which is generally 40ril cZficient because it takes advantage of facts that

are known about the elements of a population. Stratified random sampling

can be contrasted with simple random sampling by considering a specific

example. Suppose that the size of a simple random sample necessary to estimate
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the average reading achievement of a state's fifth graders was found to be

200. Following the procedure for selecting a simple random sample, it is

possible that the 200 pupils selected might have an ar:hievement average that

was far higher than the average for all fifth graders in the state. This

would almost surely be the case if most of the pupils in the sample had verbal

IQ scores that were, say, above 130: Suppose it was possible to guard against

samples that had almost all high-IQ pupils by ensuling that any sample selected

would have some low-IQ pupils, some mid-IQ-pUPils, and some high-IQ pupils,

with percentages.of each similar to the percentages for the whole state. Samples

of pupils that came close to representing the state's fifth graders on verbal

IQ would probably do a good job of representing them on reading achievement.

This is true becauSe verbal IQ score and reading achievement are highly related;

those with high verbal IQ scores are likely to have high reading achievement

scores, and those with low verbal IQ scores are likely to have low reading

achievement scores. Use of known relationships among variables and available

data on sampling units is what makes stratified sampling efficient. Stratified

sampling prevents the selection of extremely unrepresentative samples (such

as all high-IQ pupils) and thereby prevents large estimation errors. To achieve

an estimator variance of a given size, stratified sampling will therefore require

a smaller sample size than will simple random sampling.

In stratified random sampling, elements of the population are first classified

into categories called strata according to their values on one or more strat-

ification variables. In the,previous example, verbal IQ played the role of a

stratification variable. Any variable for which a value is known for every

element of the population can be used caa stratification variable. However,

stratified sampling won't be efficient unless the stratification variable and

the variable for which estimates are desired (reading achievement in the

previous example) are highly related.

Considering the previous example more explicitly, suppose that verbal IQ

was to be used as a stratification variable and the parameter to be estimated

was the average readtng achievement rf all fifth graders in a state. The first

step in using stratified random sampling would be to define appropriate strata.

For example, low-IQ pupils m ht be defined as those with verbal IQ scores

below 85, mid-IQ pupils might be defined as those with verbal IQ scores between

86 and 115, and high-IQ pupils as those with verbal IQ scores of 116 or more.

These IQ intervals would define three strata and might be.labeled stratum 1,
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stratum 2 and stratum 3. Once the strata were defined, each fifth grader in

the state would be classified as a member of stratum 1, 2 or 3 depending on

his (her) verbal IQ score. When all fifth-graders in the state had been

assigned to strata, a simple random sample of pupils would be drawn from each

stratum. The average reading achievement of pupils sampled from each stratum

would then be calculated, and these averages would be weighted appropriately

to form an estimate of the average achievement of fifth graders throughout

the state. The estimator would be both unbiased and consistent.

For estimating a statewide average, stratified random sampling has the

same disadvantages as simple random sampling. It requires a sampling frame

that lists all fifth graders in the state. In addition, it might result in

selection of a few pupils from some classes and many pupils from others. It

thus has the potential of being administratively disruptive in some schools

and districts.

The main advantage of.stratified random Sampling is its efficiency (when

the right stratification variables are used). In addition, when stratified

sampling is used in statewide assessment or in other educational data-collection

programs, the information needed for stratification is generally available.

During the last decade at least, group IQ testing has been almost universal,

and nearly all school districts administer standardized achievement tests

(Goslin, 1967). In addition, school systems record all manner Of information

on their pupils such as parental occupations, educational levels of parents,

and sizes of pupils' families. All of these variables tend to be highly

related to current educational achievement (Mollenkopf and Melville, 1956;

Burkhead, 1967) and if available would be quite useful as stratification

variables in statewide assessment.

In theory, strata can be defined by any number of variables. One could,

for example, stratify pupils by IQ scores and status level of father's

occupation. The strata thus formed might be labeled low-IQ and low-status

occupation, low-IQ and mid-status occupation, low-IQ and high-status occupation,

mid-IQ and low-status occupation, etc. Stratification by two or more variables

is only efficient when each stratification variable is highly related to the

variable for which estimatcs are sought and when the stratification variables

are not highly related among themselves. The previous example, stratification

of pupils by IQ level and by status level of father's occupation, would

probably be an unnecessarily cumbersome procedure. Although reading achievement
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is highly related to both IQ level and status-level of father's occupation,

the two stratification variables are themselves highly related. Pupils from

high-status hoMes tend to have higher IQ levels, and vice versa. Stratifying

pupils by these two variables is therefore redundant; stratification by either

variable woulZ be almost as efficient as stratification by both, although IQ

level would probably be a better stratification variable than would father's

occupation.

Pra':tical use of stratified sampling requires several design decisions in

addition to those already discussed. Once stratification variables have been

chosen, the sample designer must decide how many strata to use, the limits or

boundaries for each stratum (e.g., IQ below 90, IQ between 91-110, and so on),

the size of the sample to select, and the number of units to sample from each

stratum. Each of these topics has been the subject of theoretical and empirical

study in the theory of sampling. Again, some practical factors that influence

the decisions will be described. The choice of number of strata depends on

the magnitude of the relationship between the stratification variable and

the yariable for which estimates are sought. The stronger the relationship,

the larger the number of strata that will prove useful, although practical

limits are reached vary quickly. Even when the stratifiCation variable and

the variable of interest have a correlation coefficient of 0.90, there is

not much advantage to using more than four strata (Cochran, 1963). The

problem of determining boundaries for strata so as to make stratified sampling

as efficient as possible has been given considerable attention by Dalenius

and Hodges (1959). They provide formulas that can be used in practice but

defy simple, intuitive explanation. Explicit formulas also exist for deter-

mining.the sample size to use in stratified sampling. As in simple random

sampling, required sample size depends on the poralation size and the size of

the estimation eirors one can tolerate. Unlike Ample random sampling, the

sample size fcr stratified sampling also depends on how well the population

has been stratified. The object of stratification is to form categories

within which sampling units are as nearly alike as possible on the variable

of interest. The more nearly this has been accomplished, the smaller will

be the sample size required to achieve a given estimator variance. Determination

of the number of units to be sampled from each stratum is generally handled in

one of two ways. Using a procedure termed optisMal allocation, a specific

formula indicates the sample size for each stratum. The advantage
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as efficient as possible (hence the term optimal). An alternative procedure

is termed proportional allocation. With proportional allocation, the size

of the sample selected from each stratum is proportional to the number of

population elements in the stratum. The advantages of proportional allocation

include simplified estimaticn formulas and assurance that the stratified

sampling procedure will be at least as efficient as simple random sampling.

Systematic Sampling: The average reading achievement of fifth graders

in a state could also be estimatd by using a systematic sampling procedure.

Several systematic sampling procedures have been developed in the last two

decades, but only the one used most widely--linear systematic samplingwill

be considered.

Like simple random samp. .ng, linear systematic sampling would require a

sampling frame of fifth-grade pupils. Instead of consulting a table of random

numbers to determine each sampled pupil, a random number table is consulted

only once v7ith linear systematic sampling. The sampling frame of pupils is

considered to be an ordered list. The first sampled pupil is selected randomly.

and successive pupils are selected at multiples of a constant interval beyond

the first. A specific example may help to clarify the procedure.

Suppose it was desired to select a linear systematic sample consisting

of 1-en percent of the fifth graders in the population. To determine the

iirst sampled pupil, a number between one and ten would be drawn from a

random-number table. The pupil with the corresponding number on the sampling

frame would beome the first sampled pupil. Thereafter, every tenth pupil

would be sampled. Thus, if the random number six were dravn from the table,

the first sampled pupil would be the one listed sixth in the frame, the next

sampled pupil would be listed 16th in the frame, the next 26th, and so on,

until the sampling frame had been exhausted.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. Consider the selection of ten percent

s,5stematic sample from a population offifth-grade pupils.

Suppose that a table of random numbers had been consulted

to select a number between one and ten, and that the

number drawn was six. If the sampling frame were as

follows, the sampled pupils would be those marked with an

,Isterisk:



ruvb& uumper rupst Name

1 Murphy, John

2 Centra, PauZ

3 Bruno, Barbara

4 Aron, Carol

5 Parker, Mary

*6 Nesbitt, William

7 Lee, Marjorie

8 Sinclair, Susan

9 Thomas, George

10 Wichert, Jane

11 Urban, Paula

12 Mann, Marcia

13 Tocco, Brenda

14 Malcolm, Thomas

15 Angoff, Doug7as

*16 Fouratt, Sharron

17 Brambley, Joan

18 Willis, Kevin

19 Picard, Ronald

20 Libby, Linda

21 Arcieri, Sheryl

22 Kristof, Charles

23 Patterson, Virginia

24 Johnson, EZmer

25 Saxe, Anne

*26 Stahl, Mildred

27 Walsh, Helen

28 Adams, Patricia

The three dots signify the contin of the list and

the selection of every tenth pupil beyoi.q the 26th until the

entire sampling frame had been exhausted. Thus if the list

contained 240 pupils, the last one selected for the sample

would be p,Jpi,Z number 236.
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Systematic sampling has the advantage that it is easy to apply by hand,

whereas simple random sampling or stratified random sampling are quite tedious

without a computer when a sample of appreciable size must be drawn. When

used in an assessnent program, systematic sampling would also ensure' that the

numbers of pupils sampled from each classroom were approximately equal provided

the sampling frame listed pupils sequentially by classroom. Like simple

random sampling, though, systematic sampling would require a list of all

fifth graders in the state.

Unlike simple random sampling and stratified sampling, linear systematic

sampling is sometimes undependable. It is not always consistent, and there

are no really good ways to estimate mean square error. Conversely, linear

systematic sampling can be very efficient if the list used for sampling is

carefully constructed. If pupils were listed alphabetically in the sampling

frame, one would suppose that their average achievement might be estimated

about as efficiently as with simple random sampling. In fact, alphabetic

listing of pupils sometimes results in more efficient estimation (Jaeger, 1970),

although this won't always be the case. Real gains in the efficiency of

systematic sampling can be realized by listing pupils in increasing order

on some variable that is highly related to the variable of interest. For

example, if a linear systematic sample of fifth graders was selected from a

sampling frame in which pupils were listed in increasing order of their

verbal IQ scores, average reading achievement could be estimated very efficiently.

The effect of such ordered listings is much the same as the effect of strat-

ification since sampling from an ordered list ensures that some pupils are

sampled at all levels of the variable used for ordering.

Linear systematic sampling is one of those procedures mentioned earlier

that isn't always consistent and, depending on the relationship between the

sample size and the population size, may lead to biased estimation. Usually

the magnitude of the estimation bias is inconsequential, but the lack of

consistency may prove to be a serious problem. If sampling must be done

without a computer and if the required sample size is large, linear systematic

sampling should be considered for statewide assessment. Othervise, alternative

sampling procedures (such as stratified sampling) will provide more dependable

results.

Cluster Sampling: In the sampling procedures discussed to this point,

the sampling units used were basic elements of a popnlation, e.g., individual
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pupils. In cluster sampling, the sampling units are not basic population

elements but are groups or aggregations of such elements. These groups of

elements are termed clusters.

In most applications of cluster sampling, the clusters used are naturally

occurring groups. In surveys of consumer behavior, for example, homes are

frequently used as sampling units. When estimating the average achievement

of fifth graders throughout a state, several natur.Ally occurring clusters of

pupils might be used--school districts, schools, or homerooms. Of course,

these aren't the or.ly possibilities for clusters. One might consider groups

of students living in particular areas of the state or groups of pupils with

last names beginning with the same letter. However, naturally occurring

clusters afford far greater administrative convenience than would these

contrived clusters. Pupils can readily be identified by classroom, school,

or school district and could easily assembled for testing and measurement

on a homeroom-by-homeroom or school-by-school basis.

If a cluster sampling procedure is identified by the units used as clusters--

school districts, schools, homerooms, or combinations of these--many different

cluster sampling procedures could be used to gather data for Objective 1.

Before enumerating some of the possibilities, let's consider one in detail

and thereby introduce some of the ]).ngnage of cluster sampling.

Suppose it was decided to use schools as clusters and to test the reading

achievement of all fifth graders enrolled in sampled schools. This procedure

is an example of single-stage cluster sampling. The sampling plan would be

carried out by first constructing a sampling frame of all schools in the state

that enrolled fifth-grade pupils. A simple random sample of schools could

then be selected, using a table of random numbe-zs, just as in simple random

sampling of pupils described above. All of the fifth-grade pupils in sampled

schools would then be given a reading achievement test, and appropriate formulas

would be applied to the test results in order to es.timate average achievement

for the state. The formulas to be used (estimato:s) are well known in the

sampling theory literature and can be found in any standard text such as

Cochran (1963).

This cluster-sampling procedure has some obvious administrative

advantages. First, the state department of education is likely to have a

complete list of schools that enroll fif6 graders, although it probably

doesn't have a list af fifth graders enrolled in the state. Thus, a ready-
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made sampling.frame is likely to exist for this samrling procedure. Second,

only a sample of schools will be involved in testing. Disruption of normal

academic procedures will be confined to the sample of schools, the costs of

distributing testing materials will be reduced, and administrative procedures

will be simplified.

The administrative convenience of this sampling procedure is likely to

be offset by a substantial reduction in efficiency. In almost all cases,

cluster sampling of schools will be far less efficient than simple random

sampling of pupils. The "almost" J3 1-1r,,rted in the previous sentence because

there are notable exceptions to the:. The efficiency oi single-stage

cluster sampling depends or many factor, some of which can be controlled by

the sample designer. The composition of the clusters used influences efficiency

to a large degree. Two extreme cases will illustrate this point. To take

one extreme, suppose Oat ell of-the fifth graders in any given school had

the same reading achievement score. In this case, testing all the fifth graders

in a school would be a waste of time and mouey; the average achievement in

a school could be determined by testing just one fifth grader. More to the

point,--the effective sample size is equal to the number of schools in whiCh

testing takes place rather than the number of pupils tested (since testing

more than one pupil in a school would provide only redundant information).

In technical terms, this extreme case represents a situation in which all of

the elements within a cluster are completely homogeneous on the vaable to

be estimated. The other extreme would occur in a situation where the averagp

reading achievement of fifth graders in each school was identical and equalled

the average for the whole state. In this case, the average for the state could

be estimated perfectly by collecting data in only one school since testing

puPils in-more th7n one school would provide only redundant information. In

technical terms, this extreme represents a situation in which elements within

a cluster are as heterogeheous as elements within the entire population and

in which cl:ers ar2 completely homogeneous. In real life, the composition

of the population will fall somewhere between these extremes. For cluster

sampling to be efficient, we would like the composition of the population to

be similar to the second extreme: not much difference among clusters on the

variable to be estimated-and a lot of heterogeneity amov;3 elements in the

Jame cluster. With this composition, only a few clusters need be sampl*1 in

order to get a good representation of the entire population.
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Unfortunately, the naturally occurring clusters available for statewide

assessments tend to provide homogeneity within clusters and heterogeneity

between clusters for many variables likely to be of interest. Consider

sampling of schools to estimate pupil achievement. At least before bussing

for purposes of desegregation, the attendance areas of schools tended to be
defined by neighborhoods that were relatively homogeneous in their socioeconomic
and racial compositions. In a society where neighborhoods tend to be defined

by people of the same social and economic level, it is natural that schools

tend to be homogenec.ls in thes variables. Since pupils' scores on achievement

tests are highly related to the socioeconomic status of their families, schools

also tend to be. homogeneous in measure6. academic achievement.

The composition of the population of interest (e,g., all fifth graders

in a state) is a factor beyond the control of the sample designer; whatever

is found must be'tolerated. However, there are factors that the user of

clustar sampling can control so as to greatly increase sampling efficiency.

One such factor is the estimation procedure employed. When the clusters to

be sampled are not only heterogeneous but also tend to vary greatly in size

(both are tendencies of schools and school districts), simple random sampling

of clusters with unbiased estimation of averages is very inefficient. A

more efficient alternative involves simple random sampling of clusters and

use of an estimation procedure known as ratio estimation. To use ratio

estimation, the number of elements in each cluster must be known--a requirement

that is easily met in most assessment applications. The ratio estimator is

biased but consistent. The amount of bias is likely to be small for populations

used in statewide assessments, and the mean square error will usually be much

smaller thez that of the unbiased estimator. Formulas for ratio estimation

can be found in Murthy (1967), Cochran (1963), and Hansen, Hurwitz and

Madow (1953).

.Additional alternyes modify both the sampling procedure and the

estimation procedure used with single-stage cluster sampling. By definition,

each cluster has an equal chance of being selected when clu3ters are sampled

randomly. One alternative procedure, known as PPS samplins, selects clusters

with 2robabilities proportional to their sizes. If schools were being used

as clusters in order to estimate average fifth-grade reading achievement,

the probability of selecting a given school .qould depend on its fifth-grade'

enrollment. A school with 200 fifth-graders would be twice as likely to enter
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die sample as would a school with 100 fifth graders. The PPS procedure

provides not only a sampling method but associated estimators of averages,

proportions and variances as well. It is simplest to do PPS sampling "with

replacement" since selection probabilities vary as the sample is drawn when

sampling is done without replacement. PPS sampling with replacement provides

unbiased estimation but is an inconsistent procedure. The mean square error

of the estimator gets consistently smaller as sample size is incrased but

does not go to zero when the sample size equals the population size. In
......

practical situations, this lack of consistency will be a problem only when

the required sample size is very close to the population size.

PPS sampling is efficient only when cluster size is highly related to

the variable for which estimates are desired. Since school size and school-

district size are not highly related to basic-skills achievement (Burkhead,

1967), PPS'sampling will not be effic,.ent for estimation of average achievement

in a state. Some school and district "iiiput" variables (such as the average

value of the taxable property in an attendance area or district) are highly

related to school or district size, and PPS sampling would probably

efficient for estimation of these variables.

A final alternative, PPES sampling, is likely to be a very efficient way

of estimating average achievement in a state. PPES stands fc,. "probability

pyoportional to expected size" (Cochran, 1963), a term that is appropriate

in some sampling contexts but not in the context of statewide assessment.

PPES sampling was first introduced to handle situations in which cluster sizes

were not known exactly. In these cases, "expected sizes" rather than actual

sizes were used.

In assessment applications, cluster sizes are usually known but are often

nearly unrelated to the variables for which estimates are desired. The greater

the relationship between the variable for which estimates are sought and the

"expected size" variable, the higher the efficiency of PPES sampling. For

this reason, clusters can be sampled with probabilities proportional to any

variable that has a known value for every cluster in the population; the

variable used can be totally unrelated to cluster r!ize. Consider the case

of Objective 1. Suppose that a group IQ test had b,:.?.n administered to every

fourth grader in the state in the year preceding the current assessment. If

the state had records containing the average IQ of fourth graders for each

school and the fourth-grade enrollment of each school, the product of these
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two could be used very effectively as an "expected size" measure when

estimating average fifth-grade reading achievement, This procedure would

be highly efficient because the average of fourth-grade IQ scores and the

average of fifth-grade reading achievement scores would be highly related

across schools.

Like PPS sampling, PPES sampling results in unbiased but inconsistent

estimation. Again, inconsistency will be a practical problem only when

the required sample size is very close to the population ize. Additional

information on PPS sampling and PPES sampling can be found in Murthy (1967)

and in Cochran (1963).

Instead of using schools as clusters, the average reading achievement

of fifth graders in the state could be estimated-by using either homerooms

or school districts as clusters. Either of these single-stage cluster

sampling procedures would be feasible provided appropriate sampling frames

could be constructed. Undoubtedly, every state department of education has

a complete listing of school districts that enroll fifth graders. A sampling

frame of homerooms probably wouldn't ex!st in most states though, and sampling

by homerooms would require a specially constructed frame. The cost of

constructing a sampling frame of homerooms would probably be more than offset

by the increased efficiency of a single-stage cluster sampling plan with

homerooms as clusters. In most states, cluster sampling of homerooms would

be far more efficient than cluster sampling of schools, and cluster sampling

of schools would be more efficient than cluster sampling of districts. The

increased efficiency is due in part to substantially greater size variability

among districts than among schools, and among schools than among homerooms.

Thus far, we have considered only single-stage cluster sampling procedures.

Many multistage cluster sampling procedures could be used to estimate the

average reading achievement of-a state's fifth graders. Possibilities include

the following: 1) A random sample of schools could be drawn, and within

sampled schools random samples of homerooms could be selected. All fifth

graders in sampled homerooms would be tested. 2) A random sample of districts

cculd ..;e drawn, and within sampled districts random samples of schools could

be selected. All fifth graders in sampled schools would be tested. 3) A

random sample of districts could be dr--1, and within sampled districts a

random sample of homerooms could be selected. All fifth grats within sampled

homerooms would be teGted. 4) A random sample of districts couid be selected,
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and within sampied districts random samples of fifth graders could be

selected and tested. 5) A random sample of schools could be drawn,

and within sampled schools random samples of.fifth graders clould be

:elected end tested. 6) A random ..f.ample of fifth-grade homeroons could

be selected, and within sampled homerooms random samples of pupils could

be drawn and tested. 7) A random sample of districts could 1)4.. selected,

random samples of schools could be drawn within samp.:_ed districts, and

random samples of homeroons could be selected within each sampled school.

All fifth-grade pupils within sampled homerooms would be tested. 8) A

random sample of districts could be selected, random samples of schools

could be drawn within sampled districts, random samples of homeroons could

be drawn within sampled schools, and random samples of pupils would be

selected and tested within sampled homerooms. Although these eight procedures

do not exhaust the possibilities, they provide sufficient illustrations of

the flexibility of cluster sampling.

Procedures 1 through 6 are examples of two-stage cluster sampling. In

procedure 2, for example, sampling of districts constitutes the first stage

(districts are termed primary sampling units or PSU's), and sampling of

schools is the second stage. Schools would be called secondary sampling

units. Procedure 7 is au example of a three-stage cluster sampling procedure

with districts as PSU's, schools as secondary sampling units, and homerooms

as tertiary sampling units. Procedure 8 is a four-stage cluster sampling

progedure.

Multistage cluster sampling will often be more statistically efficient

than single-stage cluster sampling. That is, the mean square error cf the

estimator will be smaller for a given 'lumber of elememary units in the sample.

There are also some administrative advantages to multistage sampling. If

sampling frames don't exist, they need only be constructed for a sample of

PSU's. For example, if a state wanted to use homeroons as clusters but

didn't have the required sampling frame, it could use two-stage sampling with

districts as PSU's and homerooms as secondary sampling units. The district

sample would be chosen first, and sampling frames of homerooms would be

needed only for sampled districts.

Cluster sampling can also be used in combination with other procedures

such as stratified sampling or sysi:ematic sampling. One could, for example,

select samples of schools stratified by the average IQ level of enro,ied
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fifth graders or by a measure of the average socioeconomic status of pupils'
families. As another alternative, one could select a simple random sample
of school districts and select systematL. samples of fifth graders from

lists arranged in ordei. of increasing IQ scores within each sampled district.

Each of these alternacives would Hz, more efficient than multistage rane-im

sampling.

The final choice among cluster sampling procedures depends on many

fact..:--rs, not the least of which is previous knowledge of the population of
interest. To choose among sampling procedures intelligently, one should
have some idea of the degree of homogeneity within aad among potential

clusters and the relationships among -,--iables for which estimates are sought

and those that might be used ft-3r strat_..fication or as measures of size, Even
with these kinds of data, assurance that one has chosen the best of the

available alternatives can only come through careful analysis and often
lengthy computation. (See Appendi:x A).

It cannot be overemphasized that data typically available in schools and
school districts can be used very effectively to design efficient sampling

procedures. A wealth of information on students, teachers, classes, schools

and school districts is routinely recorded and filed in schr,l district o...EiC'es

and in offices of state departments of education. Data from previous testing

programs are abundantly available in almost all school districts and states.
Background information on pupils and teachers is also on file in mcst school
districts. If judiciously selected and evaluated, these data can be used for

stratification, for arrangement of populations in ordered lists, and for pre-

testing of potentially efficient sampling procedures. This mechanical use of
information to arrange and sort populations should no provoke charges of

invasion of privacy since individuals' names need be associated with individual

data elements only for purposes of sampling.

Matrix Sampling: Each of the sampling procedurep considered to this point

has assumed that all sampled pupils respond to the same set of measures--e.g.,
the same reading comprehension test. In the past ten years, researchers have
paid increasing attention to procedures that sample test items as well as
students. These procedures are termed multiple matrix sampling, and have been

used successfully in National Assessment as well as in several statewide

assessments.
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Multiple matrix sampling could be used to estimate the average reading

achievement of all fifth graders in a state. The procedure might be as

follows. Soticse that a 50-item reading achievement test was to be used.

Instead of administering the entire test to all sampled pupils, the test

could be divided into five forms with ten itens each. Each sampled pupil

would then take a 10-item form instead of the entire 50-item test. Each

of the 50 items would be used in a 10-item form, and approximately equal

numbers of pupils would complete each 10-item form. Lord (1955; 1962) has

developed formulas for estimating the average score pupils vg,131d have earned

if each had completed the entire 50-item test. Empirical studies of the

best way to divide tests into forms and the sizes of pupil samples to use

with each form have been completed by Shoemaker (1970; 1971), Knapp (1968) and

others.

To date, statistical procedures for analysis of multiple matrix sampling

have been developed only for simple random sampling of items and pupils.

Although more complex designs can be used, needed analytic procedures are

not yet available.

Objective 2: Estimating the Proportion of
rhird Graders in Each school jistrict who can
Successfully Achieve an Arithmetic Objective

Some statewide assessments use test items that are specifically designed

to measure the achievement of particular objectives. For example, an assessment

might include items designed to r .,re achievement of the arithmetic objective,

"addition of pairs of single-dig LuLegers." Five such items might be

administered to a pupil, and the pupil might be said to have achieved the

objective provided he can successfully complete three of the five items.

Suppose that a statewide assessment contained such objectives-related

items and that the principal purpose of the assessment was to determine the

proportion of pupils in each of the state's school districts that had achieved

each designated objective.

Many of the sampling procedures described above could be used to achieve

Objective 2. Only in very small school districts (e.g., those with grade

three enrollments under 200) would sampling be uneconomical. Among the

procedures that might.be used to achieve Objective 2 are simple random sampling

of pupils, stratified random sampling, linear systematic sampling, and some

forms of cluster sampling.
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With Objective 2, each school district's third graders would constitute

a separate population, and sampling in eadh school district could be handled

differently; that is, one district might use simple random sampling, while

anozher might use two-stage cluster sampling of schools and homerooms,

with homerooms stratified by average ability level of pupils. In practice,

use of several different sampling procedures would make good sense if the

districts varied greatly in size. While cluster sampling would be infeasible

in a small school district (one with only three elementary schools, for

example), it might prove to be highly efficient in a state's -school

districts.

To accomplish Objective 2, srumple randcm sampling would be handled just

as it is described for Objective 1. Standard formulas exist for the estimation

of proportions through simple random sampling just as they do for the estimation

of mean square errors (Murthy. 1967; Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow, 1953).

When the objective is estimation of a proportion, stratified sampling is

unlikely to afford appreciable increases in efficiency over simple random

sampling. To be efficient, stratified sampling requires that variances within

strata be much smaller than the variance within the whole population. The
variances of proportions are very similar unless the proportions are

extremely large or extremely small. (The variances of proportions in the

range 0.2 to 0.8 are very similar.) Thus, little reduction in the variance

of proportions can be gained from stratification.

Use of linear systematic sampling is just as reasonable for the achievement

of Objective 2 as it was for the achievement of Objective 1. The same potential

advantages and the same cautions apply. A school district is more likely than

a state department of education to have past test data and other information

on individual students. This information can be used to create ordered

sampling frames, permitting systematic sampling from an ordered list.

Unless a school district is very large,, multistage cluster sampling will
not be practical. For moderately large schOol sytems (enrollments of ten-

thousand to thirty-thousand), single-stage cluster sampling of homerooms is

likely to be administratively practical and statistically efficient for

estimation of averages or proportions. Compiling a list of third-grade

homerooms should not be difficult in a district of moderate size. Sampling

by homeroom would permit testing of intact groups of pupils and would provide

a convenient route for distribution of materials and handling of assessment

materials in :he field.
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Multiple matrix sampling could also be economical and convenient in all

but the smallest school systems. Shoemaker (1970) has shown that multiple

matrix sanpling is useful for esimation of average )rovided the population

is no smaller than 300.

Summary

This paper was intended tc, help the reader become conversant witt

important sampling terms and concepts and to become aware of sampling

procedures that might be used in a statewide assessment. lt was not intended

t'.; create instant sample-design experts or sampling theorists.

If the reader has gained a basic understanding of such terms and concepts

as estimate, estimator, population parameter, estimator bias, and so forth,

and if some of the sampling options available for statewide assessments are

now intelligible, the paper has accompashed its purpose.

Designing an efficient sample requires knowledge of the science of

sampling. But perhaps more than in other statistically-oriented disc .plines,

goo4 sample des.T.gn is an art. It requires a sensitivity to the nature of the

populations of interest and attention to information and data that the novice

might feel is unrelated to the sampling task at hand. For these reasons, there

is no sCtirute for expericnce when a truly efficient sample design is

desired. Investment in expert sampling consultation will usually ba repaid

many times oger by thc economies an efficient design provides. But it

behooves the asse ment directors to be conversant, if not expert, on sampling

and its potentials. If they know a little about the subject, the right

questions can be asked and the right data can be providee The i-ask of the

sample designer will be made easier and the resulting product all the bettL:.
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APPENDIX A

Evaluation of Alternative Cluster Sampling Procedures--An Example

The kinds of theoretical notions discussed in this paper (A procedure

will be more efficient when cluster sizes don't vary much; heterogeneity

within clusters and homogeneity between clusters will provide increased

efficiency, and so forth.) provide some guidance for choosing among

alternative cluster sampling procedures. In a specific application,

assurance that one is using the best procedure can also be gained through

analysis of data from the school district or state in whial sampling is to

be used.

Many characteristics of schools, school districts, and groups of students

show remarkable stability from year to year. For example, the average basic

skills achievement of a school's fourth-grade class is likely to be very

similar in two successive years, as is the socioeconomic composition of the

school's student body. When searching for a sampling procedure that provides

maximum efficiency, one can take advantage of this kind of stability. The

method is as follows: Use data from the previous school year to evaluate

the efficiency of the-Sampling procedures being considered for the current

year. Since it is unlikely that sampling has been used in the past, data

will be available for all students, classes, and schools in the district or

state. With data available for the entire population (a situation that will

not hold for the current school year if sampling is used), results of sampling

the previous year's population using a variety of procedures can be readily

compared.

An example of this kind of evaluation uses data from a single school

district called Anydistrict (Jaeger, 1970). For simplicity, computation of

estimates and estimator variances will not be shown; only initial data and

final results will be presented.

The population parameter to be estimated in this example is the average

reading achievement of the district's sixth graders. The sixth-grade enrollment

of the district is 1180, with 45 sixth-grade classes in 21 schools. Data

available from the previous school year include the average sixth-grade reading

achievement in each school, the sixth-grade enrollment in each school, and

the average verbal ability score of fifth graders in each school. These data

will be used to evaluate four alternative cluster sampling and estimation

9 8
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procedures: simple random sampling of schools.with unbiased estimation;

simple random sampling of schools with ratio estimation; sampling of schools

with probabilities proportional to their sixth-grade enrollments (PPS sampling

and estimation); and sampling of schools with probabilities proportfonal to

totals of fifth-grade ability test scores (PPES sampling and estimation).

The evaluation of each cluster sampling procedure will use data from the

entire population of 21 schools. With these data, estimator variances can be

calculated exactly. It must be emphasized that data for the entire population

will be available only when all sixth graders in the district are tested--a

situation that will not obtain in the current school year, when sampling is

used. The method, then, is to use population data from a previous school year

to evaluate alternative sampling procedures and to assume that the most

efficient proced one school year will also be most efficient for the

next year. The assumption is generally sound.

The following table shows sixth-grade average reading achievement scores,

sixth-grade enrollmeats, and average fifth-grede ability test scores for the

21 schools in the district under study. The data are real. They were provided

by the research office of a medium-sized school district.

Table A: Sixth-Grade Average Reading Achievements, Sixth-Grade Enrollments,
and Average Fifth-Grade Ability Test Scores for Elementary Schools in Anydistrict.

School
Number

Average Grade 6
Reading Achievement*

Grade 6
Enrollment

Average Grade 5
Ability Score

1 66.11 56 33.54

2 66.83 65 32.96

3 71.27 71 38.06

4 56.09 58 33.81

5 64.57 47 34.29

6 71.09 66 37.84

7 74.89 55 36.70

8 70.67 99 37.69

9 74.51 57 39.06

10 68.13 40 37.19

11 70.02 59 36.10

12 72.57 72 39.90

13 58.86 43 35.36

*average number'of test items correct
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Table A: (continued)

School
Number

Average Grade 6
Reading Achievement

Grade 6
Enrollment

Average Grade 5
-Ability Score

14 66.35 63 36.20

15 70.71 38 36.92

16 65.82 51 34.42

17 70.98 51 35.15

18 67.56 .41 33.51

19 82.21 29 40.76

20 65.61 74 35.02

21 51.14 49 30.18

The data in Table A were used in formulas for the variance of the estimated

mean appropriate to each of the four cluster sampling and estimation procedures.

In all cases, it was assumed that 10 of the 21 schools in Anydistrict were

sampled and that all sixth graders in sampled schools were tested. The sampling

and estimation procedure that provided the smallest variance was judged to be

best.

To evaluate PPS sampling, it was assumed that schools were sampled with

probabilities proportional to their sixth-grade enrollments (the data in the

third column of Table A). To evaluate PPES sampling, a slightly more complex

assumption was made. The measure of "size" used for a school was equal to the

product of the school's sixth-grade enrollment and the average ability test

score earned by the school's fifth graders (the data in columns three and four

in Table A). While this product (sixth-grade enrollment times fifth-grade

ability test score) might not have much meaning as an assessment statistic, it

makes an excellent variable for PPES sampling since it is highly correlated

with the total of sixth-grade reading achievement scores in a school.

The variances of estimators of average sixth-grade achievement in the

district are given in Table B below:

Table B: Variances of Estimators of Average Achievement for Sixth-Grade
Students in Anydistrict. Sample Size is 10 Schools from a PopulAticin of 21.

Sampling and_Estimation Method Estimator Variance

Simple random sampling of schools with
unbiased estimation 21.790

1 0 0
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Table B: (continued)

Sampling and Estimation Method

Simple random sampling of schools with
ratio estimation

Sampling of schools with probabilities
proportional to sixth-grade enrollments (PPS)

Sampling of schoolS with probabilities
proportional to fifth-grade ability test scores (PPES)

Estimator Variance

1.802

3.622

1.358

From the data in Table B, it is clear that PPES sampling of schools is

the most efficient of the four cluster sampling procedures. PPES sampling is

slightly more efficient than simple random sampling of schools with ratio

estimation, more than twice as efficient as PPS sampling of schools, and more

than sixteen times as efficient as simple random sampling of schools with

unbiased estimation. Efficiency is calculated from the ratio of estimator
variances.

Although PPS sampling and PPES sampling are not consistent procedures,

the variances of their estimators do decrease steadily as sample size is

increased. Simple random sampling of clusters with unbiased estimation or

with ratio estimation are consistent, so the variances of their estimators

also become steadily smaller as sample size is increased. Thus, one can

generalize from the data in Table B for all sample sizes that are substantially

smaller than the population size. PPES sampling will be most efficient, simple

random sampling of schools with ratio estimation will be next most efficient,

PPS sampling will rank third in efficiency, and simple random sampling of

schools with unbiased estimation will be very inefficient.

The formulas used to calculate estimator variances in this example can

be found in many sampling texts, including Murthy (1967), Cochran (1963),

and Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow (1953).
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It is generally recognized that to consider the results of student

achievement measures without taking into account the conditions of learning

frequently leads to inappropriate interpretation of the results and misguided

action. A logical strategy to prevent these adverse effects is a systematic

analysis of the conditions under which learning is attempted and the resources

which are brought to bear on the learning attempt. In addition, direct

consideration of condition variables is the first step in defining hypotheses

about the causes of learning success or failure.

To accomplish this aaalysis, a two-stage model of assessment activity

is recommended. In the first stage, data on both condition variables and

student achievement should be systematically collected in such a manner that

some competing explanations of the results are ruled out while others remain

plausible. These data are statewide in origin, with comparisons available

on specific conditions in contrast to specific organizations.

A careful analysis of the relationships which are found in the first

stage is the basis for more intensive smaller scale studies. At this level,

the unit of consideration moves from statewide data collection to an individual

learning-unit study.

The methods for doing the large-scale data collecting and analyzing are

illustrated by a number of studies and reviews that have been undertaken in

recent years. Several of these studies have been selected because the variables

they examined included those which share common variance with student achievement

to an extent which suggests that fruitful causal hypotheses may be generated

about the situations which these indicators or correlates describe. In none

of these studies t:as the second stage been undertaken. Table 1 shows frequently

occurring correlates which describe in part the variation of conditions under

which learning is attempted.

Socioeconomic status variables

Mother's occupation
Father's occupation
Mother's educational level
Father's educational level
Value of home
Household income

TABLE I

1 0 1
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Teacher variables

Teacher's experience
Teacher's salary
Teacher's certification
Student orientation in contrast to "subject" orieutation
Verbal facility
Recency of training and level of education
Job satisfaction - teacher turnover

School variables

School site size
Building age
Percent substandard classrooms
Library volumes per student
Textbooks per student
School size
Student mobility
Class size
Number of special area teachers per student - lab facilities
Average teacher time in guidance
Length of school year
Materials and supplies expenditures

Each of these correlates is significantly related to student achievement

defined as some measure of verbal or mathematical performance, in one or

more studies. To facilitate discussion they have been grouped in broad

categories.

Socioeconomic Status Variables

The first group, socioeconomic status (SES) variables, shows a positive,

strong relation to achievement in every one of the studies reviewed in which

they were considered (Benson, 1965; Burkhead, 1967; Campbell, 1971; Coleman,

1966; Dunnell, 1971; Garon, 1971; and Kiesling, 1968). The methods of

collecting such data vary from student questionnaires to estimates from

census data. In many cases, there is strong reliance upon school records or

school officials' opinions about the socioeconomic status of the neighborhood.

The definition of the variable also ranges from family income through

occupation to housing quality and parents' education. Regardless of the

grossness of the measure, the positive relationship exists.

The important issue', however, is the interpretation of these findings.

They do not establish that low or high SES is a cause of low or high student

achievement. The SES variables are at best proxies for some set of experiences

the student has had and through which he has developed his own unique coping
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style. More specific analysis of the factors associated with SES are

illustrated in the work of Shipman (1971) on the mother-child interaction

tasks. Her study suggests that language utilization patterns, which vary

with SES, may be significant mediators of the learning experience. Another

hypothesis is evoked by an unpublished study conducted by the author in

1970 of several very small high schools. Among these schools, the correlation

between SES and achievement was nonsignificant. This study suggests that SES

is not important where it does not have the effect of sorting the student

body into social strata. In these schools, the small size of each grade

seemed to limit the range of differential experiences of the students.

The data from SES studies in general suggest that qualitative differences

in teacher-student interactions across the levels of SES are the most useful

places to look for causes of variability in student achievement. These data

also indicate, spanning as they appear to do the whole variety of educational

experiences, that the causes of insufficient learning will not be easily

found nor will solutions be quickly implemented. In pursuing the elusive

causes of ach.levement variability, therefore, it is suggested that data on

those forns of the SES variables wh5ch have the most direct relationship to

the student's educational experiences, such as parents' education and

allocation of community wealth to the educational enterprise, should be

collected where possible.

Teacher Variables

The next group of variables which appear to relate to achievement are

teacher related. They include training, experience, morale, salary, verbal

facility, and attitude toward students. In general, although the relationship

was much lower than the SES variables, teacher variables were reported

significant in most of the studies (Benson, 1965; Burkhead, 1967; Campbell,

1971; Coleman, 1966; Goodman, 1959; Guthrie, 1971; Hanushek, 1968; James,

1963; and Kiesling, 1968). It is rare, however, for these variables to

account for more than 10 percent of the student achievement variance. Three

studies provide clues for possible causal hypotheses about teacher effects.

Guthrie (1971) found verbal ability and job satisfaction to be significantly

related to student achievement in a positive direction. Hanushek found a

significant positive relation between the recency of teachcr training in

subject areas and the achievement variables. This training was not of the
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usual undergratluate type, hut rather that acquired through facilities such

as NDEA institutes. Kiesling (1968) likewise notes the negative effect of

teacher turnover on student achievement. These data suggest that a teacher

with up-to-date training in the subject natter he is teaching, who can

communicate well with the students and is basically role satisfied, with

best augment the educational experience of the students as measured by

achievement tests.

School Facilities Variables

The final set of variables considered in this paper are those related

to school facilities, broadly defined. They include physical characteristics

such as building site size and building age. They also include arrangements

which influence how teachers spend their time and characteristics which affect

the school climate such as student independence dr restrictions. This set of

variables, like the teacher set, does aot in general reach the strength of

relationships found between student achievement and the SES variables. The

results for school facilities variables are also less consistent from one

study to another. Class size, for example, is sometimes positively and

sometimes negatively related to student achievement. Of the thirteen studies

reviewed, this variable was positive in four (Burkhead, 1967; Flanagan, 1962;

Guthrie, 1959 and Shipman, 1971) negative in one (Dannell, 1971) and did not

achieve significance in the remaining eight. The variables of greater interest

in this set are those which suggest a kind or quality of interaction between

the student and his learning environment (including the teacher). A review

of the.commonly examined variables does not reveal any good candidates for

this specification. Therefore, it is probably more profitable to relegate

these variables to a secondary order to be considered only as they enhance

or hinder the operations of the most important set, the learning variables.*

Process Variables

It is readily apparent that the correlates of achievement described in

the proceding section are, at best, proxy or carrier variables which are

not likely in themselves to be causative antecedents. It is also apparent

that many such variables are not subject to alteration by the sc.hool. The

*The reader is urged to read the informative paper by Kiesling (1971) for
a more detailed discussion of the condition variables and their analysis.
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alternative for achievement improvement is therefore to be found in the

process of education--those things which occur within the school's sphere

of influence. This means the interaction among the teachers and students,

with or without tangible materials as part of the setting, must be examined.

It is sometimes useful to classify processes according to function.

Managerial or facilitative processes are those which bring about a setting

in which an interaction can occur--e.g., reducing class size, building open

classrooms, organizing modular scheduling, and providing elementary guidance

personnel. They are a set of variables which frequently overlap the earlier

defined school facilities but which may be more specifically directed toward

programs which reflect the school's philosophy.

Learning processes, on the other hand, are those interactions which occur

within the setting provided by the facilitative process and which involve the

student directly lf, for example, the objective is learning to recognize

the sense of a simple paragraph, a set of events must occur. The student

must recognize most or all of the words. If he does not recognize all the

words, he must be able to infer the meaning of the unknown from tl-s known.

He must select or infer the appropriate meaning of known words,from the

cOntext, and, finally, he must understand the relationships among the words.

It is probable that he does this by finding much that is familiar, enough

new material to maintain his interest, and the thread of an idea that he

wants to bring to closure. The teacher may interact in this learning situation

by providing an "other person" model of interest in the idea. This role is

best fulfilled by being genuinely enthusiastic, although a sincere interest

in the learner may suffice. The teacher must also be sensitive to the ratio

of the known to the unknown and must keep the unknown to a manageable level

through the medium of providing the student with necessary information. In

order to achieve this sensitivity, the teacher must be aware of the practices

within the community which determine the meaning of certain behaviors, both

verbal and physical (in the "body english" sense), and must be able to practice

the necessary communication skills to convey and receive messages to and from

the student. The acceptability and utility of such communication characteristics

as level of voice (loud - soft) and choice of words (shut up - please be quiet)

need to be understood. Finally, the teacher must provide reinforcement through

reassurance on tentative but appropriate responses of the student.

Although much attention has been given to the teaching task, little is

positively known about the nature of effective teacher-student interaction.

It is here, to be functional, that assessment must make a contribution.
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The documentation of teacher-student interaction and the analysis of

its relation to student achievement is difficult, time consuming, and

expensive. Although a number of observational techniques are available

(see Flanders, 1966 and Medley, 1968), it is unlikely that such intensive

observation procedures can be adapted to large-scale collections of data

for statewide assessment purposes. However, statewide assessment offers a

unique opportunity for examination of learning processes if a two-stage

model is adopted.

In the first stage of this model, data are collected on student achievement

and the condition variables of interest. The student achievement data are

classified according to the levels or categories of the most explanatory

correlates. In the second stage, a smaller sample of two types of classrooms

within each classification, one markedly successful and the other markedly

less so, are selected for intensive study.

TABLE II

Stage I

Collect data on student achievement
.Collect data on condition variables
Analyze the relationship of the two sets of data
Classify achievement data by levels or categories
of selected correlates

Stage II

Select sample of classrooms from extremes within classifications
Conduct intensive study of classroom interactions
Collect data

Task card sort
Teacher questionnaire
Student questionnaire
Question formulating and alternative descriptions test
Teacher group interview

Under the assumption that effective teacher-student interaction may be

mediated by the teacher's perception of the students as learners, the students'

perception of the teachers as sources of information and support, the

communication skills of the teacher, and the actual activities in which the

group engages, five types of data collection are proposed. These are a

card sort of classroom activities, a teacher questionnaire designed to

assess empathy with students, a student questionnaire on perception of the
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teacher, a teacher test of ability to formulate questions and to explain

concepts in a variety of ways, and a structured group interview directed

toward sensitivity to student needs.

The card-sort device is used to provide a profile of the actual activities

which go on in the classroom over ttme. Its development consists of ehree

steps. First, a group of teachers is selected from the 'Population of interest.

For the purposes described ' pulation would be teachers from each

type of school which is . intensive study. These teacv 3 are

contracted to provide a
, C activities in which they engage

random selection of days. The activities may range from teaching consonant

blends to scolding the class for making too much noise. After this collection

is complete, the activities are edited for overlap and clarity and printed

on cards--one activity per card. The_card sets are then reviewed for

representativeness by another sample of teachers from similar schools, with

the additions and deletions recommended by this group carefully considered.

A preliminary analysis of activity differences between the types of schools

may be conducted at this stage. This analysis can suggest possible interaction

differences for further exploration. The principal data collection, however,

secures from a new sample of teachers working in the intensive study schools

a profile of activities they perceive to be occurring. On a random sample

of days, these teachers sort the cards into two sets--those activities they

did-on the day in question and those they did not do. The cards are then

tabulated by a clerk and retained until the next sample day arrives. As they

occur, new activities can be recorded by the teacher on blank cards included

each time if' the deck. The relative frequency and the nature of the activities

provides a picture of the common modes of operation in each type of school.

Such data must be supplemented by additional information. The teacher

empathy questionnaire assists in this function by providing an assessment of

the teacher's perception of her class. A series of statements covering a

range of positive or negative attributes is presented. The teacher indicates

which statements are most descriptive of the class. Examples of statements

might look like this:

"This class asks a lot of good questions."

"This class has a lot of trouble learning, and
and they just don't care."

1 1 0



Since teacher perceptions are likely to change as the class becomes more

familiar, this scale should be administered a minimum of three times during

the year to allow trends to appear.

A student scale provides a third component of the interaction situation.

The teacher may be seen as a friendly adult to whom one can turn for assistance--

in contrast to a task master who is to be avoided as much as the situation

permits. A series of actions which a student may take involving the teacher

are presented. The student indicates his likelihood of selecting each action

in his present class. At the high --,1( level, specific classes (e.g., English

or chemistry) should be randomly ass'-,,,ad to the students enrolled so that

each may react to a specific situation. The composite of all student responses

will present a picture of the whole school. School data rather than individual

data is desired; therefore, a tearoff tab indicating both the class and the

student should be incorporated to protect the anonymity of both teachers

and students.

A rational hypothesis concerning content-oriented teaching skills suggests

that the ability to formulate appropriate questions and the ability to provide

a variety of explanations of concepts are important factors. A test of these

skills has been devised. The data it produces should provide additional

documentation of the interaction scene which we believe produces learning.

It is therefore included as a necessary component of learning process assessment.*

The final set of interaction data suggested for inclusion in the intensive

study is derived from a set of structured group interviews. The school staff

is assembled on several occasions and with several configurations of attendance.

On each occasion the iriterviewer presents a topic for discussion, legitimizing,

in turn, contrasting positions on the topic. Case studies or a series of film

clips of classrooms in action are useful stimulators. The content should focus

on the degree of understanding and acceptance among the participants.

The group configuration should include administrators on one occasion,

teachers only on another, and a variation of teaching responsibility, if

staff size permits, on still another occasion. The order of presentation

should be rotated among the intensively studied schools to allow order.

effects to be assessed.

These data collection activities will provide a fix on the teachers'

perceptions of activities actually occurring in their classes, their

*We are indebted to David Potter, Research Psychologist, Educational
Testing Service, for some of the ideas presented here.
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perception of the kinds of students they are working with, the students'

perceptions of the kinds of persons their teachers are, and an assessment

of the teacher's attitude toward the teaching task. From this set of data,

the nature and quality of the student-teacher interaction may be inferred

,and either qualitatively orT:categorically described.

Finally, new achievement data is collected from the students of these

schools. Variation in the student-teacher interaction data can then be

compared with student achievement variation to discover interpretable

relations. If the interaction components identified by the several methods

of data collection ar Indeed those which influence the student's learning,

several.relationsT, '11 exist. Because, for example, SES varies with

achievement, thet ^1v, also be a joint variation of interaction components

with SES and achievemeut. Otherwise, the experiences or prerequisites

associated with SES which are influencing achievement have not been identified.

If, on the other hand, interaction components are identified which vary with

achievement but are independent of SES, then a genuine breakthrough may be

at hand. Experimental verification is the next step. If the first alternative

is true, however, the task becomes that of devising ways to alter the inter-

actions in such a manner that they remain associated with achievement but

become independent of SES. This, too, calls for experimentation. It is

well to note that the interaction is the crucial factor, not the presence

or absence of a certain process, such as style of presentation.

It should also be noted that there is at present very little documented

difference between schools in terms of what they do. Therefore, it is quite

likely that the modifications of teacher-student interaction patterns will--

have to be developed and introduced in order to bring about changes in

achievement which are independent of the demographic and economic characteristics

of schools.

In summary, the correlates of student achievement are useful in two ways.

They describe conditions that vary in facilitating student achievement and

help us to focus on areas in which it is fruitful to search for causes of

learning difficulty, thus aiding the search.

One final problem remains. Statewide assessment is seen by many as a

simplistic solution to the problens of improving quality without the time-

consuming study proposed here. School reimbursement formulae, district

comparisons, and legislative critiques are all part of the current picture.
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The requirements of a good research design are not the only ones_Co be met.

The political requirements may demand Chat some components that are unwarranted

from a research point of view must be included as a necessary cost of conducting

a meaningful study. The activities suggested here include several which will

be de,Imed unnecessary by some and will be seen as a threat by others. The

conditions for successful action must therefore be carefully established.

The key principles to be followed in such endeavors are these:

Involve affected groups early and significantly
in the planning.

Consistently reject blame placing and direct
"10 available resources toward improvement.

iples are genuinely adh,lred to, the chances of a meaningful

contribution to the quality of educational experience are good.
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Overview

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of-selecting or

developing tests, questionnaires, or other measurement instruments that will

fulfill the goals of an assessment program. All a measurement instrument

can do is permit the systematic collection of information. It is thejob or

planners and developers of assessment progranos to in that the informa,

obtained is the kind of inforwaLicki nat will be helpft a evaluati ,g md

making decisions about the status of education in a school district or state.

Among the issues that need consideration are the following:

What should be measured?

What types of reports will be needed:

Should newly developed or existing inEtruments be used?

How should new assessment instruments:be developed?

This paper addresses each of these issues in turn and attempts to identify

the major factors that will require attention and to offer possible design

and development strategies.

What Should Be Measured?

The question of what to measure in an assessment program is one that has

to be addressed both at a global and a specific level. Considering the global

level first, one possible answer is that the program should assess the extent

to which students, teachers, administrators, and other educational personnel,

in short, the entire educational system is achieving the goals for--in short,

system--education in a school distri2t or a state. Most states and many school

districts already have goal statements that have undergone a cycle of development

and refinement. This process can be a very valuable one, particularly if parents

and other members of business and community groups contribute to the task of

setting and reviewing overall educational goals and establishing priorities.

The participants in the goal-setting process are likely to become aware of

the extraordinary breadth of goals that schools are being asked to address.

These same participants might be able to serve as spokeSten for an assessment

program that attempted to measure a wide variety of goals. Even in advance of

a systematic review of goals for a school system or state, it is possible to

make a fairly accurate prediction of the outcome of ±his review. A recent

Cooperative Accountal,:llity Proiect report on State Goals for Elementary and

Secondary Education (Zimmerman, 1972), for example, reveals considerable
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consistency among the goals statements of 35 states. Basic skills goals

appear in many forms in the lists developed in the various states, just as

they appear, withon in the goals individur' school systems.

The assess:: . 1m planner and deve2 is to go beyoud the global

level and.has to de a --)roblem of determining the pricaties to be
assigned to measuring the many goals for education. What emphasis should be
given to the basic skills area, to other school subjects, to competencies

that have particularly high survival value in our society, and to values and

attitudes or other noncognitive attributes of students or of teachers? To
what extent should the process of education--teaching styles, methods of

classroom organization, etc.--be described and documented? These are difficult

questions; moreover, they are not ones that should be answered wholly or even
primarily by a technical assessment group. Many educators and members of the

larger community have perspectives that will need to be brought to bear on
the problems. It is clear, though, that the breadth of educational goals will
require a sequential approach to assessment program development. The developer
will have to start with some obviously important goal areas such as reading

or communication skills or health or mathematics and concentrate his initial
time and resources on adequate measurement of them. At the same time, long-

term plans can be developed for addressing the other significant goal areas.

Assessment program developers have often initiated their programs with

testing of reading and mathematical skills at one or more grade levels. Since

these skills have high survival value and since a number of measurement

instruments and approaches are available, this seems a quite reasonable way

to start up a program. More difficulties can be expected if the program

developer attempts to assess student or teacher attitudes and values; yet

these noncognitive attributes are valued highly by educators, legislators,

and private citizens. In order to create an assessment program that adequately

reflects the goals for education in a school district or state, some measurement

in noncognitive areas is recmmmended at the very beginning of the program.

Awareness of measurement r-:Ficulties will encourage postponement of attention

to the noncognitive areas. In this connection, it is worth considering the

observation of Campbell, Bruno, and Schabacker (1972, p.3): "Although these

moncognitive areas are admittedly more difficult to measure, in an assessment

program they must not be ignored in the early phase, or they most likely will

continue to be neglected as the program is enlarged."
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When an assessment program developer is making plans for the initial

assessment years, attention needs to be given also to the future direction

of the program. It will often be difficult to predict the level of funding

that will be available, but estimates will have to be made and long-term

emphases identified. What goal areas can be added to the program in future

years? What kinds of assessment cycles should be introduced? Should some

goal areas be assessed yearly and others on an every-other year or every-third-

year basis? Which tests can be reused in subsequent years, with or without

some revision? Should some provision be made for workshops or special training

materials for the users of assessment results? Questions such as these go

beyond the initial question of what should be measured, but they set the stage

±or the issues addressed in the balance of this paper.

What Types of Reports Will Be Needed?

Once a developer has identified the areas to be assessed in the initial

phases of a program, it is necessary to consider the reporting plans for the

grogram. This job should be tackled as early as possible rather than left,

as it often has been, until many other decisions about an assessment program

have already been made. Decisions regarding the information to be collected

and reported will directly affect instrument planning. Is it necessary, for

example, to develop reports for individual students? If so, every student

must sit for any tests for which such reporting is required. If, on the other

hand, reporting will be done for groups of students, sampling procedures such

as those outlined by Trismen (1972) and Jaeger (1973) can be employed.

Whether reporting is by group or individual, the nature of the reporting

planned and the types of instruments needed to accomplish it need to be

considered. The statewide and school district testing programs that are the

forerunners of today's developing assessment programs report summary scores

and sometimes subscores based on survey, norm-referenced achievement tests.

The summary scores can be used to relate state or district results to national

norms or to monitor the performance of groups over time. Such summary score

reporting has received, however, a great deal of criticism on the grounds that

it does not tell us what we need to know in order to take constructive educa-

tional action. A good deal of attention has been paid recently to the possi-

bility of reporting assessment results for cognitive areas in terns of specific

student competencies such as the abilities to:
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-- address a business letter

-- pass a state driver examination

-- figure correct change, or

-- choose a nutritionally balanced meal

This same logic could also be used to call for reporting on attitudes or

behaviors such as:

-- the number of nonrequired books of various types students read

-- the importance students attach to various rights expressed in

Bill of Rights, or

-- The value students at specified grade levels place on certain

environmental conditions

The calls for objectives-referenced, content-referenced or criterion-

referenced tests have suggested that test developers need to determine

precisely what students know or can do. Holders of this position indicate

that critical objectives must be identified and associated measurement pro-

cedures developed along with judgmentally or empirically derived standards.

These standards would permit a determination of whether or not students had

achieved the objectives. Educators can then direct their efforts at those

high-priority objectives fhat students have not attained. The argument has

typically been framed in a way that calls for measurement procedures that

yeild only "yes, he has" or "no, he has not" decisions regarding attainment of

objectives. (Robert can or cannot identify the main idea in reading selections of

a specified difficulty level.) The approach is easier to defend, however, if

fhe concept of degrees of attainment of objectives is employed and if the

probabilistic nature of measurement is kept in mind. (John can type 70 - 10

words per minute.) Some advocates of objectives-referenced or criterion-

referenced measurement have caused educational mischief by seeming to seek

the unattainable goal of error-free measurement and thereby creating confusion

regarding appropriate standards for measurement instruMents, (adopting the

untenable position that reliability and validity are concepts which are not

applicable to criterion-referenced tests). There have been problens also

with the setting of performance levels fhat will be taken as evidence that

a student has attained an objective. Too often, arbitrary levels such as 85%

or 95% correct have been used. Ideally, performance levels would be set with

reference to some future situation such as the subsequent educational experiences

that are planned for the student. Criterion-referenced testing would then
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indicate whether the student had achieved the skills and competencies necessary

to perform well in the next program or unit of instruction.

The positive effects of the criterion/objectives-referenced testing move-

ment, however, far outweigh the negative ones. One highly significant and

positive outcome is that a comprehensive reevaluation of the purpose and uses

of tests has been initiated. Developers of testing and assessment programs

have had to consider carefully the types of information they can and should

obtain from tests and to broaden their thinking about methods of reporting

information to the various audiences for assessment results. For a discussion

of reporting as it relates to criterion-referenced assessment programs, see

"Developing a Criterion-Referenced Assessment Program" (Fremer, 1973).

Some assessment program developers have chosen to make use of the National

Assessment pattern of reporting results on an exercise-by-exercise basis.

This approach can be employed with any exercise or item, and it does seem

to stimulate public interest. It is necessary, however, to contend with

the problem of overinterpretation. It is natural for readers of such assessment

reports to assume that the results from a single question provide insights

that can be generalized to whole classes of skills and knowledge. Yet the

results from another question tied to the same objective might weli be

dramatically different and thus lead to different conclusions. Careful

pretesting of groups of similar questions can help. Items selected for

reporting can be ones witi difficulties representative of,the total group of

items tied to an objective. Even when an item is chosen on this basis, however,

the pool of available items may not represent adequately the pool of items

that could have been written to measure the objective. It will always be

necessary to recognize that measurement and interpretation involve errors

and inferences that can lead to unwarranted conclusions. Qualified rather

than absolute statements should be the goal of assessment program developers.

Reports of the proportions of students achieving specified educationhl

objectives perhaps form a middle ground between total score reporting in

terms of norms and the reporting of results on individual test items or

exercises. (Reports for individual exercises for any given group can, of

course, be related to the results for these exercises when administered to

some norms group.) Reporting of the proportion of students achieving

specified objectives can be the outcome of the administration of homogeneous

sets of items or exercises aimed at these objectives. This work or task sample
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approach has been the typical route to reporting by objectives. It is also

possible, though, to use available survey achievement tests to make estimates

regarding the proportions of groups of students that have attained specific

objectives. The results of survey achievement tests need to be related by

experimental procedures to the behaviors or competencies that are of interest.

Such an approach involves the use of information on a number of aspects of

subject-matter mastery to estimate mastery of particular skills. This idea

is developed in a report entitled "Criterion-Referenced Interpretations of

Survey Achievement Tests" (Fremer, 1972).

Should Newly Developed or Existing Instruments Be Used?

A developer that has selected assessment areas and decided to use particular

types of instruments and reporting approaches will almost certainly have made

these decisions with some reference to his knowledge of available instruments

and his estimate of the feasibility of developing new instruments. Regardless

of the areas chosen, there are likely to be some instruments that would have

a claim to appropriateness on the basis of their titles or descriptions

appearing in journalo or publishers' catalogs. In the area of reading, for

example, the Test Collection at Educational Testing Service had collected

some 700 tests as of November, 1973 from all parts of the country and the

world. Whatever grade level was planned for the testing of reading skills,

a stack of tests of mixed origins and quality could baidentified. Knapp

(1972, 1973) has provided an indication of the availability of instruments in

the noncognitive areas of school-based attitudes and self-concept. Other

source4 provide listings and evaluations of existing tests. The following

are some helpful sources:

Mental Measurements Yearbook Series (Gryphon Press, Highland Park,

New Jersey)

The volumes in this series include descriptions of tests

critical reviews, publishers' directories, and bibliographical

references.

1. Mental Measurements Yearbooks (MMY)

2. Tests in Print

3. Reading_Tests and Reviews

4. Personality Tests and Reviews
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CSE: Elementary School Test Evaluations and CSE-ECRC Preschool/

Kindergarten Test Evaluation

These volumes include ratings of tests on a number of criteria.

They are published by the Center for the Study of Evaluation and the

Early Childhood Research Center, UCLA Graduate School of Education,

Los Angeles, California.

NCME Measurement News

This newsletter of the National Council on Measurement in

Education contains general articles on testing issues as well as

announcements of new tests and lists of test reviews.

Test Collection Bulletin (TCB) (ETS, Princeton, New Jersey)

This is a quarterly digest of information on tests and services

which generally have become available after the publication of the

most recent Mental Measurement Yearbook. It describes both commercially

available tests and tests used experimentally. The Bulletin does not

evaluate the tests listed, but it does provide references to test reviews.

The abundance of existing tests places a burden on the developer in that

attention needs to be paid to their evaluation. In this connection, a committee

of reviewers representing the groups who contributed to the goal-setting

process can be helpful. It is likely to be the case that no existing instrument

would be ideally appropriate for any given assessment program; yet, the best

available instrument may be judged acceptable, particularly if time, staff,

and budgeting constraints permit no other alternative. The use of nationally

standardized tests may still be appealing even when the schedule and budget

would permit local development efforts. The fact that standardized tests

have had extensive editorial and subject-matter reviews and careful pretesting

can be of value in defending a program.

The items in such tests could be matched to educational objectives and

reporting carried out for appropriate clusters of test items. It should be

recognized that monies not used for development in one assessment area can

be allocated to other areas. Use of a standardized reading or mathematics

test could therefore free up funds for work in attitudinal or other noncognitive

areas. Ideas for new approaches to testing in either cognitive or noncognitive

areas could be explored and perhaps carried to the point of pretesting. It

would also be possible, for example, to supplement an existing standardized

test with newly developed materials covering aspects of content not emphasized
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In the best available standardized tests. A set of questions on aspects

of arithmetic important to twelfth graders as prospective consumers, renters

or buyers, and income tax payers could be added to a conventional survey

mathematics test. Questions on local or state history or government can

supplement the content of e more global Social Studies test.

Whatever the balance of existing or newly developed materials included

in an assessment program, it will be desirable to provide some tiwe for

pretesting of new material. It is often necessary to fight for blocks of

testing time, and teachers and administrators are understandably reluctant

to add to the minimum that was granted during the first year of a program.

Failure to seek enough time.for the tryout of materials, though, can remove

a convenient- mechanism for gradual evolution of a program.

How Should New Assessment Instruments Be Developed?

The instruments used in assessment programs and their methods of development

are likely to receive a great deal of critical attention from educators,

school board members, legislators, private citizens, and the press. It is

important, therefore, for program developers to adhere to high measurement

standards in the design and implementation of the assessment program. This

goal will most likely be achieved if staff can be identified and utilized

who have both extensive training in measurement and statistics, and first-hand

experience with the development of testing and assessment programs. A school

district or state assessment team can include some relative newcomers to the

field of assessment, but it must have a solid core of old hands.

Any project is likely to succeed or fail on the basis of the quality of

the staff who are running it, yet even a good team is not sufficient. The

odds that a good staff will do a good job will be heavily influenced by the

extent to which adequate planning takes place. This paper identifies general

areas of assessment program development that will require careful thought.

Each assessment situation will present its own special problems, but to ignore

any of the general issues listed is, in the judgment of this writer, tc court

trouble. The points to be considered are grouped into the following six areas:

Initial planning and allocation of responsibility

Development of instrument specifications

Item development

Pretesting

Use of item analysis

Final test assembly
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Each of these areas is considered in turn.

Initial planning and allocation of responsibility:

1. Identification of all components of the instrument development

project -- This step involves the participation of all project

staff, supplemented by external consultants with skills that

round out talents of the project team. An extremely useful

source of information in this connection is the chapter "Planning

the Objective Test" by Sherman Tinkelman in Educational Measurement,

edited by Robert L. Thorndike.

2. Development of a schedule for the completion of the steps -- This

task is most readily accomplished by working backward from identi-

fied administration and reporting dates. The length of time needed

to accomplish each step is determined using whatever sources are

available. The identification of critical sequences can often be

facilitated through the use of PERT charts (Wagner, 1973) or other

diagnostic or tabular methods of presenting data.

3. Fixing clear lines of responsibility -- The overall Project Director

will assign responsibility for aspects of the work to his staff on

the basis of their experience and competencies. It will be valuable

to not only establish clear lines of final responsibility, but to

provide.a second or back-up person for every task. The back-up

person would review the.primary person's work and remain sufficiently

involved so that he could step in temporarily in the event of staff

changes, illnesses or the like. The use of the Project Director as

the only back-up.person is to be avoided wherever the size of:the

staff exceeds perhaps five people. A written statement of responsi-

bilities will be useful for large working groups. Such a statement

can help other departments or agencies work efficiently with the

project team.

4. Relationship to long-term goals -- Long-term goals usually receive a

good deal of attention in the course of making initial program

decisions, such.as the identification of goal areas for early assessment.

It is difficult, however, to continue to keep the long-term goals in

mind when making the many specific decisions that design and imple.-

mentation of a program require. Members of the project team can try
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to raise questions of long-term impact when they review their awn
work and that of their colleagues. An advisory zroup can also be

helpful, particularly if an evaluatiot of the relationship of

present plans to future goals is made part of their charge.

3. Possibilities for multiple uses of asse2sat program Tiata --

Jost assessmet i.--A,0-7smIs are ai.veloped with.mmre than one use f-c--.7

--data in _*=nases dc vary, and one rprogram will be

facvLsing primary atteration on the provisin ai global information

txi administrators, wtaareas another progr-am will be devoting primary
4k=ention to the evaluation of particuln 'rograms. It will often
1:1?, possible to serve an overall major gcoai effemtively and

c-All make provision for additional useE.the.r---i-ultant data.

'Me two examples of_;global evaluation a: =e.school districz or
--tate level and inELJidual program evaltion, for example, are

7uite compatible. It is true that the program evaluatmr will need

to compare the content of an instrument used in the assessment to

the objectives of the particular program, but the assessment program

developer can help by providing ready access to the considerations

influencing the instrument development process. The local evaluator

can be further assisted if the instrument administration pattern
produces individual scores that can be aggregated in various ways
at the local level.

6. External control of aspects of a program -- The Program Director of

an assessment program will want, generally, to maintain the level

of control permitted by his position in in administrative system.

Consideration should be given, however, to delegating to an external
group such as an advisory committee responsibility for certain

components of the assessment. In the development of instrument

specifications, for example, a committee of educators might be

given a decision-making rather than advisory function within limits

defined by the Project Director and his staff.
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DeveJut c4insrument srifications:

1. InviaziwtoMEMt of many groups -- The specifications for assessment

rrtiamats should prmhably never be developed solely lir eaven
pri-r 15y an internal staff grad5 Even when a schw nl. district_

o: ;Ervz- a large assessment stai ith many talents ir.:(1 per-

1111-4-ce-= -.me results of its unaided afforts will be im--:7ed

u.rav-Jr.:=ta by the significant group:. who were not represented

in I.Le srixrffications-development process.

2. EatIr --aLlii_c-atinuing external involvement -- The later ame waits

to= ..vallym. extermal group in the assessment process, rhe more

L__is that the group will resent the possible implication

,cm being called in to "ruhher stamp" the plan of

1:==ff. It is difficult to make changes late in the process

of= ar.7.1=211mt develomment without bypassing desirable review and

qua m===o1 steps, so the program developer is likely to resist

sug, for change. An advisory group that is involved early

in --r.eavelopment process will have the ability to help formulate

those ats of specifications that are easy to identify and to

reach agreement about, as well as the ones that result in disagreememi

and r cmay be handled through compromise. An advisory group that

has through this process will be more likely to defend than

to r--r=--f-:e the resultant specifications.

3. Cover-7-7 all types of specifications -- Discussions of test speci-

fictr-r ft cenr-r- narrowly on subject-matter content for cognitive

tests. Ttha= zonsidering attitudinal or other noncognitive areas, it

is npr.= to expamd the concept of "content" objectives to cover

the el-- 7'-ation of behaviors and occasions. For both cognitive

and attitudinal instruments, it is also essential to go beyond content

specifications to consider such additional categorizexs as the

following:

a. Sdlistical Specifications -- Appropriate statistical

spenifications or selection criteria for individual

items and for sets of items need to be developed. Item

difficulty will be significant if a norm-referenced

instrument is being constructed as this statistic

will help guide the development of a test that will
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differentiate among the levels of sk:111 .Lepr.m4,ented

in a particular population. Item e:',::7".t'finall=7,-infor-

mation will also be valuable if ml ohjectives-referenced

or criterion-referenced test is b-s-LnpJ. develcrped. In

this latter situation, item difft=u177 can &el:ye as a

cheCk on fEe reasonableness of mel, %Jar ob-tE_Lives

for various grade levels. It will be useful to

assess the:degree of agreement amanl: ;:lie difficulty

levels of Items judged to be equivr;-, r measumes of

the same objective. If the items to yield results

congruent with expectations, the iiee aay be testing

different attributes than those intended. Item to total-

test or to subscore correlations -Lae useful as an

index of item homogeneity and as a ,..-e.pping stone to

the evaluation of score reliabilities. Since relia-

bility indices permit an estimate of tne liloelthood

that a similar score would be earned on a parallel

set of items, this information is essential to an

adequate evaluation of any test. It has been suggested

that items for criterion-referenced tests should be

selected from among those items that are sensitive to

instruction (loudabush, 1973). Even in this situation,

though, scares would have to-be stable or reliable in

the absence: of instruction for the results of testing

to be meaningful.

b Question-Type Specifications -- A number of practical

constraints have led assessment program developers to

rely primarily on paper and pencil, machinle-sourable

question types. Each assessment progran developer

needs to consider, though, the possibildtr that other

approaches would be more appropiiate to:tne goal area

under consideration. Consider, for examale, the

measurement of writing ability. Objectively r.orable

item types have been developed and valide=ed against

actual writing ability; yet it is clear :ziamt winmeting

ability can only be measured directly thraolgE,exercises
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requfria-,; riting Inclusion of actual wr-iting

exerciseL .'reates-meefl for professional scoring

of esc....rctt-. but _ie.:likely increase ±n te credibility

of assessnE at resul=s may well justify expense.

If the utiting ei are administered ..-Taly to a

sample of students, the. expense of stotLi:z-leed not

he very great.

c. Stimulus Narerial Specifications -- In ad-r,-4on to

reviewing the possibility that a variety of question

formats might be _feasibie, attention should also be

given to the use =f a-ilpr than written stimulus material

for questions. Tapes, films, and slides might be employee

with samples of students or with an entire aR...essment

population. Test arimiTristrators can be trained to

read certain materials, speak certain sourids, or make

use of apparatus of various types. Clr---T, :budgetary

factors must be taken into account, but an assessment

program must provide you with needed i =scion if it

is to be of value- Some types of needed . irtaa-mation

cannot be obtained by the least expensive t==ing formats.

d. Cultmral Values Specifications -- Cultutal values are

usually thought of as the province of some special area

of testing such as citizenship if they are thought of

at all. Yet tests do communicate values to students, and

it Ls well to considier this fact when designing the zest.

What provision is grAng to he made to represent various

grouns in the test-aevelopment process? Wbat

for test content wila keep attention focused am an

apg==priate balance of contributions from many diffprp-o-

fmcars ot subject-matter fields? What vplues- will be

-..tzmplLed by the stimmai and questions?

e. Other Specnrations -- The foregotimE "special:" catennmizers

do not exirn-Allt the list of item ane total-testattrfimtes

that an aEsessment program developer neeas. to be sensattve

to. They may be helpful, however, as indlcations of tae
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breadth ai trn tha= Ls essential to successful

program 6,...=vele;Inment. Each program developer will

need to worE-710..zh fellow staff members and with

outside peoFisE, to Idenrily the additional areas for

which speciftions w4-11. be needed.

Item IThrvethm:

L. Suezifications first ---_tem deveinpment is such a difficult,

=zor.....t...ant and time-consnming part of assessment program development

a= there is a srolong handency to want to begin item writing

::,_thnut adequate attent:Lon to detailed program specifications.

Lt is essential, though, to design content specifications that

cipp.tly identify wthat tc be measured before item development

commences. In some insaances, this may require the elaboration

of TiF,--elc=T; educational.objectives that are implied by or subsumed

under existing educational goals for a state.. Such work on

objecctves is an essent-al part of assessment program development

when:resul=s are to be reported on an objective-by-objective

basis- It is a possible but not mandatory procednre when more

gimbal reportimg is intended.

Use mf exLsting models-- Item development for assessment programs

is cften tionitiated because of dissatisfaction with existing tests

and the ita-vs contatned therein. Lt is inefficient, nevertheless,

to ilgnoristim-ctests as a source of models, or at least ideas,

for new 11-,ms or ,amonmises. Much can be gainedby collecting

emistinvteets aud =sling a hard look at what:ls or is not desirable

=dont the constiomem= items. One can then employ in a new test any

fammat on7apprnamh rtat seems suitable and identify the undesirable

..teatures that the new trems will be sure to avoid. It is possible

c7.---evalnam-e th.nt to which new items are actually better than_

-.1cma,,existingomes Tim:znew items can be mixed with the "bad" items

_fom existing =assts. _Ail tests should be typed on cards or standard

MG so there- dano clue.to.origin. Reviewers can then be asked

to-rank or assign a quality rating to every item. If the new items

indeed_tetter, they'should receive more positive evaluations.

(rhis tactic is-not recommended for assessment program developers

with fragile egos.)
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3. Eraff for item d.,---_velonnt -- Every Assessmeat Program_developer

will teed to deoLde who should write and reTiOw the neeDied test

items Are there stafE in the sc1taM1 district or state

Department of Education'? Can a local school cl±istrict obtain help

for its program from rhe =ate Department of %Aucation? Conversely,

can the statewide nron=am =raw on school distticts or colleges for

help? What part snou: "cmcside exmerts" fro0 test Publishers,

research laborator,es or 1,==nters play the Prrr.;..ess ? These are

questi:ons that eac-, as.$essment programdevelop er7unst gnswer in

the cantext of du.: options_available to him or he:7. Whatever the .

direction taken, though- staff experienced in ins=rumen::: development

must play a major role n= the item development Process. It is true

daat =here is room for trviduals with all leveLs of grior experience

nm an item-development aup, including some gtafl who Ore receiving

their first on-the-job training in the area. There have to be

experienced hands an hmar,rd, however if trainjm% Is to be successful.

4. Training item writers --How can one go abour: training item writers?

One effective technique-is the item-writing workshop. A good

workshop providen particrlants with training !..n the elements af

successful item, iting taid incorporates a govoday amount of actual

writing 4nd revipqNing experience. Generally, 77Qo or more days will

he requred so tL,4.r =wo or three full cycles tf iter writing, review,

Ead revision wil_ Lc possible. The antmal of iteMG is aImis

a2ways best accom...LId by having item writer:' wark independe=27-

LC= review emth rLn, on the other nand, sl-lou1 ,1 involve bo=

irnidual gmDup work- The group sassions are oPPortnnitie to

discuss _spect:i of items and to exple'-e alternative a _-roaches.

Endivic,..,i1 sessions permit the most effici1tT production of rmterials.

Lt is .;sefuL if-participants can be preparEd in advance fnr

productive learning sessions through the use of hackground materials

that clearly define the item-writing task and 1:rmit Prior familiar-

Ization-with both terminology and the luadamentaIn of temnaimat- If

Ignorrznf:possible, trainees should even write some it ems to the ialy

specif-_cations and br,man them to the first trska:zng sttsgione.

One campoment of zr_ item-,writing sessiaa should be the

anagmnr tro, generate for items or exerci.es thr.t can be barrner
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developed at a later time into usable items. This is a strategy
that has been employed in the development of e.xer_cises for the
National Assessment of Educational ?_rogress. Some review of the
exercise-de7relopment procedures eam.iloyed by the l'iational Assessment
is recomended for anyone considierimg iiidiviva1 exerrise reporting.
(See Finley and Bardie, 1970.)

5. Types of reviews needed A fuL.1 eatment (f the -orocess of item
review needs to touch on many d-f-'f..-rent purposes for reviews. Three
such purposes are identified

a. It is M]=7iWUS that asses:szent items need to be a ro riate
measures of the diajectivai of interest. To meet this
decer._:±.-peLy simple criter:ton may maxi-re considerable
statis---1--1 work, but it also calls far reviews by
individis thoroughly fillar with the objectives and
with e e7Obj:ect-marter di:amain of tr.zerest. Such reviewers
can 'certi.:+:y the .approp=.;"gs arid acc=racy of items and
with gt.thrdaoce from measzinent-trzeined staff .can help
evaluate the scorabLlit:- _arar IrepaIrth-1:--ty of exercises
that recli7ii.re -j=dgmemt, rconabi--tri-yer4ly scorable
exercise).

Despite a:111 the,. cat=th -13-r:-.:ons that .sash7t-matter 'specialists
can rial t:c It=m anothr: r ew is needed for
zonsistety: of stylle and: .zlaritt of eaprssion. This review
is best 'e=nsted e31ed SZTP-1 who has the same
role for ,a11 assessment ''.!teurs. This

procedure facilitates ..unmity of fore.----it .arol style. If
possible, 1-.2nis same---edatozIreviewer shA also hold
respoxisibiLlity for ..t2r.L.1..IDZ:..ing tbye read-ility level of
item th of associateLE.iiirections- atud ezalanatory materials.

stu],--e+ 11_, cat- the posed to them,
is .it --,asmrcable to vi Item .MTEd tes:t.:iri=formance as a
refliectton 'of their dve1i-maged comper-=Tries.

c. As a -f-tnal smoggestilan in fhiss area, developers should
conider a possible a=eview role for arents and other
concerned citizesassepi-. enzatives -of i crucial audience
for asseSsment progr-ams If pareort----- are to contribute
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effectively they should be brought in early in the

review process and should be given appropriate back-
,

ground information about program purposes and pro-

ceddres. Nontechnical reviews of this nature can

serve a valuable public relations function and can

bring helpful information on issues such as the importance

ascribed to various.types of potential assessment

material and the offensiveness and controversiality of

exercises. Some input on these issues can also be

obtained by giving students a role as reviewers.

Students can be given an opportunity to comment on

items as part of a post-pretesting session, when

pretesting is included as a step in item and instrument

development.

Preteting:

1, Use some type of pretesting -- Some form of pretesting is a very

desirable, perhaps even essential, component of an effective

assessment program. As is noted in later sections of this paper,

pretesting provides valuable information to the program develop-

ment staff, but it has other benefits as well. Given the careful

public scrutiny that can be brought to bear upon assessment program

instruments, the protection against faulty items afforded by pre-

testing is very welcome. State assessment programs are often

legislatively mandated with relatively inflexible time schedules,

so the first year of a program may have to proceed at a pace that

precludes certain types of pretesting. Even in these circumstances,

however, some form of item tryout along the lines of those described

in this paper is almost always possible. The problem is one of

determining what kind of pretesting is possible within time and

budget constraints, constraints which will apply also to the

school-district assessment program. In the limiting case wherein

almost no pretesting is possible, two strategies ought to be

considered. The first involves the use of items for the initial

assessment battery that have already been pretested on a population

similar enough to the assessment group so that judgments of item
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qualities can be made with some confidence. The second strategy

is simply that of treating the first year of the program as a

pretest, even if scores have to be reported, in that information

gained therein can be used to revise the instruments for use in

subsequent years.

2. Developmental trials -- One form of pretesting that requires very

little in the way of time and money is item tryouts conducted by

the original item writer with a small number of students. In this

situation, the itens can be administered on an individual basis,

and the students can be interviewed by the item writer. This type

of pretesting does not lead, typically, to the development of item

statistics. Rather, it permits an opportunity for the clarity of

wording of questions and directions to be checked by that individual

who is most familiar with the intention of the item. The item writer

can observe, to the best of his or her ability to do so, what it is

that the students seem to be doing when they answer or solve the

problem or question. Do they appear to be carrying out the process

originally intended by the item writer, or is there some other method

of obtaining the answer that is at variance with the objective for

which the item is intended? An item, for example, that is designed

to require a student to use insight or to synthesize data from many

sources, would be judged suspect if students seem to be answering

the items solely from factual recall.

Developmental trials provide an excellent opportunity to

discover vocabulary or phrasing of questions that is simply too

difficult for the age level for which the items are intended. In

order to achieve the maximum benefits from developmental trials,

it will be desirable to conduct them with students comprising the

lower end of the competency range at the age or grade level under

consideration. Another potential benefit from developmental trials

is an opportunity to obtain a first fix on the amount of time students

will need to respond thoughtfully to the test items.

3. Small group trial -- Perhaps the next level of pretesting in terms

of time and money required after developmental trials is the "quick

and dirty" administration of items and test materials to small groups
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of students without carrying out the same level of quality of

production of test materials as is intended for the final

administration. The use of spirit masters or xerography may well

be economical here if the number of cases involved is sufficiently

small. The small group trials could be limited to an examination

of the effectiveness of directions for items in communicating the

nature of the task. At a slightly larger level of involvement,

the pretesting could incorporate sample items from each of the

various types of items planned for inclusion in the final instruments.

The items chosen for pretesting should be representative of other

items in the domain, including some at the upper limits of complexity

and difficulty.

4. Full-scale tryouts -- When it is possible to produce test material

at about the same level of quality as the final instrument and to

try out these items with groups clearly representative of the

actual population, it will be very much to the advantage of the

test developer to-do so. There will always be an interest, of

course, in holding down costs, so consideration should be given to

methods of pretesting that are efficient. One opportunity to be

explored in this connection is the use of a pretest or experimental

section that can be added on to the regular battery in an existing

testing or assessment program. As was noted earlier, inclusion of

a pretest section in the first assessment battery is likely to be

easier than trying to add one in subsequent years. When this

opportunity exists, the costs of locating an appropriate sample and

of setting up the administration conditions can be eliminated. The

additional costs for pretesting may still be substantial as it is

necessary to develop the items and to arrange for the production

of the materials to be included in the experimental section.

5. Trend-line pretesting -- For some purposes pretesting may be most

useful if it can be conducted on more than one occasion. When

attitude measures are being developed, it is often useful to attempt

to trace the development of attitudes over the course of the particular

age or grade that will be the subject of study. It is often found

that at early ages student attitudes simply lack the stability that

would make successful attitude measurement possible. It is better
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to find this information through pretesting than to incorporate

it into the final assessment program only to have to explain

away a failure to report results. The use of pre- and post-instruction

pretesting can also be explored in the cognitive domain. Part of

an assessment program might then be focused on those cognitive areas

that are known to be sensitive to the types of instruction now being

employed in most of the schools in a state or school district. This

technique can be employed either for a reporting-by-objectives

assessment program or for a global reporting program. For information

on the kind of item analytic procedures that might be used in developing

items that are sensitive to instruction, see Roudabush (1973). The

issue of appropriate item analyses is treated in more detail in the

next section of this paper.

Use of Item Analysis:

1. Item difficulty -- As was noted earlier, item difficulty information

is valuable for both norm-referenced and criterion-referenced test

development. Whenever items can be scored right or wrong--as is the

case with most multiple-choice items in the cognitive domain--item

difficulty can be determined. Similarly, one can determine the

difficulty of sets of items, such as all the items related to a single

objective or all the items relating to a single domain (in other words,

a total test score). This kind of information is a necessary pre-

requisite for assessment program developers who need to build equivalent

test forms for use in subsequent years of a program.

2. Item correlations -- One of the most useful statistics for evaluating

the adequacy of test items is the item-test correlation. This index

can indicate to the developer the extent to which any individual item

is measuring about the same thing as other items in a cluster or in

the total test. The typical values associated with item to total-test

correlations will vary as a function of the homogeneity of the content

covered by the test as well as with the heterogeneity of the group

sitting for the test. The developer will have to become familiar with

the range of correlations to expect for any given subject-matter domain

or attitudinal area. One immediate"'USe of the item to total-test

correlation is to identify those items that require careful editorial

1 3 ri
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examination for possible ambiguities and technical inadequacies.

Whenever an item is included with other items in an item cluster

or in a total test because it appears on logical grounds to be

a member of the same subject-matter domain or noncognitive attribute,

a very low positive item to total-test correlation or a negative

item to total-test correlation is an indication that the item is

measuring something other than that intended by the developer.

Most frequently, the developer will discover that thejtem is

being interpreted in a manner not originally expected or that there

is some irrelevant characteristic which is preventing the item from

functioning as intended. It will often be possible to revise such

an item and use it after a re-pretesting confirms that the problem

has been corrected. It will sometimes be the case, however, that

an item will prove unrelated to other items for reasons that are

not at all apparent even after an ineensive study of the content of

the item.- The inclusion of the item in a test where it will merely

be contributing to some total score is to be discouraged. Results

for the item, though, may suggest hypotheses about student competencies

that can be followed up in experimental.studies.

In certain circumstances, the results of an analysis of item

correlation may suggest that some subset of items should be treated

differently from the remaining items. This outcome is highly likely

when item performance is correlated not only with total-test score

but also with other items that are thought to be measures of the

same objective. This procedure can make it possible to assess the

homogeneity of items thought to measure the same objectives. If an

item is no more highly related to its own cluster than to all items

taken together, there is little evidence for thinking that that

objective is indeed measured uniquely by the items that seem on

logical grounds to be closely related to it. Further evidence for

objectiveg interrelatedness can, of course, coma from the procedure

of correlating item-cluster scores with other item-cluster scores.

If sufficient funds are available, factor-analytic procedures can

also be employed to refine the clusters of items related to individual

objectives.
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3. Analysis of options -- Test developers will be greatly aided if

they employ item-analysis programs that indicate the number and

relative test performance level of the students choosing each

option to a multiple-choice question. This method of analysis

permits the ready determination of those.answer choices that are

acting to depress item to total-test correlations, and can often

suggest the nature of the ambiguity or misinterpretation that is

interfering with the functioning of items. Such analyses may also

suggest other questions that would be more appropriate measures

of a given objective and can shed some light on the nature of

student misconceptions or problems of interpretation.

4. Development of scales -- The analytic techniques already mentioned

can be combined in order to develop knowledge testd with clusters

of items related to somewhat independent objectives. They can also

be used in the attitudinal area to sharpen measurement of given

attitudes, interests, or values. It is, of course, inadvisable to

rely solely on statistical data to refine reportable scales in

these noncognitive areas, but statistical data can suggest hypotheses

regarding the organization of a student's beliefs and positions,

which will permit a sharpening of potential scale definitions. A

scale defined in this manner, however, will require careful scrutiny

to insure that the final collection of items to be reported in terns

of a single score do indeed bear a close relationshiP to each other

that is tonsistent with the developers' understanding of the nature-

of the attribute being measured. What the assessment program developer

has to avoid is a kind of blind empiricism which could lead to the

reporting of scores that have no theoretical organization but which

"hang together" in only a statistical sense. It ought always to be

possible for the developer to state clearly what a high score tin any

collection of items should mean and what a low score on that same

collection of items should mean.

5. Triangulation -- One invaluable aid to the development of scales in

the attitudinal domain and to sharpening one's definition of content

areas in the knowledge domain is the collection of independent bits

of information regarding the same competency or attribute. This

procedure, which has been called "triangulation" by some writers,

1 3 9
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can involve using more than one type of item to measure an

attribute. It can also make use of nontest indicators such

as teacher judgments or counts of observable behaviors as one

line in the triangulation procedure. Consider, for example,

the possible assessment area "attitude toward reading." Two

different types of items, me requiring direct statements from

students and the other requiring responses to objective questions,

might be employed. In addition, teachers might be asked tejudge

how positive their students were toward reading, and the school

library might be asked to maintain records of the extent to which

these same students borrowed and read books. If the information

contained from these three sources tended to yield similar

conclusions regarding individual students, one could be fairly

comfortable that attitude toward reading rather than some other

attribute had indeed been measured.

Final Test Assembly:

1. Components of test assembly -- Final test assembly encompasses

activities such as the review, selection, revising, editing,

formatting, and organizing of the items or exercises for the

instruments of the operational assessment battery.

2. Clarifying final responsibility -- One individual should have

primary responsibility for each instrument in an assessment

battery regardless of the number of people contributing to the

process and whether or not an outside group has contracted for

the task. The involvement of a continuing committee working

with the assessment program staff is recommended at the time of

final test assembly as it is at this point that all earlier work

is synthesized. The final test assembler, though, needs to have

the authority to make the many decisions which will come up as

the test nears completion.

3. Final item review -- What precisely are the tasks facing the

responsible individual, his cooperating stiff members, and the

committee? One significant task is final item review. All

information available about the items in the pool should be

collected in a convenient form and each item reviewed in the
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light of this information. One useful strategy in this respect

is the preparation of spiral notebooks with items on one page

and the following on facing pages:

- objective or area of specifications covered

- pretest information (if any)

- previous reviewers' comments

- correct response or scoring guide

Whenever itens are to be reviewed, it will be useful to keep the

correct response separate from the text of the item so that the

reviewer can choose or formulate an answer and tben check it against

the official key or scoring guide. If the individual with primary

responsibility for a test concludes that an item or exercise is

ambiguous or that it lacks a single correct key, that item should

not be used in a test, irrespective of the quality of its pretest

statistics. Similarly, an item in the attitudinal area that appears

to be subject to irrelevant interpretatiOns should not be used as

part of a scale, again regardless of its pretest statistics.

4. Meeting assembly specifications -- The process of screening out

items because they are judged to be inadequate by reviewers can

have the effect of reducing the pool of items in some areas so

that it appears impossible to meet the original specifications for

a test. At this point, it is necessary to consider whether some

previously rejected items can be revised, whether additional

materials can be created or whether the intended scope of the test

will have to be reduced. If it proves necessary to narrow the focus

of a test, it will be important to describe just what is and is not

being measured by the instrument that is used operationally. In

rare cases, the screening and culling process may produce a signif-

icantly larger body of items than is needed to meet specifications.

In such instances, one can sample from the pool in such a way as to

leave a set of items that is approximately equivalent to the itens

used, thus creating the possibility of a parallel form for subsequent:

use. When a test is designed to show the large variations in cm-
petence that are likely to be present in populations, statistical

considerations will often help the developer determine which items
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tO use. WIten :troth statistical and content dimensions need to be

satisfied, few developers will find that there is a large surplus

of items in many areas.

5. Coordination with test-production staff -- When organizing the final

test-production set of items into total tests or sets of related

exercises, it will be useful to consult with the staff members who

will be responsible for producing many copies of the final test.

Decisions regarding the layout of items on pages and the order and

sequence of items may have considerable implications for the total

cost of producing the final package. No assessment program developer

will-be comfortable with page layouts that introduce complexities

to questions beyond those necessitated by the nature of the task.

The use of type too small to permit easy reading or excessive packing

of questions into pages may undercut the most careful effort to

produce quality instruments. Even when consultation with production

staff is possible prior to final page layouts, the individual

with primary responsibility for an instrUment should review the

printing masters prior to the test production runs. It is at this

point that one is likely to discover such horrendous outcomes as the

fact that stimulus and response materials have been inadvertently

separaied, the options for multiple-choice questions are improperly

sequenced, or that no space was provided for students to respond to

free-response questions.

6. Documentation -- Although the task of test assembly is often so

complex and demanding that it is difficult to set aside the time to

keep accurate records of Vecisions made, the absence of such records

can often create substantial problems for the program developer. In

general, every effort should be made to pick up potential errors as

early as possible in the development process so that last-minute

changes that will not receive a significant number of later reviews

can be avoided. There will always be a need, however, for changes

to correct errors that are discovered at the eleventh hour. Careful

documentation of the reason for the change, the nature of the change,

and the steps that were taken to inform all significant people will

reduce the probability of catastrophic errors. Imagine the conse-

quences of rearranging the questions for a test at the last minute,
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so that the numbers of different items were Changed, without

notifying,the individual who has already prepared the official

scoring key for the test.

Final Comment

This paper has attempted to provide practical guidance to those individuals

responsible for selecting or developing instruments for assessment programs.

The suggestions that have been offeredare all based On first-hand experience,
with the task of developing such instruments; yet it is clear that in any

individual situation other possible courses of action could have been suggested

and, if followed, might-have yielded quite satisfactory results. There is

no one correct way to develop an assessment program, but the enterprise has

so many facets that specific suggestions regarding ways that a number of

component tasks could be handled may be of value.
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Introduction

Traditionally, the method of assessing the quality of educational programs

and,services, a long-standing interest of state government, has been to examine

such-Vfings as the quality of buildings and facilities, the credentials of

professional personnel and per-pupil expenditures.

The passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, with

.its requirement that schools objectively assess the effects on student

achievement produced by federally funded programs for the educationally

deprived, focused attention on measuring the performance of students to

assess the effectiveness of the schools.

The essential merit of this approach has become increasingly evident to

educational decision makers at the state level, and laws mandating statewide

assessment of the quality of education have been passed in many states.

Because of time constraints, inadequate budgets, and the speed with which

many assessments have been mandated, state departments of education often

and they lack a workable plan for assessment or the personnel to conduct it.

Assessment Principles

Experience with statewide assessment programs has led us to the formulation

of the following principles, which are designed as a guide for state department

personnel and others to assist them in optimiiing the chances for a successful

assessment.

Involve the community. Effective educational assessment demands the

recognition and involvement of the entire community--legislators, educators,

parents, students, business managers, labor leaders and other concerned groups.

One method of involving them is to have representatives from each group

assist in determining what the goals for education ought to be. Since each

group may have different priorities, this could be a time-consuming activity.

The time will be well spent, however, since in addition to determining the

goals the participants should also become aware of the needs and constraints

of the others. For example, the legislator wants to know about how much

pupil learning and development the money he appropriates for education is

buying. He also must answer to his constituents, who may not reelect him

if they feel he is not concerned about the quality of the education their

children are getting. Since the goals for education most directly concern

the students, they should have representation in deciding what those goals
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ought to be. Parents want assurance that their children are receiving the
kind of education that will enable them to cope with the ever increasing

complexity of the world in which they live.

Teachers also have an interest in assessment. Some may have negative

attitudes because they feel they personally will bn evaluated. In addition
to the valuable contribution they can make, they will be less apt to feel

threatened because they have been given the opportunity to participate in
the developmental phases of the program.

The early involvement of the various interest groups should facilitate
understanding and cooperation when the assessment is conducted.

Specify and define_goals. After the goals have been determined, they
must be defined operationally and behaviorally so they can be measured.

The community should continue to be consulted in this phase--especially the
educators.

An example of this type of definition is the goal "To appreciate human

endeavor in the arts." One aspect of this goal would be to appreciate music.

An appreciation of music could be defined in behavioral terns as the number
of times tapes and records are used. This definition corresponds to the

receiving and responding levels of the affective domain (Krathwohl, et al,
1964). The behavioral objective could then be measured by a frequency count
of the tapes and records used in-the library and those taken mit for off-campus
listening. The number of usages and the proportion of students involved would

be an indicator of the student body's appreciation of music.

Measuring devices must have face and content validity. The instruments

should contain an adequate sampling of the specified universe of content.

In addition, they should be face valid. That is, the layman must be able to

look at the tests and see the relationships between them and the goals being

measured. If the objective is to measure understanding and the instrument

contains items that are purely factual in content, the instrument would not

have content validity, although it might appear to be face valid. Adequate

assessment devices must present both.

Take noncognitive effects of school into acCount. Society is delegating

more and more responsibility to the schools for developing learning outcomes

which are not skills centered. The appreciation of music goal mentioned
earlier is one example. Another is the development of a positive self-concept.

Although these noncognitive areas are admittedly more difficult to measure,
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in an assessment program they must not be ignored in the early phase or they

most likely will continue to be neglected as the program is enlarged.

Data presentations should be designed for lay understanding. Possibly

the most crucial aspect of a successful assessment program is the reporting

of results. The reports should be in terms that are understandable to the

layman. Interpretation of statistical data, particularly that which requires

qualification, such as test scores, is most effective when interaction between

the receiver and the presenter is possible. However, there is likely to be

little interaction if the results are reported in sophisticated technical

terms. Four possible alternatives for use in the presentation of data are:

expectancy tables based on previous year's performance; comparison with state

norms; percentage of reponse to each option of key items; and description of

the distribution of student scores in terms of the kinds of problens they are

solving successfully and the kinds which are presenting difficulty.

Assessment must not be an end in itself. The last principle, which

perhaps should have been first, is that assessment must be clearly identified

as one component of the total education process. Evaluation data are collect,ed

to meet specific needs, and if the data are not related to these purposes

they are useless. Assessment must provide feedback to enable decision makers

at various levels to.make program modifications necessary for educational

improvement.

A Model for Beginning State Assessment

The politics of assessment frequently limit the number of methods available

to achieve the principles which were set forth in the preceding section. As a

result, state department personnel may have to work under any or all of the

following constraints.

First, time schedules--especially when limited by.legislative action--

most often do not allaw an adequate and thorough development of assessment

procedures.

Second, the resources made available are usually far less than required.

Thus, one must expect that compromises will be made in the operations of the

program.

Third, the unavailability of adequate professional staff further complicates

effective implementation of assessment activities.

Fourth, the conceptions of assessment held by the several publics who are

concerned with it are frequently ambiguous and overly optimistic.
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Within the context of the constraints identified, a simplified model
with limited objectives can be implemented. The first objective is to collect
data which will provide a status report on education within the state in
specified areas of greatest interest. This model is designed to provide
statewide data, not individual or school building data. The most commonly
specified areas are reading and math because these basic skills are funda-
mental to most educational activities. It is recommended, however, that even
the first-level model include data collection in at least one noncognitive
area. This recommendation is made because of the human tendency to concentrate
efforts upon the areas being evaluated. Therefore, the failure to evaluate

nowzognitive areas has the effect of focusing the educational process on the .

sk.111 development segment of education to the neglect of the equally important
but mo.re difficult to measure noncognitive areas.

One such area related to the two major cognitive areas is student attitude
towace, school or learning. This attitude has apparent value to those concerned
with the educational process and seems a reasonable area of interest in which
to begin initial efforts in noncognitive data collection.

The second objective of this first-level model is to introduce operational
concepts of assessment to the interested parties. These include school personnel,
both administrative and teaching, state government personnel, including legislators
and executive office staff, and concerned community groups. The consideration
of methods of statewide educational data collection by these groups will provide
them with insight into the limited nature of the kind of information available

from a basic model and the problems related to obtaining it.

The third objective is to provide a plan which will enable state education

personnel to gain experience in dealing with assessment problems. Among these
problems are: selecting and securing data collection devices; negotiating the

needs for assessment data presented by a heterogeneous public; developing

communication strategies which minimize destructive conflict and optimize data

utilization; and establishing the organizational structure to carry out assessment
programs.

The fourth objective is to provide a method of analyzing the data to

illustrate the variability of performance due to the individual differences

among students and to the social context in which they live. The reason for

using this method of analysis is to clarify ambiguous perceptions of the

interested publics concerning these correlates of performance. Most people
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recognize that there are individual differences and that these differences

contribute to the difficulty of learning. On the other hand, much of the

public appears to expect that some simple method of instruction, if properly

applied, will overcome such difficulties. The data produced by this model

can and should be used to analyze contextual learning difficulties and dif-

ferences, tnereby requiring a major consideration of them.

Components. The components of the first-level assessment model include

introductory activities, data collection materials, analysis procedures, and

reporting strategies.

Introductory activities are informative and communicative in purpose.

An integral part of these activities is the selection of an Advisory Committee

to consider the objectives of the assessment and plans for its accomplishment.

The selection of the Advisory Committee should be given very careful

thought. It should be cross sectional in nature, representing the several

publics who are concerned with assessment. An additional qualification for

members should be sincere interest in education as a community responsibility.

It is probably not possible under the conditions for which this model was

designed to convene the Advisory Committee for the several sessions which

would result in optimum consideration and suppert of the assessment program.

Therefore, the committee function would be that of a review group. Department

staff, augmented as necessary by independent consultants, should prepare

tentative objectives and plans for committee review. The committee's recom-

mendations should be carefully considered, incorporated if possible, and

always given the courtesy of a response.

Following the preparation of initial plans and review by the Advisory

Committee, a series of regional conferences should be conducted. The conferees

should represent both the community and professional educators. Special

emphasis should be placed upon the effects of assessment activities in'the

school, and open discussion of this matter should be given substantial time

on the conference agenda.

The arrangements for each conference should include provision for small

group sessions to facilitate an interchange of ideas among the representatives

of the different groups. The care with which the Advisory Committee was

selected will be reflected in the success of these conferences because, to

the degree that the participants feel they were represented in the earlier

planning, they will be inclined to respond favorably to the plans.
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The success of these introductory activities also depends on the content

of the plans presented. The components which delineate the desired content

are described next.

The major component is the measurement package. For the objective of

this first-level model, presently existing devices should be selected where

possible. Standardized achievement tests or minor modifications of such

tests are appropriate for reading and math. The exercises used by national

assessment, which are placed in the public domain upon release, are also

candidates for utilization. For example, reading and math exercises are

available in standardized tests, released NAEP items, and the Delaware and

Michigan state assessment programs. The Delaware, Michigan, and Pennsylvania

assessment programs have also used instruments that measure attitude toward

learning.

In order to clearly communicate what will be accomplished with the

measurement package, it is advisable to provide a content reference which

will show how scores may be reported in specific skills- or behavior-related

form.- Content reference as used here means an example or description of

the behavior implied by the response to the question. For example, the

steps to provide such a reference for a sample reading comprehension item

based upon paragraphs are as follows:

- Identify a series of skills tested by the specific questions

asked such as making inferences, detecting mood, or recognizing

factual detail.

-Prepare or select an equivalent paregraPh to that presented in

the test and show how it will be used to illustrate the obtained

results.

- After testing, report the percentage of students who successfully

respond to each kind of question, indicating accomplishment of

the skill of interest.

In the case of attitudinal questions, descriptions of specific approach

or avoidance behaviors evoked by situations or persons are the content

reference. A Likert-type response format to this sort of item will provide

information about the proportion of students who respond in each direction

(approach or avoid) and also about the intensity of the responses to the

behavior in question. After testing, if it is decided not to report the
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actual questions, the underlying constructs can be described, and the

response frequencies can be related to them.

The final ingredient of the measurement component for this model is

the collection of relevant educational context indicators which may be

used to classify the school score distributions and thereby provide infor-

mation useful in generating hypotheses about the antecedents of student

performance. Examples of these indicators are socioeconomic status and

teacher verbal ability (see Coleman, et al).

Data Collection. Preparing for the actual collection of data for this

model requires a decision about the reference population. It may be a

population of schools or individual students. If the school is the unit

for analysis, it is frequently easy to secure a sampling frame because most

state departments maintain a list of operating schools in their states. The

problem of obtaining adequate representation within the schools, however, is

not so easily solved. Assuming a high degree of variability within a school,

rather large student samples are required to provide a school score with a

reasonable degree of precision. Therefore, it is recommended that for this

model a sample of randomly selected schools be used to generate the state

educational status data specified in the first objective. An example of

this procedure follows.

Suppose that there are 3,000 elementary schools in the state and that the

measure of interest has a standard deviation of fifteen. In this situation,

a sample of 200 elementary schools will provide an estimate of the state average

which will deviate from the actual average no more than two score points with

95% confidence. If information is available which is known to relate to the

student characteristic of interest, stratification of the sample will result

in greater precision, and a reduction of sample size becomes possible (see

Kish).

It is possible, however, to select a sample which allows analysis of

individual student data although the complexity and therefore the risk of

administration error increases.

The design requires that the probability of selecting any one student

remain equal even though we do not know the names of all students in the state.

An example of this procedure is furnished in Appendix A.

The school sample described above does not permit the analysis of any

individual student output data unless some generally untenable assumptions
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are made about the random assignment of students to schools. Neither does

such a sample permit estimates to be made for individual school districts.

Because of the anticipated substantial variance among schools within districts,

it would probably be necessary to sample most or all of the schools in each

district in order to obtain suitable district estimates. As in the case of

data collection at the state level, the model at the district level would not

necessarily require the testing of all students within the selected schools.

However, such all-inclusive data collection might be more feasible than

within-school sampling of individuals.

District estimates would, of course, enable districts to compare them-

selves to other districts "like them" as defined by a wide variety of situa-

tional variables. Reports could be generated to facilitate these comparisons

in terms of both district averages and district score distributions.*

Analysis Procedures. The objective of this first-level model is to

provide a description of the position of the schools in the state with

reference to the educational objectives deemed important in that state. The

data may therefore be analyzed according to straightforward descriptive infor-

mation. Frequency distributions for the state, the measure of central tendency

probably expressed as a mean and a measure of variability such as the standard

deviation can readily be produced. The second objective of the model, however,

is to direct attention toward the different levels of achievement of student

groups as a way of highlighting both differential difficulty of learning and

the areas in which hypothesis generation might be productive.

For these purposes, analysis of the data should minimally include

distributions classified by the qualitative information collected to reflect

the educational context. This information does not have to be quantifiable,

although the idea of levels may be appropriate, in order to be useful in the

analysis. A minimum four-cell classification of distributions is recommended

so that possible interactions may be detected. For example, the data might

look like this:

*These'district assessment ideas were suggested by Donald Trismen,
Educational Studies.
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High SES

Low SES
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Attitude Toward School

Hi h Staff Trainin Low Staff Traini

47.8 44.6
49.5 47.4
46.2 42.6
52.1 ii:= 50.2 46.8 Tc = 45.8
51.0
51.7
54.7

50.4 50.2
47.8 47.3
51.2 52.0
48.8 51= 49.5 47.6 X = 48.6

54.5
46.8
44.3

An inspection of these data suggests that, in terms of attitude toward

school, teacher training has a more significant association than socioeconomic

level. There are appropriate statistical techniques for determining the

probability that the observed differences are actual rather than due to chance.

Two possible procedures are two-way tactorial analysis of variance or a Friedman

two-way analysis for ranked data.

The analysis described here is useful in identifying interrelationships

which should be examined further. Tha purpose of this additional examination

is to discoger what experiences children have which may be modified to produce

desired changes in output--in :his case improving attitude toward learning.

Observation of schools located in high-scoring and law-scoring groups in the

classification tables should suggest productive ways of changing the learning

situation.

The limitations of this analysis, however, include the possibility that

less distinct relationships may not be revealed. Also, it becomes extrcmely

complex to examine the effects of several conditions taken as a group.

If the data collected on both student output and the conditions of

learning are quantifiable, and if there is reason to believe that relation-

ships are fairly uniform across the range of scores from high to low, it is

appropriate to use multiple correlation techniques for the analysis. These
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procedures allow more complex relationships to be considered and provide a

method for examining the unique contribution of many variables in a systematic
way. Partial and semipartial correlation telAiniques are included in this

classification (see Nunnally).

The principal use of these correlation techniques--as in the case of the

two-way classification analysis--is to identify variables which should be

studied for possible influence upon the.experiences students have and therefore

upon what they learn. Results obtained from these technqiues do not suggest
corrective action directly but are the first part of a two phase process of

educational change. The second phase requires alteration of learning conditions
or of the arrangement of learning experiences which can then be evaluated by

a subsequent assessment.

Reporting Results. Interpretation of statistical data, particularly that

which requires qualification, such as test scores, is most effective in a

context in which interaction between the receiver and the presenter is possible.

Therefore, the ideal method of interpretation includes a personal interface

between the concerned school personnel and a presenter who knows both the

nature of the data and the method of analysis. If the whole process is to

be cost effective, a discussion of implications consistent with the results

and suggestions of alternative courses of action must be included.

In reporting the results of the state status assessment to legislators,

state boards of education, the governor's staff and other decision makers,

the personal interface is extremely important. If standardized tests or NAEP

exercises and procedures have been used, the results can be compared with

regional and national data.

If district or school building data have been collected, more detailed

methods of reporting results are needed. Several options for reporting

results are provided in Appendix B.

Inter-District Comparisons

In the foregoing discussion, the primary focus is on an assessment program

that views the state in its entirety (i.e., the sample is drawn from the state

population for the grade level(s) of interest). Considerable interest is being

directed toward the use of student performance data gathered in an assessment

to compare school districts.

The following is a brief discussion of two considerations that should be

taken into account when inter-district comparisons are to be made. One relates
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to the sample design and the data analysis. The other pertains to socio-

economic and other condition variables--both situational and individual--

and their criticality when inter-district comparisons are to be made.

Sample Design and Data Analysis. As was indicated earlier, some generally

untenable assumptions must be made if district estimates are made from a

sample of students where the population frame is the state in its entirety.

Should inter-district comparisons be desired, the population trom which

schools or students are drawn should be the individual district. Since most

school districts either maintain master lists.of students or can obtain a

list with minimum difficulty, the less complex method of drawing a sample

is to use a simple random sample of students. It is possible, but more difficult,

however, to use a two-step cluster sample technique in some districts (i.e.,

in step 1 select a sample of schools; in step 2 draw a sample of students

from each of the previously selected schools) while using a simple random

sample procedure in others. This combined approach might be feasible when

exceptionally large school districts do not maintain or have available

student lists. In large dii.tricts the two-step cluster sample technique

might be used, while in smaller districts where student lists are available

a simple randor sample of students could be drawn. The major difficulties

in using the two-step cluster sample technique relate to bias in local scores

caused by the possibility of greater student homogeneity (i.e., less

variability) in an individual school.

Most states have a wide range in the number of students enrolled in their

school districts. When drawing a student sample, larger districts may be

collecting data on, for example, 10% of the population, while in smaller

districts it may be necessary to gather data from the entire population.

When aggregating district data upon which to make infereaces statewide,

arithmetic weighting of district data is used when computing estimates of

parameters and their standard errors. The disproportionate allocation of

students in individual districts is compensated for by using inverse weights

in the statistics. That is, in the larger district where 10% of the student

population is sampled and therefore under-represented, the data are weighted

up, while in a smaller district where data are gathered on all of the students

and therefore over-represented, the data are weighted down. The correct

weight for a district can be determined by a where Nj is the number of students

in the population from the jth district and N is the number of students in the

total population.
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Criticality of Condition Variables. When district comparisons are desired,
special attention should be directed taward those conditions of learning that
may be associated with student performance.

Student background characteristics such as socioeconomic status, attitudes
and aspirations have been found to be associated with (not to be confused with
caused by) student achievement. Furthermore, the other school variables such
as the quality of tile instructional staff (e.g., staff training) and the
availability of financial resources also have shown an association with student
achievement.

These variables become critical when inter-district comparisons are to be
made. For example, comparing an inner-city school district serving children
from economically deprived families with the affluent suburbs surrounding
could be grossly misleading. The inner-city school district, when the environ-
ment of its students is considered, might be making a more substantial contribu-
tion to student performance than its more affluent neighboring school districts,
when the environment of their students is taken into consideration. Other
examples could be cited; however, the important point is that as nearly as is
possible school districts should be compared with those that have similar
characteristics that would be difficult to change by educational policy decisions

(e.g., soCioeconomic status).

In comparing similar districts, it is important that categorization of
districts reflect those difficult-to-change variables that are associated
with differences in output, Although the ultimate objective of assessment is
to provide information which will enable decision makers to improve the

educational performance of all Children, it is naive to expect that such

improvement will result immediately. Therefore, the condition variables

should be considered in designing alternative school programs which show
promise of improving student performance (e.g., greater utilization of prior
student experiences). Statistical procedures for determining categories
include expectancy tables, regression analysis, analysis of variance, and
analysis of covariance.

3ummary

This plan provides some suggestions and ideas for initiating a statewide
educational assessment program.

Guiding principles for an assessment should be: 1) to specify and

define educational goals in terms of measurable outcomes; 2) to involve
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various publics extensively; 3) to use measurement instruments having face

and content validity; 4) to include noncognitive student behaviors; 5) to

present the results in a form understandable by those outside the professional

education community; and, finally, 6) to view assessment not as an end unto

itself but as a means of providing useful information to decision makers.

The objectives of the initial statewide assessment program should be:

1) to collect student performance data that can provide a status report on

the quality of education in those goal areas identified as having high priority;

2) to introduce the concept of assessment and its usefulness as a source of

information for both decision makers and concerned parents or taxpayers;

3) to provide a starting point whereby those managing the statewide effort

may gain useful experience in operating the program; 4) to develop a method

of data analysis that can illustrate the variability of performance due to

individual differences among students and to the social context in which they

live.

The essential components of the initial statewide assessment should include

such introductory activities as the provision for an advisory committee and

for selecting its members and conducting meetings to inform interested citizens

and school personnel of the nature, scope, and methodology of the assessment

program. Other essential components are data collection materials, data

analysis procedures, and reporting strategies.

In order to make inter-district comparisons, the sample must be representative

of the individual districts rather than the entire state. Simple random sampling

of students in the districts is recommended when feasible. The more complex

Pao-step cluster sample technique may be used in large districts as an

alternative.

When comparisons are made, the condition variables must be considered in

categorizing the districts, cr the comparisons will not have meaning. Expectancy

tables, regression analysis, analysis of variance-and analysis of covariance

are statistical procedures that may be used to determine categories.
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APPUTDIX A

-
Sample selection - individual student sampling_unit - equal probability

a. Arrange the schools in any order, with the number of students in the

grade of interest specified for each school.

b. Assign sequential blocks of numbers to each school. The size of the

block is determined by the number of students in the target grade.

Inflate the block size by a specified percentage to allow for increases

in enrollment. This percentage should be taken into account when

determining sample size so that the desired sample size will remain

after the shrinkage caused by empty sampling frames (i.e., numbers in

the block not having a corresponding individual).

c. Using a suitable random selection procedure (table of random numbers,

computer program, etc.), determine the numbers which are to be included

in the sample.

d. Assign selected numbers to each school block, converting them to the

sequential number within the block (e.g., in the school with block

2998-3092, 2998 becomes 1, 2999 becomes 2, 3024 becomes 27).

e. Instruct school coozdinators to arrange class lists in any order and

assign the numbers 1 through N to the total group of students (not

recycling through classes).

f. After the assignments have been made, the instructions are to open the

envelope containing the randomly selected numbers and administer the

test to those students whose names on the-school list correspord to

these numbers.
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APPENDIX B

Options for Reporting Results

Option one - interface:

Step 1

Process data and prepare written reports.

A. Alternative formats

1. Expectancy tables based on previous year's performance

2. Comparison with state norms

3. Percentage of responses to each option of "key" items--those

where content is face valid and which relate most highly to

other items in the subscale, thereby reflecting well the

concept measured

4. Description of the distribution of children in terms of

the kinds of problems they are successfully solving and

the kinds which are presenting difficulty; reporting of

available response patterns for high scorers, middle scorers,

and low scorers

Step 2

Assemble and train a corps of data interpreters

A. Sources of personnel

1. State department personnel

2. College and-university staff, graduate students, interns,

and so forth

3. School personnel

4. Intermediate unit office staff

No single source can provide enough personnel to comprise the necessary

teams, but a combination may make possible sufficient numbers to provide

one interpretive visit to each district.

B. Training

1. Sessions concerning test development, item to goal correspondence,

reliability, group statistics versus individual statistics,

and presentation of comparative data classified by school

variables (Methodology includes presentations using actual

state data.)
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2. Sessions exploring implications of results and identifying

strategies for the development of alternative action plans

where need is indicated.

These sessions should include specialists in the areas assessed.

The objective of these sessions is to stimulate action through

provision of suggested approaches or avenue of exploration based

on assessment results.

Step 3

A. Presentation sessions scheduled with each school district

It is recomended that a work group comprising administrative staff,

teachers, parent advisory representatives, at least one board member,

and other interested people be included.

Step 4

Organize a consortium of educators across the state who can serve

as a resource to the school personnel who will be working on altered

approaches to learning and personal development for their students.

The resource requirement for a program of this sort is dependent in

part upon voluntary professional commitments of the state's educators.

It also requires allocation of funds for personnel time on the part of

many inStitutions in addition to the Department of Education. If properly

approached, there is enough professional commitment among professional

educators to achieve some degree of this resource allocation.

For a state with 500 districts, the requirements of the interpretation

team are approximately as follows. In a one-month period, the 500 districts

would be visited on the basis of one and one-half days per district.

Allowing some surplus for contingencies, 78 persons working 11 days each

will be required. Based on a per diem expense of $25 plus an average

transportation cc,st of ten cents per mile for 150 miles, the total cost

will be less than $30,000.

Such an approach to the problem of reporting and utilizing assessment

data has the best chance of not only assuring positive follow up but also

of reducing hostility in both the schools and their communities.

Option two - regional interface model:

It is recognized, however, that resource constraints may not allow so

comprehensive a commitment. Therefore, a less iptimistic alternative can

be conceived.
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This model would follow the same basic steps outlined in Option One,

but rather than providing individual district data presentations as outlined

in Step 3 it would utilize a series of regional meetings in which about two

representatives from each district would participate. The format suggested

for the regional meetings is the model used for the training sessions designed

for the data interpreters (Step 2 of Option One). The corps of data interpreters

in this case would be smaller since 30 districts can be accommodated in each

regional meeting requiring only four data interpreters for each session. The

person days required are thus reduced to about 120. If we assume that local

districts will pay transportation and housing costs of their representatives

and also assume the professional investment of the state's educators, the cost

for this kind of program would be about $6,000. It must be recognized that

the technical experts used for training data interpreters will not be available

for the 17 regional meetings and that their contribution would be filtered

through two "student" levels, the data interpreter and the school district

regional meeting attendees. However, the concentrated thinking about the

problems and the utilization of assessment results that such a program would

encourage would still stand a fair chance of having an impact on the education

in a state.

Option three - lecture-discussion model:

In order of desirability, a third level of data presentation might be to

conduct five regional meetings with an aveiage of 200 participants comprising

two representatives from each of one hundred districts. Real but nonidentifiable

state data could be presented in a visual lecture-discussion mode in an

auditorium setting with questions limited to a small sub-group of school

representatives. These interrogators could collect their questions from

discussion sections prior to the question and answer period. -Such meetings

could be handled by State Department personnel augmented by some representation

from the corps of experts available within the State. Following these regional

meetings, the assessment data would be released o each local school district--

preferably scheduled to allow time for district staff consideration before it

becomes public.

Option four - mail-out kits:

The least desirable, least expensive, and not only least useful but

possibly useless presentation is a no.il-out kit of charts, lists, and printed
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discussions which would be sent to the superintendent in each district. To

optimize its very slim chance for utility, and positive impact, the mail-out

kit should include the lollowing components.

First, the data should reflect the maximum amount of knowledge on the

part of the State Department of Education about the school district to which

it is directed. Second, it should be personalized in a form which describes

what the students are like who'represent several points on the distribution

of data for the school.

For example, a student in the upper quarter of the score range on the

reading scale could be described in terms of skill content of the question

to which he responds correctly. The actual pattern of responses should be

included. The report could read "Students in the highest quarter of the

score range tend to answer correctly items which require inference two out

of three times and items which require locating factual detail four out of

five times. There are 178 (20%) students in this range from your school.

For comparison, students from other schools of your community type (Type-3)

respond correctly to inference items three out of four times and to factual

detai:% :iuestions .11so three out of four times. Seventeen percent of all

community Type 3 students score in the highest quarter."

A similar discussion of middle and low scores should be provided. Backup

material describing community type and resource availability should also be

included. In addition, any of the written alternate forms of presentation

suggested in Option One as material for the more desirable personal inter-

pretation could be provided. This published form of presentation could also

be used as a supplement to any of the options.

In summary, the most productive interpretive format for state assessment

data is conceived to be an individually tailored personal presentation to

school district personnel. The least productive interpretation is a written

report. A state department of education is urged to locate the resources to

do personalized data interpretation rather than a less involved and therefore

less expensive mail-out.
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